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M A S K 
The cartoon series makes its computer debut with a game 
that has superb graphics and really tough action 

P A P E R B O Y 
The famous coin-op makes its appearance on the Amstrad 
and lives up to expectations, even d there isn't any sound 

M I S S I O N G E N O C I D E 
The smoothest scrolling shoot-em-up ever - and at only £2 

C H O L O 
A game that follows in Elite's footsteps as an expensive, 
vector graphic classic 



| AA KtNtGADt 
The graphics are astounding in a new type of 
combat game that will bring out the lighting instincts 

•n everyone j 

New Additions 
This month there are two important new additions to the AA team. One i 
called Gary Barrett, who's joined us as a stall wnter. and the other is c 
chap called Mac More of Mac later but lust let me introduce you tc 
Gary. 

Gary is 22 years old and comes from Stoke-on-Trent This summer he 
finished doing chemistry at polytechnic and decided he preflered 
computers instead, et voila. here he is His interests include role playing 
games, photography, reading (not his own work) and editor baiting 
Gary will be mainly responsible for the games side of the mag. but yours 
truly will interfere with things as often as possible just to keep him on his toes. 

Mac is just four years old and spends all day sitting on my desk 
humming. I've spent the last three weeks playing with his mouse and 
cursing him every time something goes wrong Okay. I admit it. Mac is 
an Apple Macintosh SE with 20 Megabyte hard disk and he's ushering in a new era of high tech at Future Publishing 

Everything in the mag is now produced using the Mac. it's still 
wntten on CPCs though and then trans!ened which means both the 
editorial and art teams have spent a long time getting to know it This 
development means changes in typefaces throughout the whole mag. so we hope you like the new look 

Finally a lemmder ol a couple of important things Subscriptions 
and mail order are handled from our Somerton address which youll find 
below If you send address changes, orders, subscriptions or any similar 
material to the Bath address it will have to be re-routed and will take 
longer to be attended to So for prompt attention make sure you use the 
right address. • ^ 
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REACTION 

Reaction will have a South London accent to it 
from this month on instead of a Canadian one. Bob 
wade has taken over these pages, so you'll be get-
ting it straight from the horses mouth. (Any more 
animal jokes and you're fired - ed). 

The address to send your letters to is still : 
Reaction, Amstrad Action, 4 Queen Street, Bath 
BA1 IE J. Remember we can't reply personally to 
letters, otherwise we wouldn't have time to pro-
duce a magazine each month. All mail-order and 
subscription enquiries or problems should be 
aimed at our Somerton address listed on Line-up -
we just have to pass them on if they come here. 

Beautiful Bubble 
I would like to commend the soft-
ware company Bubble Bus Alter 
buying then game. Classic 
Muncher I entered their high score 
competition advertised on the inlay 
card To my delight I won first prue 
for the highest score during March. 
For this Bubble Bus sent me £30 
worth of software 

This is the sort of thing thai 
makes buying computer games 
worthwhile I shall continue to buy 
British Games and keep well away 
from the likes of Ocean soltware 
Paul Iddon 
Preston. Lanes 

We are under the impression that 
Ocean is British 

Round delivery 
Why didn't you review Paperboy 
earlier? It was out in WHSmith on 
the 20th July 
John Maclennan 
Jordanhill. Glasgow 

The usual sfory I'm afraid We 
didnt get a pre-production copy ol 
the game from Elite • just a produc-
tion copy when it hit the streets, 
like everyone else Because of our 
production schedules this means 
the review appears about a month 
alter the game has been released 
Cest la vie 

Double trouble 
As I was looking through AA 4 
(Christmas 85) I discovered a 
review of the game Renegade from 
Kuma at £6 95 In AA 24 there is 
an advertisment for the same 
game but this time from Imagine 
at £8 95 Is this the same game? If 
not are they allowed to use the 
same name? 
Patrick Weeks 
Bruton, Somerset 

Go to the Action Test pages to 
answer your first question As far 
as we know words in common 
usage can not be held copyright 
by any company The only occa-
sion where friction may exist ts 
when company X produces a 
game that is a blatant rip-off of 
company Y's Since this most cer-
tainly isn't the case here I doubt 
whether Kuma would bother to 
tangle with Ocean/Imagine on 
anything so trivial 

Joystick fix 
The past few AA's have been rid-
dled with questions concerning joy-
sticks that are not compatible with 
Amstrads and others that complain 
about joysticks that break to easily 
For anyone contemplating buying 
a stick why not pick the old Atari 
Joy It is very strong and sets you 
back a mere £6 99 
James Brown 
Uvtngton. West Lothian 

Cover-up 
Having just bought issue 24 at your 
good magazine I noticed on the 
back cover you have the Imagine 
advert. Game Qver What s so spe-
cial about that I hear you ask? Well 
I have to admit 1 read another 
magazine: C&VG. On the back 
cover of the Juno edition ol C&VG 
there is another Game Over ad 
The lady with the Robot head 
exposes a good deal more ol her 
breast in C&VGs advert Gasp But 
on your back page she is covered 
completely. I have studied it close-
ly. and tot certain the poster has 
been altered. Why? 
Matthew Hadlield 
Sidcup, Kent 

There are two possibilities here 

either the Mary Whitehouse 

Brigade have frightened Imagine 

into doing a cover-up job or Toots 
been using the painting by num-
bers kit I gave him tor his birthday 

Tenific type-ins 
I found the brief review ol the 
replies in the recent questionnaire 
very interesting and was not at all 
surprised at the popularity of the 
Type Ins - some are good and some 
are very good indeed 

In order to encourage even bet 
ter Type-Ins why not have a prize 
for the best utility and best graph-
ics program published at the end of 
the year? 
H N Gubby 
York 

Please nol The AA offices are get-

ting more and more cramped due 

to the ever-increasing Type-Ins 
heap. 

Ghoulish past 
Did your own RpM write 
Mtcropower s G3ioul& Way back in 
AA 4 s Cheat Mode, there was a 
poke lor the game sent in by RP 
Marteino from Hendon 
(hmmm another illegible sig-
nature?) and m AA 7's Cheat Mode 
was a poke lor the Who Dares 
Wins sent m by Richard Monteiro 
from Hendon "the man who 
brought you Ghouls * 
Andrew MacDonald 
Eccleshall, Staffs 

Richard didn t wrjfe the game 
Ghouls, but it was his poke as was 
the one for Who Dares Wins. That 
was back before ho started work-
ing for AA when he used a skull 
and crossbones as a letter head 

Split personality 
Is it possible to buy two joystick 
splitters Plug the first one into the 
computer (61280 and the second 
one into the fust one? Then put a 
lightpen m the remaining socket on 
the first splitter and two joysticks in 
the second splitter? Hope you 
understand that Does The Pawn 
run on a 464 with disk drive and 
64K memory upgrade? Which 
Amstrad does Bob Wade have? 
Please answer my questions 
Brandon Mason 
Surbiton, Suney 

1, Don't know Can anyone else 

help? 

2. No 

3.1 own a 464 with colour monitor. 

CB on the air 
Who is CB who reviewed many of 
the games in AA 23 ? He is certain-
ly not listed as an AA ed Is CB a 
pseudonym lor BW? 
Karl Col dm an 
London 

Chris Boothman, the owner of the 
mysterious initials is our freelance 
games reviewer He pops into the 
office to pick up. or drop oft. 
games and generally annoy the 
rest of the AA staff If you pick up 
issue 17 and flick to Ed-Unes, you'll 
get some info on this effervescent 
character Incidentally he now 
gets his rightful credit on the Line-
up pages as a contributor 

4?CMt<i AU-TA£r 

Drunk - not us 
In issue 24 were the answers to the 
Arkham Manor competition Tou 
said that Lord Nagel was a tee-
totaller but the second glass of 
whisky wasn't drunk So there1 

Richard Smithies 
Purlelgh, Essex 

Okay so we said it was a "full' 
glass of whisky, which might mis-
lead one into thinking the murder-
er wouldn't touch it I think you 
were being a little too clever 
though because the presence of 
the second glass was purely 
meant 
er did drink 
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REACTION 

Suggestion box 
Suggestion • print a list at those 
games you have reviewed and ask 
readers to review (in AA style) any 
games which have slipped 
through! the net ol Bob and com-
pany and print the best review ol 
a game reviewed by two or more 
people 
Suggestion - a game hacking 
course to help people like me to 
learn how to poke games 
Richard Pratt 
Ramsgate, Kent 

Tell the truth 
I wish someone could tell me the 
accurate truth about which home 
computer has sold the most 
machines and thereby has the 
most soltware and hardware sup-
port. assuming this follows I teel 
the AmSpoc+3 will have the same 
support and longevity of all 
Spectrums and therefore be a bet-
ter buy than a 6128 which doesn't 
seem to have the same level of 
support 01 even the cheap soft-
ware And now the Atari's will be 
£299 with disk, mouse and monitor 
Or even the 8256 has sold so many 
units that maybe that will be the 
most supported 

What would your advice be'* 
All I want is a machine which will 
be better supported than the oth 
ers. This I feel is reasonable as there 
must be a machine that has been 
the winner in this race. Is it a spec-
trum or an Amstrad? Surely there is 
a Ford Cortina of the computer 
world 
P J Morley 
Whittlesey, Combs 

In terms of pure quantity it would 
have to be the Spectrum 
However. I think you're missing an 
important point here, it's not just 
quantity that matters but quality. 
In terms of quality the 6128 has 
supenor graphic and sound capa 
bilities to that ot the Spectrum, and 
the same can be said ol the Atari 
ST. Don't be railroaded into buying 
a computer just because you think 
it's the best-selling brand Buy if 
because it luliils your needs 

Games on the brain 
One Knightyme. under the Red 
Moon. I had a Highway Encounter 
with an Elite group ol Harvey 
Headbangers They threw down 
theu Gauntlet and shouted 'Get 
Dexter*, alter which I made a quick 
Boulderdash and Bounder over 
some Heartland, through an SAS 
Assault Course, just like how the 
Army Moves over a Bridge and 
into West Bank where a Grange 
Hill Paperboy delivers. 

They were soon in a Trivial 
Pursuit. 1 was no Speed King and 
had little Thrust and they soon 
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caught me. The Leader of the 
gang, who looked Boad. was no 
other than that Kung Fu Master 
and Barbarian. Bombjack. with his 
son and Apprentice. Jack The 
Nipper He wore a Green Beret. 
Pyjamaramas and had Thing on a 
Spring around his neck I was 
Spellbound and Bombscared out of 
my Living Daylights as his Little 
Computer People ended me "We 
come for Brian Cloughs Football" 
they chanted 'But I haven t got 
that A.C.E Football Managers ball. 
I lent it to Mastertionic's Five a Side 
so they could Powerplay some 
Super Soccer and become 
Footballer ol the Year' 

That's Impossaball Werner 
very long ago''" Bombjack 
demanded 

"On Matchday" I replied 
"Well, that was very stuptd I 

will have to try my International 
Karate an you * He prepared for a 
kick and screamed "Yie Ar Kung 
Fu" 

But just at that moment, that 
Trashman, Roland appeared, his 
career was last seen On the Ropes 
He saw I was in a Kat Trap and 
that I couldn't Break Thru, but 
knowing this my Split Personality 
Thrust a Lightfarce punch to the 
hooligans head It was no use. 
Bombjack had a face like a Kettle 
and just laughed So Roland 
screamed "Who Dares Wins" and 
set off on the seemingly Impossible 
Mission to rescue me. Where Dan 
Dare not. Roland will. 

My heart was in a real 
Pulsator as he STORM ed into The 
Little Computer People and sent 
them Spmdizzy to the ground 
There were only the two jacks left 
now and they were Spellbound so 
Rolamd put them on the Last V8 
and sent them Into Oblivion. 
Arnold & Andrew Rooke 
Grimsby, South Humberside 

Whaf can 1 say? What a load ol 

Hyberbowls. 

Double trouble 
After reading your magazine no 
23 (August 87) lor the fifth time 
over (still interesting). I was looking 
through your Helpline column 
And to my amazement? thought 
for a moment I was seeing double 
Yes. seeing double. There half way 
down the first column, the 11th 
name down. 1 saw a Helper called 
Alastcnr Scott Offering help on 
chess programs. Tasword 6128, 
Toolkit (Beebugsoft) etc etc etc. 
The problem I saw double and 
still am seeing double is. when I 
reached the top of the next col-
umn and there agoan saw some-
one offering help on yes Chess 
programs, Tasword 6128. Toolkit 
etc etc It was another Alastcar 
Scott, but this time the address was 
diferent? Is this the same Alastcar 
Scott? Or is his twin offering the 
same help from another address? 
Ranjlt Singh 
Huddersfield 

We hadn 't noticed this before and 
aren 't too sure whether it's coinci-
dence or not Are there two 
Alastcar Scotts playing chess with 
each other in Scotland - or did 
you move and forget to tell us to 
take out your old Helpline entry? 

Memory full 
On 30th April I bought a cassette 
of They Stole a Million and for 
almost three months I have been 
trying to load it The inlay indi-
cates that it is for. among others. 
Amstrad 6128, which js what I 
have, but every loading fails with 
the message "Memory full m 210* 

I have wntten to both 
Amstrad and Anolasoft The for-
mer eventually sent a listing 
which has had no effect, while the 
latter have not replied Can you 
tell me why the memory is hill on 
a 6128 when the cassette has been 
running lor only a short time and 
can you help me to load the pro 
gram'' I do not think this is an indi-
vidual query because another cas-
sette loading into another 6128 
produced the same result 
George M Young 
Glasgow 

This sounds like a compatibility 
problem and the only people who 
could help you are Ariolasott 
Return the tape to them and they 
ought to replace it with a working 
6128 version 

Hooked on data 
However strange the next sen-
tence sounds I can assure you that 
I am of sound mind I would like 
more data programs Yes. I would 
like more programs with data 
statements in. more long lines of 

hexadecimal numbers that are 
quite bddley to type in 

The reason why? I just love 
em They are easy to type m com-
pared to lines ct BASIC and require 
a lot less thought In fact I oan 
claim to sing while I am typing out 
long lists of data 

You may wonder where, 
why. when, how etc it happemed 
Well it was Saturday 18th July and 
i was bored Having not broken up 
yet I decided to type in that 
Sound Digitizer program in 
December's issue ol AA (15). I had 
typed it in before but the long lists 
of data weren't as appetising as 
they are now When I started I put 
on my 5 Star Album (Silk and 
Steel it is fantastic. I recommend 
it) and typed away en my key-
board as happy as Happy himself 
And while I typed out those once 
hideously long data lines. Deruece 
and the others sang out those fan-
tastic tunes that deserve all the 
awards they won for them and 
even if I may say so myself I 
joined m and sang too What bliss* 

However to my dismay those 
onoe hideously long data lines 
came to an end and I was forced 
to quit my 5 Star while I saved the 
program and checked to see if it 
were ok Well. I only made one 
mistake and that was a mix up 
with an E and a F (F for Five Star). 

So please please please (I 
will almost worship you forever), 
please print more data programs 
Stephen Parkinson 
London N16 

Vorsprung durch vortex 
Having owned J VorteJP Ram 
Expansion since February 1986 1 
know that it is an excellent prod-
uct with great potential However 
there have been a number ol 
problems when using the board 
with other hardware add-ons and 
with some commercial software 
By far the biggest problem that I 
have found is understanding 
exactly how to make best use of 
the boards many features and 
commands 

I know that 1 am not alone m 
wanting to make mote use of the 
Vortex Expansion and that there 
are another 600 or so Vortex own-
ers in the UK. and a similar num-
ber abroad 11 you are a frustrated 
expansionist then I suggest that 
we get in touch and form a self-
help group If you have modified 
commercial programs to run under 
BOS. experienced or preferably 
solved a hardware or software 
problem or perhaps wntten a 
200k program, please wnte 

Hopefully programs problems 
and hints could be written up as a 
newletter for the benefit of all users 
or perhaps in a magazine column* 



REACTION 

In case you had not heard Vortex 
have brought out BOS version 2.1 
which apparently incorporates 
many improvements - mini is on 
order now. Interested in the 
details? Please write with your 
thoughts on a user group and 
please enclose a Stamped 
Addressed Envelope4 

For 18p we can start to make 
use of all that extra memory 
Chris Peel 
30 Dale View Road 
Kelghley 
WYorks 
BD21 AYR 

Celtic thunder 
My fust point concerns your 
Helpline. Since I got my name in I 
have had one letter and numerous 
phone calls. The calls I can han-
dle. but the letter presented a wee 
snag. You stress that people 
should include a S.A E. The girl 
who wrote to me was kind enough 
to do so but because I live in Co 
Dublin in Ireland, an English 
stamp is of no use to me. Please 
could you print this so that luture 
people won't encounter this prob-
lem 

I have another gripe. This 
concerns a game 1 purchased form 
Artie Computing Ltd The game is 
called International Rugby and to 
my mind it is a reasonably good 
game I usually play on the Irish 
team and alter about 45 mins 
hard slogging I sit back to enjoy 
the rendition of the winning sides 
(mine) national Anthem 
Expecting to hear Amhran na 
Bhjian. you can imagine my shock 
when out comes m glorious sound 
'God save our gracious Queen" 
This happens each time Ireland 
wins I think that this is a terrible 
en or lor such a good game. 
Roger Murphy 
Co. Dublin 
Ireland 

Mail-order blues 
What's happened to your mail-
order dept lp to issue 21 we had 
over 90 games plus a dozen or so 
serious software and now we only 
have a choice of 2 or 3 games plus 
a load of accessories Any hope at 
getting back to normal? 
Mr J Love 
Bellshill, Lanarkshire 

Unfortunately our mail order 
department just couldn't cope 
with the old system Therefore it 
was decided to restrict it to a few 
products each month which we 
condidered to be really worth 
endorsing. 

Not worth the bother 
What happened to you. You have 
changed everything about your 
magazine. As soon as Amtix gave 
up the ghost you upped your pnce 
to £1.25 - and lor what"? Excuse 
me for a second or two while I 
count your reviews of games 
excluding the Pilgrim let s see 20 
games on your Acton Test m 
September s Issue. Excuse me 
while 1 count the reviews of the 
back issue. The very first issue you 
reviewed 130 games or so 

To be perfectly honest, m my 
opinion I don't think your maga-
zine is worth the bother and 
money I prefer the magazine 
Computing with the Amstrad 
Why don't you bring back some of 
the old features like the Hi-soore 
and the Voice oi the People 
Instead of showing your view of a 
green screen, show us a photo of 
one 
Campbell Qlilzon 
Renfrewshire 
Scotland 

Well I can see your not happy, so 
I'll tackle your points in order The 
price increase wasn't due to 
Amtixs closure, the timing was 
coincidental The rise was due to 
increased costs since AA was 
launched For what? Well judging 
from our questionnaire response 
it's meanly Type-Ins. Cheat Mode. 
Action Test and Serious Software -
perhaps you aren't interested in 
them? 

As for reviewing 130 games 
each issue, there just aren't that 
many produced each month The 
first issue was a one-off look back 
at all the software that had been 
released by that time. 

Voice of the People just 
didn't get enough response to fill 
a page every month and we 
therefore considered the space 
much better devoted to some-
thing else Hi-score was an admin-
istrative nightmare, and also a 
big space consumer. I still consid-
er the First Day Target scores a 

Slanging rhyme 
1 sent lor SENTINEL through the 

mail 
On April tenth 1 sent my money 
But nothing came I thought That s^ 

funny" /v 
The advert said three working 

days' 
This speed of service would 

amaze 
The days went by, and still no 

disk 
Perhaps you had my ocder missed 

The cheque was cashed the 
money paid. 

I No piogram came My plans 
weie laid. 

To phone you up and ask the lea-
i son 
Was SENTINEL now out of season? 
The girl was kind and took my 

name 
It wasn't her that I could blame. 
Three weeks had passed since fust 

I wrote. 
But nothing came, no disk no 

note 

And then 'Hooray'' one day in 
May 

The postman called and just to 
say 

The disk was here, the game I 
played 

And by the SENTINEL I was stayed! 
It may have been my story's end 

more valuable reckoner because 
it gives everyone something to 
cam far rather than just a small 
elite who are excellent games 
players, 

Multi-load fan 
I feel I must write to point out the 
excellence of the curent multi-load 
games coming into the market 
Firstly the whole point of multi-
loads is to give the user excellent 
graphics, sound and playability 
One such game on the C-64 is 
The Last Nmja which is proving to 
be a massive success and no won-
der as it contains 360k of program 
ming (60k each load) This is one 
game which is well worth £10. 

This must be the future for all 
the 8-bit micros as they are match-
ing the amount of K of the ST and 
Amiga Also Software Projects 
must let other companies m on 
their multi-load system • the next 
part of the game loads while 
you're playing the first section This 
would eventually bring much bet-
ter grahics etc into the Amstrad 
market 

Your covers are so pathetic 
Please get an artist to draw the 
master game or do screen shots on 
the cover, other magazines do 
Mark Thacker 
Leicester 

But then, so soon, my postman 
friend 

Bought me a parcel crisp and 
new. 

And in it SENTINEL numbei two" 

A phone call to the Barn did yield 
An envelope, m which 1 sealed 
The second copy of the game. 
MylcathmA.A not the same 
The mag is good Mail Orders not. 
Foi in your book there's now a 

blot 
With worry anger Im now thin-

ner? 
What compensation^ • Software 

Winner??"? 
Mr Gareth Heward 
St. Sampson s 
Guernsey 

Absolutely' 

As we've always maintained, we 
are a very independent publica-
tion. not likely to do something 
just because every other maga-
zine does. We try to do what our 
readers want us to. and currently 
feeling seems to be running in 
favour of the covers the way they 
are. 

Single sided disks 
Disk's again, but no prices Why 
do I never get a backup copy on 
the B side'* 1 am 1 arced to buy 
copying utilities as nobody runs a 
master, it can only enoourage pn-
vacy. 
Chris Todd 
Farnsfield 
Notts 

Unfortunately software houses 
don't tend to provide facilities for 
backing up games from cassette 
or disk If they were to provide 
built-in tape to disk transfer and 
disk back-up routines (usable only 
once or twice per copy of course -
that's for the programmers to work 
out) then there would be no justifi-
cation for back-up devices at all 
Until then I think the Multiiace D. 
Imager and company will contin-
ue to flourish 
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Frustrated designer 
Some ol us CPC owners, or maybe 
lusl me. are not great program-
mers But we do have some great 
ideas for games oJ one sort or 
another. The problem is once we 
have got these ideas what do we 
do with them? Who do we get in 
touch with? And one big question. 
How. if it dees get off the ground, 
do we know we are not getting a 
raw deal? Also should I copyright 
my ideas? If I have to' write to 
anyone please could you send me 
an address to contact It would 
please me a lot if you could 
answer the questions as 1 feel that 
many ideas are nevei heard 
about 
Matthew Dewsbury 
Norwich 
Norfolk 

Ideas have always been difficult 
to copyright a chnage here or 
there and someone could easily 
come up with a similar game that 
didn't break the copyright laws 
While software houses are current-
ly obsessed with Coin-Ops. TV 
characters and licences, original 
game designers are also likely to 
have a lean time. Without pro-
gramming knowledge you don't 
stand too much chance 

However software houses, 
particularly the smaller, indepen-
dent ones, are always prepared 
to look at ideas. So if you set out 
your game design clearly, with 
details on the graphics, controls, 
levels, etc. someone might take it 
on if they think it's good enough 
All you can do is try 

Market mania 
Can you recommend a share port 
lolio management package for the 
Amstrad CPC6128? My husband 
says that it should be perfectly pos-
sible to get some spreadsheet soft-
ware to do this I want to plot the 
progress of my shares by graphs if 
possible and calculate the current 
value of my portlobo without hav-
ing to resort to the use of my calcu-
lator and overwriting previous 
notes. Mind you alter this disas 
trous week I don't think I want to 
know any more 
Mrs L C Cole 
St Albans. Herts 

Matrix from Audiogenic Software 
(0734 30 3663) is your best bet for 
a spreadsheet with graphics 
option. For £34 95 on disk it is 
exceptional value. For full details 
look at page 33 of the March AA 
We don't know of a share man-
agement package Any one 
know of one? 

Not a write-olf 
1 have been reaclmcj Amstrad 
Action for just under a year. 1 
enjoy it very much However, one 
thing that I have noticed is the fear 
in the back of peoples minds 
about the CPC464.S being written 
off I have written this letter to 
ease their minds I owned a 664 
and was angry when Alan Sugar 
stopped their production 
However. 1 kept the 664. even 
though there were rumours about 
a lack ol software. However, all 
software produced, with some 
exceptions. (Art Studio. Alligatas 
MeJfdown) is usually compatible 
across the whole range. This 
meant that even though the 644 
had caused production, it was still 
in reality alive and lacking. 

Perhaps if Alan Sugar was to 
axe the 464. and I personally 
doubt this, the software would still 
be available, I say perhaps 
because then only disks may be 
produced, but disk dnves are 
becoming cheaper I sold my 664 
and now own a 464 and disc drive 
Q'm an Infocom fan), and am not 
worried by the threat of the cease 
ol 464"s. lor it seems very far ofl. 
RD Smith 
Weedon 
Aylesbury 

I'd agree wholeheartedly with 
you on that one Mr Smith There 
currently seems no reason for 
Alan Sugar to drop the CPCs. 
which are his first and perhaps 
best loved computer And even if 
such an event were to happen, 
the tens of thousands of CPC own-
ers and our good selves would not 
disappear overnight, but continue 
to provide a thriving marketplace 
tor a long time to come. 

Fond of dongle 
I am writing about soltware piracy 
and solutions to it. In the past sev-
eral good ideas never really 
worked. There was a coding 
attempt on games like Manic 
Miner and Jet Set Willy. These did 
not stop you copying the tapes but 
meant that a code sheet (obtain-
able only with an original copy) 
had to be used to type in a code to 
get the game working This had 
two drawbacks, it was a hassle for 
the genuine owner to type in the 
code, and it did not take too long 
to copy out the sheet. So this idea 
laded > 

Then there was Lenslok: a 
lens that unscrambled a mass of 
pixels on the screen to represent 
two letters that must be typed in. 
This was okay il you had good 
eyesight, but again hassle lor the 
genuine owner, and the letters 
were not always very readable. 

One of the best devices I 
have seen is the dongle This is a 
little black box that plugs into the 
side of the computer The game 
will not load unless the device is 
present I think this idea is wonder -
lul and would stop pirating, I can-
not see why it is not used 

•The other way of preventing 
piracy is to reduce software prices. 
In the good old days of the ZX81 
you could buy 10 games for a 
fiver That's value! I think if soft-
ware was reduced to a maximum 
of C5 a lot more copies would be 
sold than at present (look how 
Mastertronic is doing). 
Roger Payne 
Ale ester, Warwickshire 

In the future... 
I have spotted an error in AA 22. 
Cheat Mode said Owen Cunning-
ham, a runner-up for the prize, had 
poked Project Future. It was no-
where to be seen. Being an owner 
of the game in question I was 
extremely annoyed. Hhnrmmm, 
clearing of throat. 

I produce a magazine called 
464 Club. Enquiries and subscrip-
tions welcome. Your mag despite 
the clearing of throats is enough 
to conk you out with its brilliance. 
Although I never did thy the now-
defunct Amtix I bet it was probab-
ly stupid. 

Your male 9-year-old reader, 
Jocelyn Armstrong 
77 Fairy hill 
Killarney Road 
Bray, Co. Wicklow, Eire 

Sorry about our past error. Look 
for this poke sometime in the 
future. 

Barbary coasts 
After reading your review of Bar-
barian (AA 23) I ran out tenner in 
hand and bought it, got home and 
loaded it by 5 o'clock. By 6:51 I 
had beaten eight fighters and the 
wizard, and the girl was standing 
beside me. 

Is this a record? Is there not 
any more to the game? This is not 
much value for money. Or am I 
loading it wrong? 

After all my moaning the 
game is still worth buying just to 
watch the demo. 
Scott Barbary 
Redruth, Cornwall 

We believe you; you're a hero! 
You wanna medal or your head 
chopped off? (RpM brags that by 
6:51 he had a poke.) 

Penpals, please 

• Darko Bala I, DuJSinova 3, Zagreb, Yugo-
slavia 41000 « (>41) S3 1964 - wants 
help in hacking, machine-code Has po*es 
(or games, uses 6128 with colour. Pace RS232 
and CommsUi Looking (or (nends wuh 
computers 
• Mark Callaghaa. 19 Dalun Drive. Loan 
head. Midlothian, EH20 9LW - is 14 and 
wants a penpal who knows how to get Thor's 
hammer in Spellbound 
• T Crookston, 74 Stanley St, Accringtoo, 
Lanes. BBS 6PQ * (02S4) 87 1877 - ag® 
25. has 6128, interested in programming, 
games, imbues and swapping ideas 
• James Clarke. Home Farm, Onslow, Blc-
too Heath. Shrewsbury. ST3 SEE - age 11. 
has 6128, wants help wuh graphics 
• Grebor McBride, 17 Torleam Rd, Crieff, 
Perthshire, PB7 3QF - 15 464: games + ops 
• Cameron Parsonson. 67 Beatty St, Christ-
church 7, New Zealand "would like to meet 
some CPC lovers from England' 
• Darren Mehaig, 35 Tlttesworih Eel. 
Blacks haw Moor, nr Leek, Staffs, ST13 8TS 
- has 464 and 95 games, age 14 
• Magnus Gundersen. Smoslav 4,4029 StaT-
anger, Norway - age 15. has 6128. interested 
m machine-code, Basic, games and utilities 

• Rowan ODoaogbse, 2 St John's Villas. 
Waterford. Ireland - is 14 with 464. wants 
penpals in Ireland Interested in arcade 
games, sports simulations, simulations, 
adventures 
• Jennifer Williams. 39 Manchester Rd, 
Andenahaw, M34 SPZ - age 15. thinks AA 
a bnlliant 
• Wayne Gob, 111 Saxon Dries, West Acton. 
London, W3 0NT « 01-993 68S1 
• Stephen Evans, Dyffryn. Gwyoogrug. 
Pencader, Carmarthen. Dyfed. SA39 9AX -
"Here are my dodahs age 15 and own 464, 
interested in programming and games " 
• Derrick Corrigan, 19 Horavtlle, Ennis 
klllen. Co Fermanagh. N Ireland, BT74 60A 
- ege 16 with 464 and disk, enjoys adventures 
and arcades. CACtng "If you donl pnnt this 
I will go out and buy this month's Amtix - and 
I donl make idle threats'" 
• Stephen Chandler. 22A Normans Rd. Can 
eey Island. Essex, SS8 7SN - age 16. has 6128. 
wants to swap ideas and ops, likes arcades 
and simulations 
• Brian Frayne. 47 New Rd. Trebanos, 
Swansea. SA8 4DL - wants a French penpal 
aged 14-17 
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Helpline Where eager Amstrad experts volunteer 
a id to fellow readers having problems 

11 you too tcol helpful iust send us you! nan* acklress phono number (say so 11 you clont want it to bo pnntod) and subject on which you want to 
help Please write on a postcard or the back of a st ick '-town envelope to simplify administration here in the ollso: Send to, Helpline. Amstrad Action. 
4 Queen Street. Bath. BA1 1EJ I: you arc asking lor help mak< direct contact with the appropnatr Helpline* - dont pestei your usually-patient (but 
pressed) editor By post you must include a sell-addressed stamped envelope tor the reply - otherwise you won t get one And il you telephone stick 
to socially acceptable hours' 

The Helpline has grown so latge that from next month it will be split into two chunks, pi in ted on alternate months So it yours isn t m this issue 
then watch exit lor it next time ti you wish to withdraw from the Helpline you should contact us m writing otherwise you 11 stay in 
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AMSCENE 

Monthly update on what's new on the C P C scene 

Charity compilation 

It's the end ol the summei lull and 
soltwaie houses are already pro-
ducing compilation packs and re-
releasing games at an extraordi-
nary rate 

The most laudable of the 
compilations is BackPack (full title 
Kidsplay. The Back Pack), a compi-
lation of ten games donated by 
various software houses All pro-
ceeds from the pack go to the 
NSPCC (National Society lor the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Children) 
and RSSPCC The £9,99 Amstiad 
cassette and £14.99 disk versions of 
Battle Against Cruelty to Kids Pack 
contains olden goldies such as 
Xeno. Tempest. Monty on the Run. 

Stanon and Nightshade 

The Edge has knocked up 
Classtx 1 Containing three games: 
Bobby Bearing (which according to 
the Edge recieved an AA Rave, 
which was news to us), Brian 

Bloodaxc and Pahtron (which DID 
get an AA Rave) It retails for £6.99 
on cassette and £12 99 on disk. The 
pack also includes demos of Shao 

Lin's Road and Shadow Skimmer 

WHSmith has Action Pack 3 

on its computer shelves. Four 
Alligata titles at £4 99 on cassette 
only Who Dares Wins J7 Kettle. 

Trap, and Indoor Bowling Mike 
Mahoney from Alligata told us. 
"We normally give Smiths four 
months to sell our cassette product 
After that we may release it on 
disk' October is the earliest the disk 
compilation is due. You can expect 
to fork out £9 99 

US Gold has two compila-
tions under its belt Both are cas-
sette only and both hit you lor 
£9 99 Summer Gold holds six 
games including Impossible 

Mission. Bruce Lee and 10th Frame. 

Coin-Op Classics contains three 
arcade games Breakthru. Kung-

Fu Master and the previously unre-
leased Crystal Castles 

Due out in September is 
Lucastilm 4 The Prestige 

Collection from Activision. Rescue 
on Fractalus. Ballbkrzer Koronls 

Rilt and the Eidolon win appeal on 
two cassettes lor £9.99 or disk at 
£14 99 

Elite will have Hit Pak vol-

ume 2 ready on September 14th. 
Comprising ol six titles including 
Shockway Rider. Light Force, Ace 

and Barfly (which hasn't previously 
been seen on the CPO It will sell 
lor £9.95 on cassette and £14 95 on 
disk 

Even Amsoft is in on the 
compilation madness. It's offering 
Triple Gold with Congo Bongo. 

Up'nVown and Buck Rogers on the 
menu. On cassette lor £9 95 and 
disk for £11 95 

Eight budget titles are to 
appear under the tile o( The Power 

Plays. Foe £9.99 you get Barrier 

Reel, Timelord. Amstrad ShuJlle 

and other Power House games. 
Two re-releases from Bug-

Byte Core, formally with an A'n'F 
sticker and Arena which had 
Lothlonen plastered over it Both 
have plunged in price to a prefer-
able £2.99 Cassette only 

AlUgata's fast scrolling shoot-
em-up. Z. has been given a new 
lease of lile by Rtno Marketing 
Now £4.99 Cassette only 

1 hope you're reading this 
carefully because this is the para-
graph where we get bored listing 
these re-releases and decide to 
digress into total irrelevance. Nice 
weather we're having lately don't 
you think"5 

Ricochet yet another label 
from Mastertronic. has Brian Jacks 

Superstar Challenge on its re-
release label Price is the usual 
£1 99 Sharron Wade (see if you 
can spot her an the ad for the Sega 
games console) at Tronic told us. 
There will be other re-releases on 
the Ricochet label at the PCW 
show.' 

Finally there's International 

Karate, by Endurance Games, to 
be re-launched at the bugdet price 
of £2 99 on cassette and £6 99 on 
disk Let's hope you don't get too 
earned away with all this old soft-
ware Our advice is to support the 
charity compilation and. if your 
wallet can stand the strain try to 
support original software as well as 
all these re-releases 

Freescape 
revealed 

You may have noticed Freescape 
splashed across several obscure 
advertisments. Obscuie as neither 
company name, address or tele-
phone is present A recent visit by 
Incentive's director. Ian Andrew, 
lifted the lid. Freescape. the result 
of a years work by Incentive pro-
grammers. is a three-dimensional 
environment simulator It allows 
the operator to move and look at 
any point m a 3D landscape 
Everything is displayed using solid 
graphics. 

We have seen an impressive 
demo of Freescape: smooth and 
fast with spectacular interaction 
The next generation of 8-blt com-
puter software is here Freescape 
will feature in the preview ol the 
game Driller at the September PCW 
show 

Twenty 
megabytes on 

the way 
Silicon Systems has decided to pro-
duce a 20 megabyte hard disk. 
This has resulted from interest gen-
erated by the Silicon Slices ques-
nonaire in AA 22 Tim Kay at 
Silicon hopes for an October 
release and added. "The hardware 
is virtually complete and half the 
software is written * When the hard 
drive appears it will boast Amsdos 
and CPM plus compatability 
Further information from Silicon on 
061 848 8959 

Budget business 
An all-in-one package is being 
offered to the small business or self-
employed person by SD 
Microsystems For £24.95 you 
recieve the Small Trader's Pack on 
a three-inch disk: accounting, 
stock control, mailing list plus a 
suite of utilities The program is 
fully menu-driven and comes with 
one meagre page ol instructions -
operation is that simple claims SD 
Also on then list ol new releases is 
CPC Invoicer, a low-cost sales 
invoicing package at £14 95 on 
disk SD microsystems are sta-
tioned at PO 3ox 24 Hitchin. Herts 
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v Future hit 
v . 

Here at Future Publishing the 
offices are buzzing with exatment: 
our fourth publication • Advanced 
Computer Entertainment - is an the 
streets Headed by Steve Cooke 
and form® AA editor Peter Connor, 
it caters lor all major 8-bit comput-
ers with particular attention given 
to new 16-bit machines. ACE is 
geared towards games players 
looking for something extra from a 
magazine, both in its assessment ol 
games and other areas of comput-
et entertainment like graphics and 
music 

It will have "more humour, 
deeper insight and greater reliabil-
ity' says publisher Chris Anderson. 
One of ACE's major new innova-
tions is a revolutionary rating sys-
tem called the Predicted Interest 
Curve, giving the most in-depth 
assessment of a game yet. ACE is 

Write word 
Junioi Wordpro has been updated 
Remember back in issue 22 we 
gave it a less than wildly enthusi-
astic review? Well, all the dis-
agreeable aspects ol Wordpro 
have been removed and new fea-
tures incorporated Gone are the 
garish colours, the cursor is much 
more sedate, key auto-repeat is set 
to default, and getting to the end 

P.GWEAT t l+onch 
I issue. 

zm 

on the newsstands now and costs 
1.50, 

of a document no longer takes an 
age. New functions include: line 
insert, line delete and simple rejus-
tilication. The enhanced version 
looks better, performs satisfactorily, 
but has risen in price £9.95 for 
cassette and £12 95 for disk Phone 
Ramasoft on 0763 43715 for the full 
details 

How to be a computer 

Spend a penny 
Domark is to release Jeffrey erf one of *he book characters No 
Archer's book. Not a Penny More, release date yet. but the Atari ST 
Not a Penny Less According to version will be demonstrated at 
Domark it will be a graphical the PCW show, 
adventure with you taking the role 

Big top moves north 

It you pek your nose one more time. I ll g/ve the licence to US Gold 

The next Amstrad computer show 
will be held at the G-Mex exhibi-
tion centre in Manchester. For three 
days starting on the 23rd of 
October you'll have the chance to 
view and purchase the iatest from 
Amstrad and the many other 

exhibitors - or come and inteno-
gate the experts Price at the door 
is £3 for adults and £2 for under 
16's. Tickets can be ordered in 
advance from Database 
Exhibitions on 061 480 0171 at a 
saving of £1. 

AMSCENE 

The prodigal son 
Jack the Nipper returns in a new naughty as possible to gain 100% 
adventure. Coconut Capets This on the Naughtyometer Not an 
meddlesome character is plonked easy task when he has natives and 
in the middle oa the Australian his lathe: after'him Plus, of course, 
desert Well it's his own fault the other Aussie creatures which 
because on the way to Australia, hell undoubtedly annoy on his 
after being deported bom Britain travels Join Jack and his downun-
he decides to lump from the an- der pals in Gremlin's £9 99 cos-
craft Jack, in true style, must be as sette. £14 99 disk. game. 

F-15 Plus one 
Digital Integration's answer to 
MiaoProses F-15 Stnke Eagle simu-
lation is F-16 Combat Pilot You 
control the F-16: a highly manoeu-
vrable. multirole tightei aircraft 
Your task is to locate using a mass 
ol instrumentation - enemy targets 
and eliminate them A myriad of 
weapons is always at hand. Uya 
Girson at Digital had this to say "F-
16 should appear in October 
although anytime between then 

and Christmas is just as likely* 
Prices at the moment are £9 95 on 
cassette and £14 95 on disk 
Furthei releases from Digital 
Integration include ATF Advanced 
Tactical Fighter, and Bob Sleigh 
These should hit the streets 
between now and January 

Adrian Edmundson of Young 
Ones fame, wrote the best-selling 
book. How to be a Complete 
(I'm going fo be coy and not print 
it Ed) Virgin has decided to 
release a game based on the 
book. It features "Bastcrvision" 
which lets you view locations from 
two angles. You'll have to pay 
£8 95 to be a complete "person of 
dubious parentage" Virgin won't 
be releasing games on disk as 
Patnaa Mitchell explained. "We 
havent had an awful lot of sales of 

Amstrad software in the UK So for 
the time being we shall stick to 
cassette" 
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AMSCENE 

Gold games Warrior chopper 

Hubble bubble 
The arcade game flubbie Bobble is 
due la the Amstrad in ooming 
months. Under the Firebird label 
the game features the one hun-
dred screens of the arcade origi-
nal Price and release date are not 
fixed 

Sky high 
Gatwick Airport, which has a flight 
landing or departing every two 
minutes, has several Amstrad 
6128s in its entourage. To cod the 
15 million-plus passengers that 
pass through its terminals. Gatwick 
joined forces with BA (formerly 
British Airports Authority) to supply 
an intelligible, up-to-the-minute 
information system. Data 
Applications from Cirencestei was 
the company that eventually 
undertook the job of providing a 
colour graphics generator and 
decided on using the humble 
6128 Jim Tappenden at 
Applications claimed that any 
mxnocomputer could have been 
used, however, not at such a com-
petitive puce. Next time you pass 
the information desk or check-in 
counter peer at the display system 
You can feel proud, after all. 
there's a CPC behind it. 

Microprose has been busy with 
simulations recently Three are duo 
out in the coming months The fust. 
Puates. will have you sailing 
around the canbbean as captain 
of a 17th century privateer The 
second is Airborne Ranger, in 
which you control a soldier capa-
ble of running or crawling through 
ditches and ravines in 3D Finally 
Project Stealth Fighter, the famous 
non-existent American aircraft 
The scenarios are based on current 
US auforoe training, ancralt earner 
and land based missions included 
All three games will be available 
shortly Prices are provisionally set 
at £14 95 on cassette and £19 95 
on disk 

Amsolt. alter a long period of 
quiet, has two new titles on their 
Gold label Zaxxon and Spy 
Hunter Both will retail tor £9 95 on 
cassette and £11.95 on disk 

Pieces of eight 

Heading for Bath 
Back in 1985 Hewson unleashed 
Soufhem Belle on an unsuspecting 
public It proved such a success 
that another tram simulation. 
Evening Star - one of the more 
powerful steam locomotives m 
British history, is in the pipeline. 
Route: Bournemouth to Bath Fee: 
£8 95 oasette.. £14 95 disk 
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Somewhere 

Tough guys 
Early October will see Bufch Hard 
Guy on the shelves - a 20 screen 
platform game with hero. Butch. 
The ;dea is to smash cages and 
free prisoners of war No weapons 
are needed as Butch is tough and 
used to the rough stuff Look out for 
the Advance Soltware Promotions 
sticker accompanying the £9.95 
pne© 

November 19th is the release date 
for Martech's Nigel Mansells 
Grand Prix racing game The 
game will • feature much of the 
instrumentation of modem day 
oars Included is a communica 
tons link to the pit enabling the 
rest of the team to pass vital race 
information Various levels of play 
are to be programmed into the 
game - the beginner level allow-
ing you to career round the track, 
without having to worry about fuel 
consumption or tyre wear 

Mar tech has the boence to 
Slcane. the popular 2000AD hero, 
and hope to have him hopping on 
your screen in late September The 
game. Slame the King, is an 
adventure with arcade elements. 
You take over Slaine's mind and 
must decide what to do when tax-
ing situations occur Slame is con-
trolled using a new movement 
technique Reflex According to 
Martech this technique is unique 
and far simpler than conventional 
methods. Pi ices for both games 
have yet to be lixod 

Gunship. a helicopter simulation 
from MicroProse is due to be 
released later this year The heli-
coptei in question is the Hughes 
AH-64A Apache, one of the most 
advanced waniar choppers used 
in modern day warfare Over $1.5 
million and five years have gone 
into the making of the simulation 
Excessive by British standards but 

in America time and money are 
plentiful 

High-speed, low-level llighl 
over political hot-spots, advanced 
weaponry systems and guidance 
instrumentation are peomised in 
Gunship. At a to-be-anounoed 
pnee you can take to the air and 
blast anyone not on good terms 
with Uncle Sam or 'Wild* Bill 

King Formula 



ACTION • EXCITEMENT-DESTRUCTION 
IT IS THE WAY OF THE 

KONAMI 1986 

X 
X 

\ 

& KONAMI 
COMMODORE DISC 

COMMODORECASSETTE 
SPECTRUM CASSETTE 

AMSTRAD DISC 
AMSTRAD CASSETTE 

ATARI DISC 
ATARI CASSETTE 

£14-95 
£6 95 
£7-95 
£14 95 
£8-95 
£14 95 
£9 95 

DECKAR & KONAMI 
Another gripping Arcade Conversion 

DISTRIBUTED BY: N.M.C. LTD., 2 IFFLEY ROAD, LONDON W6 OPA. TEL: 01-846 9701 
^ KONAMI] 

For subscription details please send a S.A.E. to: 

KONAMI SOFTWARE CLUB KONAMI HELPLINE 
Bank Building, Bank Street, Newton Abbot, Devon TQ12 2JL. 0626 56789 



Hey Hey Hey! 
Are you smarter than 

the average bear? You'll 
need to be to get out of this 

one. Boo-Boos been bear-napped 
and must be rescued before 

hibernation time. Hunters, mooses, 
vultures, bees, caverns, geysers as well 

as good old Ranger Smith are 
determined to stop you! 

Spectrum Commodore Amstrad 
Cassettes £9.95 Discs £14.95 

Berk is back! 
NOW you can actually 

explore the dark and nasty 
regions for yourself as you try 

to rescue your friend Boni, 
trapped in the murky depths. 

Along the way all sorts of creepy 
critters will try to spook you in exciting 

arcade action! 

Spectrum commodore Amstrad 
a cassette £8.95 Discs £14.95 

The Royal 
Family as they have 

never been seen before! 
This is your chance to work at 

Buck House — as a menial 
manservant. Your job is to cater to 

the residents' every whim, but you'll 
need cunning, strong nervesand quick 

reactions if you are going to avoid a 
nasty end. 

Spectrum commodore Amstrad 
Cassettes £9.95 Discs £14.95 

Coming scon for 
the Atari ST. 

FLUNKY 



Melchester 
Rovers is under threat 

of closure from greedy 
property developers. On the 

eve of a special celebrity match 
organised to save the club, Roy's 
team mysteriously disappears, 

unless he rescues them he may end 
up facing the opposition alone! 

Spectrum Commodore Amstrad 
Cassettes £9.95 Discs £14.95 

Megacity is 
being terrorised by the 
Dark Judges —Death 

himself and his cronies Fear, 
Fire and Mortis. They are 

dedicated to putting an end to life 
Itself. As Judge Anderson you stand 

alone. Only your psychic powers and 
blazing gun can save Megacity! 

Spectrum commodore Amstrati 
0 1 cassettes £9.95 Discs £14.95 W % 

Powerful, 
manoeuvrable and 

deadly, the Gunboat under 
your command carries the 

most lethal waterborn weaponry 
to date. Deep in the complex maze 
of fjords and canal systems are your 

targets — huge submarine pens. Your 
mission — to seek and destroy! 

specr.-„.n ce n m o c o r e Amstrad 
Csssecres £».S5 Discs £13.95 

For re lease schedules, p lease c o n t a c t Helen Ho l l and a t t h e 
address be low. Pi ranha g a m e s are ava i lab le f r o m all g o o d 
s tock is ts or, in case o f d i f f i c u l t y . d i r e c t f r o m . 
He len Hol land, P i ranha,4 L i t t l e Essex s t r ee t , Yj f jnh; 
L o n d o n WC2R 3FL. Tel: 01-836 663 , / I U 1 ' 
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y£SyFb«T/TWO POUNDS 15 THE SFEG^L 
SUfAMER PRICE OF THE MULT I MCE Two. 

Q:\VHY WOULD I NEED THE MULTIFACE TWO? ) 

r A : Basically to make back-ups of programs on a CPC 464.664 or 6128 and also to enable you to 
ystudy. alter and customize them. 

Q: OH. DO I NEED TO UNDERSTAND THE PROGRAMS OR EVEN.ALTER THEM TO 
MAKE BACK UPS? 
A. NO! - NOT with the MULTIFACE TWO - it is in fact the ONLY product on the market which works FULLY 
automatically You load any program as usual, run it for as long as you like and when you wish to make a 
copy you just press the MULTIFACE's red button and follow the menu and on-screen instructions. 

Q: HOW DOES n WORK THEN? IS I T EASY? USER-FRIENDLY? ERROR-TRAPPED? IDIOT PROOF? GUARANTEED? 
A: YES ' It works a treat and it could not be easier The menu gives four basic options - to SAVE a program, to R E T U R N to continue it. to J U M P (say to your own routines -
invaluable for hackers) and T O O L to access the MULTI-TOOLKIT set of built-in utilities For example pressing S to SAVE will first allow you to N A M E the back-up and then let you 
save a P R O G R A M or just a SCREEN to T A P E or D ISK Before the saving itself. MULTIFACE compresses the program so that it takes the least amount of space on tape/disk 
and will re-load as quickly as possible Once a program is saved, you can R E T U R N or J U M P use the T O O L K I T to change it SAVE it again, etc 

Q: DONT YOU CORRUPT THE SCREEN WITH YOUR MENU. INSTRUCTIONS. PULL DOWN WINDOWS. ETC. ? 
A: NO MULTIFACE TWO has its own memory (8K ROM 4 8K RAM) and a lot more hardware - thus when it finishes its job or when you re-load your back-ups. everything is F U L L Y 
and A U T O M A T I C A L L Y restored NOTHING else can do this and on all other devices you will need to try to restore the screen its modes, colours, windows, etc - this takes quite 
some time and effort and the failure rate is high .. 

0: OK SO MULTIFACE CAN COPY FROM, 
A: Of course it can. MULTIFACE saves either to tape or disc and 
tape or disc or even typed in. so all combinations are possible. 

Q: SO FAR SO GOOD. BUT CANT I DO ALL THIS WITHOUT THE MULTIFACE? 
A: ABSOLUTELY NOT' First, you need a hardware device, a 'magic box' .to be able to stop and copy any program at any stage - no software-based copie' can in principle ever do that 
Any tape/disc copier will just try to copy a tape as it is - if there are unorthodox leaders, speedlocks. protections against copying, etc.. you'll end up w 'h a problem - but not with a 
back-up. If you wish to back-up any game at any point, be it upon loading or after going through the lenslock or half-way through, if you wish to poke infinite lives and then save etc -
you just can't do anything like it with tape/disc copiers - you need the MULTIFACE1 

Q: MULTIFACE IS NOT THE ONLY 'MAGIC BOX' ON THE MARKET- WHY SHOULD I BUT IT MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE? 
A: There are four devices on the market: Action Replay by Oatel Electronics. Disc Wizard by Evesham Micros. Mirage Imager and MULTIFACE TWO Each manufacturer would naturally 
argue his product :s the best buy - fortunately (for you and us), MICRONET recently compared all four units and MULTIFACE TWO came out the best in literally ai: respects the most 
successful one - 100%!. the ONLY AUTOMATIC ONE. the FASTEST ONE both in LOADING AND SAVING time, the one taking the LEAST ROOM when saving - and you still get a couple 
of EXTRAS a RESET button and an extensive and unique MULTI-TOOLKIT 

T h e s u m m a r y o f M I C R O N E T t e s t s : " M U L T I F A C E T W O f r o m R O M A N T I C 
R O B O T w i n s e a s i l y o n a l l f e a t u r e s ! It is f a s t e r , m o r e c o n v e n i e n t , m o r e 

JUT CAN n ALSO COPY FROM TAPE TO TAPE OR DISC TO DISC OR DISC TO TAPF? 
as whatever happens to be in the computer at that time: it does notmatier whether it was originally loaded [from 

£ 

Tapetodisk at the touch ol a button 
Ridiculous, you may say. but it wot It* every 
tunc Mvltilsc* can stop any program in its 
tracks and save the program from memory 
to either tape or disk It's completely tool- j 
proof Similar products have had problems 
with screen sue. colour and even sound. 
Mulnlsce can handle all these without a j 
second thought 

That alone would have satisfied many f 
people, but Romantic Robot has gone one 
step further, incorporating a memory edi 
tor No program is safe with this every 
thing is out in the open, including the Z80 ™ 
registers. CRTC data and any part of 
memory 

Don't be fooled into thinking this will --
result in mass piracy, however The Multi 
Uce unit itself must be plugged into your j 
Amstrad to allow reloading of a program it 
saved 

Mu/ft/ace ff must be the cleverest hard-
ware device at present a necessity for S 
disk owners who thought they were stuck § 
with loading from tape every time « 

AMSTRAD ACTION JANUARY IW7 » 
The special price of £42 00 applies str ict ly to 
mail orders received with the coupon below 

g before the end of September 1987. 

M'iltiface t w o t h e essential a m s t r a d cpc companion 
Please send me a MULTIFACE TWO at £42.00 plus p&p - UK £ 1 . 0 0 , Europe £ 2 . 0 0 . Overseas £ 3 . 0 0 
I enclose a cheque PO for £ or debit my E 3 S NQ| . Card exp 
Name & address 

M B 15 Hayland Close London NW9 OLH 2 4 h r * 0 1 - 2 0 0 8 8 7 0 n n 



Back to Font Design 
Pat McDonald investigates a package for creating your own character fonts 

Character Font Designer 
Goldmcnk (07072 71529), £7.99 tape, £11.99 disk, all CPC's 

Having released pnnter butter upgrade tor the DMP2000/3000, Goidmark 
have now come up with a program that, amongst other things.lets you 
use all that extra memory a Character Font Designer. 

A what? CFD Is a program that will let you change the design oi a 
printed character so that, lor example, you could print letters in different 
alphabets like Cyrillic or Greek Needless to say, youi printer must be 
Epson compatible and should posess as much memory as possible to 
remember all those extra characters 

You can also change your Amstrad's own characters to whatever 
you want, and then use this new typestyle from your own programs and 
even some wordprocessors Finally, you can change the Amstrad key 
layout to a dillerent configuration - some countries use an AZERTY key-
board instead ol QWERTY (Look at the top left ol your Arnold keyboard) 

With this program, setting up such changes is easier lor the uninitiat-
ed than delving into the murky depths oi the manual In lad. all these 
operations can be done lrom Basic - but this program simplifies the opera-
tion 

Font command menu 
The package is supplied on tape oi disk in a medium sized box with 

a small manual If you have a disk drive, buy the disk version - the tape 
version apparently doesn't like being backed up. One obvious omission is 
any icady prepared lonts lor the pnnter • it would have been nice to 
have some examples ol just what this program is capable ol 

To use the program is a straightforward task You're presented with 
two different sized grids (one loi the printer, one lor the screen), a menu, 
a message area and a tryout area where your designs can be painted, 
so you can see them as they will actually appear. You can either use a 
joystick or the keyboard to control the program. 

The menu consists oi the fallowing: 
• Edit will pick up a character liom the computer and display its on/off 
pattern on the Amstrad (8 dots by 8 dots) grid, The printer grid (11 dots 
by 9 dots) cannot be read in this way - because printers rarely talk to 
computers 
• Clear will put either or both grids to off. whereas Set can switch all 
the dots on. Inverse will give a negative ol the grid - black becomes 
white and vice versa 
• Move is a very useful command lor line tuning your design. If you 
think a lull stop is being printed too high, or a capital is too low. this com-
mand can shift the whole pattern m any direction. Ol course anything at 
the edges will be lost, so make sure you move it in the right direction. 
• Minor and Rotate need little explanation They simply translate the 
character in the stated way. either reflecting through 180 degrees in the 
X or Y axis, or turning the pattern 90 degrees in a clockwise or anticlock-
wise direction 
• Inio lets you look at what you have already done, to save you miss-
ing a character or duplicating one Manual is a similar command that 
puts such information to the pnnter. making a permanent record. 
• Retain and Release are at the heart ol the program - they let you 
choose what keys and character patterns you want reserved and 
those you want to reject The program recognises the Shift keys, so really 
the keyboard can be setup as virtually any alphabet You can edit any 
character from 0 to 255. but the manual wisely suggests you let alone 0-
31 unless you know what you are doing - these are control characters 
• Save lets you save a set of such patterns to tape or disk, and Load lets 
you examine, edit and add to them 

Installing and printing 
To use such a Iimshed set ol patterns, a separate program called 

Install must be run This sets up all the different characters and keys 
(make sure your printer is switched on), and then gives back control to 

you Now. I did say that any characters produced by this would work 
with some wordprocessors - the exceptions are. in general, any that 
require CPM. such as Wordstar 

CFD can be made to work even better The Amstrad CPC has a 
minor problem known as a 7 bit printer port. This means that you can 
only print characters 0 through 127 You can buy something called an 8 
bit printer port which lets you print characters 0 through 255. If you have 
one. this program will also let you design characters with an extra row of 
dots in This sounds trivial but it's a nice touch, and your letters will look 
just that little bit better than belore. 

Motorway pileup 
Now to the other side ol the coin. The manual tea this is neat and 

petite, but has been laid out with the thoughfulness of a motorway pile 
up. Example - the first thing you need to do is to load the program. The 
loading instructions are stuck right in the middle ol the booklet. 

The an screen presentation is very good. However, if you try to 
leave the menu area, you are treated to an electronic dirge. WHY? Turn 
the sound down before it drives you round the bend. 

CFD is written in Basic, and so the responses of the program are not 
lightning quick, but they're perfectly adequate 

In conclusion, the manuals oftputting style is largely compensated 
for by the programs openness CFD may well be the answer to your 
prayers if you are prepared to spend time (and quite possibly money) on 
incorporating it into your present system. To the right person, it would be 
a useful tool, 

w * « £ 2 £ 2 R * 

REDEFINE ALL KTRC 

G O O D N E W S B A D N E W S 

• Very useful if you wont different • Manual is badly laid out. 
characters. • Competition supplies more fea-

• Program is user friendly and clear. tures. but at a higher price 
• Cheaper than its competitors. 
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SERIOUS SOFTWARE 

Discover Rodos 
Richard Monteiro tests out a new disk operating system and finds it comes up trumps 

Rodos 
Romantic Robot Ltd. £29.95 rom only 

Back in March '86 Romantic Robot caused something ci a stir when they 
introduced the Multilace II - a hardware device capable ol transferring 
cassette soltware to disk It's capable ol stopping a program in mid llight 
and saving all its details colours, mode, sound, the lot Now, alter two 
years ol development Romantic have another stunning product: the 
Rodos system 

Mathow Edwards, programmer ol the Romantic Robot game 
Wriggler (reviewed issue 4), has spent the last couple years perfecting 
Rodos • an impressive feat when you realise what he has managed sin-
gle handed 

The Rodos system is best thought ol as two seperate entities within a 
single 16k rom On one side you have Rodos • a powerful disk operating 
system which runs hand in glove with Amsdos - and on the other RECS 
(Rom Extended Command System), which gives extra operating system 
commands Rodos and Recs provide the user with extra bar commands 
Both systems work with or without the other 

System requirements 
To make use of Rodos you need a romboard and a disk drive A 
romboard is a tiny box that gets plugged into your computer's 
expansion port It lets you insert rom chips which can contain any-
thing from a word processor to a game Having a program on rom 
means you don't have to wait for it to load - it's there the instant you 
want it, You simply access it by entering a command-

One of the best romboards available comes from Rombo 
Productions (0506 39046) based in Livingston, At a cost of £39.95 the 
Rombo romboard can house upto 8 roms A cheaper alternative is 
Iniotek Design's (0536 20 1743) board which retails for £15 95 I! you 
own a 664 or 6128 then you already have a disk drive. Amstrad 464 
users will need the DDI-1 disk drive and interlace Supplied by 
Amstrad (0277 228888) they cost £150 

Of course, ll you want to release the lull potential of Rodos. an 
extra disk drive ana memory expansion come in handy 

Introducing Rodos 
Assuming you have a romboard insert the multi-legged beast into 

a free socket Switching on your computer results in a Rodos start-up mes-
sage and a beep The sound tells you that Rodos has been fully ini-
tialised Rodos preserves internal settings during a soft-reset (put into 
effect by pressing the shilt-cbntrol-esc combination) and therefore doesn't 
beep every time you reset During a reset you can either hold down R to 
initialise internal settings or D to disable Rodos 

Rodos is fully compatible, and lor the most part transparent with 
Amsdos Basic commands such as CAT LOAD and SAVE that access the 
disk are unaffected Amsdos bar commands are still there: they just carry 
more clout Of course there are novelties for disk users to bite into: 

• l ACCESS alters file status. Depending on the parameters you supply a 
file may be read, write or both 
• IBGET will return a byte from a lile while IBPUT places a byte in a file 
• I DUMP sends a hexadecimal listing of a file to the screen 
• l EB erases all backup liles (those with BAK extension) 
• I EXEC loads an Ascii file If a line is encountered that starts with a bar 
( I ) it will be executed otherwise the line is printed on the screen 
• I FORMAT formats a disk to either IBM. CPM. Rodos o» data specifica-
tion 
• I INFO gives extended file information 
• I READSECT reads a particular sector into memory IWRITESEC does the 
opposite 

The deeper directories 
Under Amsdos a disk may be split into sections with the USER 

command. These can be thought ol as separate directories They are 
labelled with numbers, in the range 0 to 15 Unlortunately this system is 
tedious to use and impossible to structure Rodos allows true structured 
hierarchical directories and sub-directones. similar to Unix and MS DOS -
systems found on the PC1512 and compatibles. You can use sub-directo-
nes and the like only if your disk is formatted to Rodos specification. 

The mam. or root. Rodos directory has the name '/" This corre-
sponds to the directory you see when cataloguing the disk from Amsdos 
Rodos lets you create named sub-directories from within the main directo-
ry and further sub-directones within sub-directories There are numerous 
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commands that aid you with this type of tiee directory system - but they 
are badly explained in the Rodos manual. So. for a clearer idea ol how 
this system works, have a look at the diagram and explanation below. 

FIG ONE 

USER O I _ USER 2 I _ USER 3 | 

AU RECTORIES AT SAME LEVEL 

Extended commands 
The other hall ol Rodos is taken up by partner RECS The rom 

extended command system, as it is better known adds a multitude ol 
commands which can be used m conjunction with Rodos or seperately 

Recs includes a Command Line Interpreter The interpreter is 
entered by typing CLI or pressing shilt and the small enter key A bar 
appears at the left margin You can type any external command and it 
will be obeyed This is particularly uselul lor 464 users who have to go 
through an awful palaver to rename a file 

bS-"new-f iler.ame" 
Iren,3b$,§a$ 

From CLI the above is reduced to ren new-lilename old-filename As well 
as ren you also have the commands: 

FIG TWO 

REACTION j HOTIPS PRATTIC CHEATMODE | PILGRIM 1 

• i ASKRAM returns the amount of available ram 
• I HELP displays rom numbers and names and. if accompanied with a 
rom number, shows all the commands from a particular rom 
• I DO on its own enters the command line interpreter, but will execute 
the command within a string if present For example, in Basic you could 
have: 

10 INPUT a$ 
20 IF a$="TAFE" THEN I TAPE 
30 IF a$="DISC" THEN I DISC 
etc 

However, using the I DO command: 

10 INPUT a$ 
20 ID0,a$ 

The tost figure demonstrates how the USER function works under 
Amsdos all the directories are at the same level Figure II shows the sort 
of multi-level directory structure that could easily result from the AA office 
using Rodos. In the example, the main or root directory gives a choice 
between the word-prooessor and database directory. From the word-pro-
cessor directory you can chcose manuscripts, letters or reviews. The letters 
directory leads to a choice ol five lurther letter-type directories: Reaction, 
Hot Tips. Problem Attic, Cheat Mode or Pilgrim 

A hierarchical directory is uselul lor keeping related files together In 
theory there is no limit to the depth to which directories may be nested 
However in practice it makes sense to go down at most three or lour 
steps To load a file from a deep sub-directory requires something like 
LOAD "/name of Ist-level directory/name ol 2nd-level directory/ ... 
/name oi nth-level directory/filename/" 

A particulary nice feature about Rodos is that you can have file-
names up to 16 characters - handy when you wish to transfer files Irom 
tape to disk, as no renaming is necessary Filenames can be either upper 
or lower case - very slick You can even title the disk 

The standard Amstrad drive can read a 178k (or 179 5k in Rodos for-
mat) disk at best This'small stage doesn 't allow much scope for an MS 
DOS-like operating system to strut its stufl However, external 40 ar 80 
track drives can be added without extra hardware. Rodos giows best ll it 
has masses at storage to play with 

Reaches the parts... 
II you have several roms plugged into a romboard then there's a 
fan chance that some command-names will be identical For exam-
ple. you have a utility in rom-socket six and Rodos in three Both 
have a command l LOAD. But how are you to know which will be 
accessed? The rom with higher priority (lower iom-socket number) 
will always get there first 

Under normal circumstanoes there is no method lor getting at 
the command in the low prionty rom. Rodos introduces a neat (and 
unique) method lor overcoming this problem. Say you wished to 
use the I LOAD command Irom rom six type I6LOAD In other 
words, include the rom number (0 to 9) at the beginning ol the oom-
mand-name to ensure the command reaches the required rom, 

• I PEEK and I POKE letch a byte or place a byte in memory II you have 
extra memory then you can peek and poke that, 
• I PRINT redirects screen output to either a file or pnnter 
• i PRBUFF sets up a printer buffer This allows you to send something to 
the pnnter without causing the computer to hang up 
• i TDUMP dumps a text screen to the pnnter 

AD change 
One interesting command available from Recs is I ALIAS It lets you 

substitute a new bar command-name for an old one customisation of 
any bar command is acceptable. An extraordinary option. Imagine the 
command I FAST-DISK-FORMAT exists Wouldn't it be much neater to 
type IFF? By using I ALIAS "FT, TAST-DISK-FORMAT, it's possible 

Powerful programs can be written and spectacular results achieved 
It requires much tnal-and-error to bring out the best ot Rodos sadly the 
droit copy of the manual is bnel Too bnel lor such a powerful system. If 
you don't read between the lines you may miss important apects of the 
system. For example, a silicon or ram disk can be set up - you do need 
128k or more though - by setting up a pnnter buffer and formatting it 
Experiment and you will find other intriguing possibilities. 

Rodos is a far better operating system than Amsdos. The whole 
arrangement makes it easier for you to manipulate files, drives and 
indeed all the Amstiads internals. Full marks to Romantic tor making 
Rodos everything Amsdos isn't A crying shame that the manual lets 
down an otherwise excellent product. 

Romantic Robot Ltd 15 Hay land Close. London NW9 OLH » 01 200 8870 

G O O D N E W S 
• Rodos allows 16 characters per 

filename. 
• Sub-directories unheard of on 

CPC's before 
• Built in formatter. 
• Numerous commands speed up 

mundane tasks. 
• Rom priorities can be altered. 
• Extra memory gives silicon disk or 

printer buffer. 

B A D N E W S 
• Manual is sketchy on many fronts 

in particular the hierarchical 
directory system 

• A pity only users with romboard 
and dttk drive can use Rodos 
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Dear Diary... 
Can a computer diary help organise 
Pat McDonald's life, or reviews? 

Tas-Diary 
Taxman (0532 438301), £12.99 disk only, all CPC's. 

Tasman has been around for a good while now. and have produced the 
excellent Ids-word woidprocessot. Tas-SpeU checkers, screen copiers and 
print utilities With that sort of a track record much is expected of one of 
their latest products - Tas-Diary 

Now. it may seem that a paper diary is much more convenient 
than a computer one. Alter all. you don't need to switch it on. or make 
sure you have the nght disk, or fiddle about with passwords etc. All you 
have to do is pck it up, consult it and add to it 

Where electronic diaries score is that they are more secure, much 
tidier and generally have a lot more space to write in. The comparison is 
similar to that between a wardprocessor and a typewnter 

Tasdkny is supplied (on disk only) in the usual slimline Tasman 
pack with an A5 sized manual The cbary works by dividing itself into 
months, only one month of a particular year between 1753 and 2100, 
may be accessed at a time Each month has the requisite number of days 
displayed on a calendar, and each day can store up to 974 characters 

Thoughts for the day 
When first loaded, a six figure alphanumeric password must be 

entered before the program will allow you past this point 
The manual gives a short but thorough examination of the pro-

grams different parts. These are: 
Open Mode. From here you can open the diary at a particular month, 

go to the miscellaneous mode or open the notepad 

Standby Mode. This lets you examine and edit the diary, search 
through a month for a particular string, go to the notepad or the miscella-
neous menu Choosing the day of the diary you wish to examine is 
accomplished by moving a cursor around a calendar on-screen 

Editor Mode. When you are in the nght day. you will naturally have 
to first put in your information Editing is simple, the cursor keys move you 
around the page (about 150 words) to put in your times and dates You 
oan also sort them by the first four characters of each line, so it's easy to 
get things in time carder 

Miscellaneous Mode. Most of the housekeeping tasks are available 
from here These include changing the time and date, cataloguing and 
erasing files, changing the front end password, clear the text screen, and 
searching for a particular word or number 

Notepad Mode. This provides an extra 31 pages in which to write 
notes These are saved with the aiary when you select the shut item 
There is also a transient memopad available which cannot be saved 

On screen presentation is. I believe, a distinct improvement over for-
mer Tasman offerings The manual is well laid out and I cannot seriously 
tault it. Indeed the only point ol the whole package I can quibble about 
is the editor which lacks a tjue insert mode 

It also lists a good few examples ol diaries • personal, business 
appointments, menus and financial 

There you have it. the best of its type that I've yet seen II you're 
looking for a llexible program which can be used for professional or per-
sonal diaries, look no further 

G O O D N E W S 

• Very user friendly and flexible. 
• The best of its kind 

B A D N E W S 

• Editor locks a proper insert mode 

Get down 
and hack 
Has Richard Monteiro got his hands 
on the ultimate hacking tool? 

Discology 
Siren Software, £14.99 disk only 

Siren Software s past products have been developed in-house Its latest 
product doesn't oven come from Bntian. but from the across the Channel 
Lately the French have produced topclass. original game soltware Now 
they are entering the utility sector with a bang 

Discology is a disk housekeeping utility. It offers similar features to 
Oddjob. Bonzo Doo Dah and Supadisc. but with a lot more punch and a 
host of new ones 

From the mam menu you can choose the Editor Copier Explorer cc 
Help files Items are selected from pulldown menus It's very easy to use. 
and gives the product much more pizazz it doesn't leave you with that 
home-brew impression that many packages have 

The Editor lots you access and alter sectors on a disk However 
unlike many other disk utility packages it lets you meddle with any disk 
- even those with non-standard formats This makes things easy il say. 
you are looking for an lnlinite-Jives poke on one of your game disks But 
that's just skimming the suriace the contents of individual sectors can be 
displayed in Ascii. decimal, octal, binary or even Z80 mnemonics Plus, if 
you think that the data you are inspecting on the disk is Basic, you can 

opt to view it m Basic format - neat You also have a calcukrtat which 
you can pull down at any time to perform the odd addition 

Getting your backup 
Neither Siren Soltware nor the Amstrad Action team condone soft-

ware piracy, It is theft However, we do recognize the legitimate need for 
backing up original software Disks can corrupt Much better to have the 
original tucked away solely and use a copy foe day-today chores. 

The Copier is easily the most powerful for the Amstrad. It oan ccpy 
disks on 5 1/4 and 3 1 /2 inch formats (assuming yew have the coned 
drive) Format details are displayed each time a track is read 11 you own 
a 6128 or 464 with extra memory you can take advantage of this 
because disks are copied in two passes File copying, formatting and 
tape-todisk transfer cne also available under the Copier option 

If you want further details cm a disk's format. Explorer comes in 
handy It gives graphical details of sectors and extended file information 

There are so many nice things about Discology that it is hard to 
find fault with it It's a pleasure to use, it's menu-driven lor simple selec-
tion and very speedy to respond It beats the opposition by doing a better 
job and having mere to offer 

Siren Software tr 061-228 1831 
2 Oxford Road. Manchester. M1 5QA 

G O O D N E W S 

• Pulldown menus are a fc>y to use. 
• Sector contents can de displayed 

using Z80 opcodes. 
• Makes extensive use of extra 64k 

(if your machine has it). 
• Editor and copier are the most 

competent around. 
• Beats the rest hands-down. 

B A D N E W S 

• Can't copy itself. 
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FEATURING 

FORGET WIRE-FRAME 3D. 
FREESCAPE IS SOLID! 
^ i n c e n t i v e 

S O F T W A R E LTD 
2 MINERVA HOUSE. CALLEVA PARK. ALDERMASTON. 

BERKSHIRE RG7 4QW (07356) 77288 

ROMBOARD OFFERS 

SAVE £30 

GOLDMARK SYSTEMS 
CHARACTER DESIGNER (Disc) 11.99 
Red* mes pnntsr download characicr MK (Epson companies) tor CyriBo'Aiabc fonts and spoaal'Sciontfc characters (He Redoinea Screw fonts and Keyboard Keys 
SAMSON TAPE-TO-DISC-UTILITY DISC....11.99 
The best Tape-to-Disc utflty on tfw m»ket n wli uansier more programs and does Tape .7.50 
so tastof than any ome< Numerous features including NEW 'SPLIT option 
SPEEDTRANS vl.43 (Cassette) all CPC s 6.50 
Transfers aporc* 40 SPEEDIOCK t«es automatê  to disc ndud̂ g screens (sand tor itst) 
FIRETRANS (Cassette) 5.00 
Translors a number o< Fiat*d games automaooMy to else including screens (send tot WJO 
LORD OF THE RINGS Conversion Cassette 4.50 
Side 1 tr&nsters afl game part* to disc SkJb 2 reduces tape toailrg bme w 3 mmutes 
VIEWTEXT (Cassette) Special otter while stocks last 2.00 
So« trie text m bmnry files Hnd passwords otc - fwsn that difficult game" 
TRANSIT (Cassette) 4.50 
Disc to Cxsc ttie cop«r Any drwo combnaoon. Easy to use 
Q-CLONE (cassette) 4.50 
Whole Disc ooper (Amstrad formats) Any arve comOnaoons Easy to use 
MASTERFILE'MASTERCALC ROM UPGRADE 17.25 
Masteruewastercalc 464*128 (NOT Masternte itf) Send original sotlwaro iapcc.oo by John Campbelil 
MICROTEXT ADAPTOR ROM UPGRADE 17.25 
Approved by MCROTHXT Makes program 100% easier to uso 
DMP 2000 3000 BUFFER UPGRADE 6.50 
Inoroasa the bailor from 2K to 8* wff) thrs sample to tit. hilly documented hit 
DMP 2000 3000 RIBBON 5.25 
BRITANNIA SUPER ROM-PLUS BOARD .39.00 
ROMBO ROM BOARD 31.00 
ft-sock ot ROM board w«th special dac dnve adaptor for 464 owners 
PHASOR ONE JOYSTICK 11.50 
Hand-held pistol grip |oystic* «wih positive mictoswucfws 
TAPE TO DISC SERVICE .3.50 
Send us your tape and a disc togothor with C3.50 Ream ol post serves 
EPROM SERVICE (Price includes EPROM) 17.25 
We w« put your program on ROM (subject to copyright) 
TAPE TO DISC ROUTINES (Listings) each 1.25 
We have 100 s of routines to convert tape games-progrums to dac. Send Icr list 
THE GOLDMARK BOOK 6.00 
O/or 100 tape to due 'OoVws to use with SAMSONTransmat 
100 CASSETTE LABELS 2.00 
100 3" DISC LABELS 1.80 
100 ADDRESS LABELS 1.70 
DISC FILE HEADER READER (Listing) 0.75 
DISC LABELS PROGRAM (Listing* 0.75 
ADDRESS LABELS PROGRAM (Listing) 0.75 

The above are UK prices. Europe please add E1.25 per Hem. 
Rest of World add £2.00 per Hem 

Please send your cfwques (£ Storing). EUROCHEQUES or UK PO to 

GOLDMARK SYSTEMS. 51 COMET ROAD HATFIELD. 
HERTFORDSHIRE. AL10 0SY. 

LARGE S.A.E. or Telephone 07072 71529 for further information 

8 SOCKET ROM BOARD £34^5" £24.90 
(FOR 6128, 664 8.464) 

PLUS EITHER 
a) TOOL BOX & BASIC EXT. ROM. 

or 
b) DISC USERS UTILITIES ROM 

(NORMALLY £ 1 9 . 9 5 EACH) 

FREE!!! 
464 OWNERS ONLY — 7 SOCKET Rom Card (old price £25) 

Now only £19.90 including one Rom-based program 
as above. (Limited stock!!) 

Uncased board ind. one Rom as above ONLY £16.50 

ORDER 
NOW 
FROM OCT 

BUY ALL THE LATEST GAMES 
DIRECT AND SAVE £££'s 

C H O L O CASSETTE 5 A A 3 5 " £11.25 
C O N V O Y RAIDER CASSETTE £7.50 
E X O L O N CASSETTE J X 4 T £6.70 
BLACK M A G I C CASSETTE £7.50 

C O I N - O P CLASSICS CASSETTE £7.50 

THE EDGE CLASSICS CASSETTE £5.24 
W H I Z BALL CASSETTE £6.70 
W O R L D CLASS LEADERBOARD 
CASSETTE £7.50 

DR. W H O CASSETTE £8R95" £3.95 
E X O L O N DISC £11.25 
BLACK M A G I C DISC £11.25 

T H E EDGE CLASSICS DISC £4^99- £9.75 

W H I Z Z BALL DISC £11.25 

W O R L D CLASS LEADER BOARD DISC SAAR&S £11.25 

DR. W H O DISC £6.95 
PLEASE ADD 0.95pP&P 

SOFTWARE BARGAINS DEPT AA 
8/A REGENT STREET 
CHAPEL ALLERTON 
LEEDS LS7 4PE 
TELEPHONE: 0532 687735 
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WORDS WORK 
How to get the most from your word-processor and printer 

stationery of varying sizes this instruction is useless However, for the most 
the printer layout commands are a godsend. 

The printer layout commands allow you to define the top. bottom 
and left margins of a page You may also specify header and looter mar-
gin sizes Headers are particularly useful lor printing titles and addresses 
whereas looters are ideql lor printing AA style page bottoms 

The miscellaneous commands are arguably the most useful. For 
example, using the command OC you can ouput codes directly to the 
printer Sure, it's easier to use control codes However, if you wish to select 
an option that isn't included in the control code list or there is no space to 
program more using SFTPRINT then you'll be thanklul lex this method of 
sending printer instructions Sadly the Amstrad has a 7-bit printer port: 
data below 127 is all that will be accepted An 8-bit port can be pur-
chased from KDS (0458 53 2076) for £19.55 This lets you send data 
between zero and 255 

Other possibilities include loading a printer file, switching to continu-
ous printing, enabling form leeds. waiting for a keypress and executing 
external commands (bar commands such as I TAPE) 

U you are stuck for ideas on how best to implement the stored com-
mands. try this: 

» > Circular template 

>pr driver 

>182 
>he Amstrad Action Circular 

>fo Issued by slave drive, Bob Wade 

> . ; ; ; — 

;ioad printer driver 

.•double line spacing 

;header text 

;footer text 

— ! ! !R 

Stored c o m m a n d s 
Protext allows you to place stored commands - instructions to the printer -
within the document. These aren't to be confused with printer control 
codes which appear as inverse characters on the screen and. when the 
document is printed, alter the style of print bold, italics, underline and so 
on Stored commands cover such things as header and footer space, 
defining page length and setting the line spacing Each command occu-
pies a line on its own and is treated as normal text when editing 
However, when the document is sent to the printer the commands are 
obeyed and not printed 

By placing a greater-than (>) sign at the beginning of a line, you 
inform Protext that whatever follows is a stored command Using three 
symbols ( » > ) allows you to enter a comment line - similar to a REM 
statement in Basic This can be useful to store the date on which the docu-
ment was written 

» > Finished on Tuesday 25th August 1987 at 17:05 

Printing a document without stored commands causes Protext to use 
default printer settings - held in the SETPRINT menus Stored commands 
override the default settings Stored commands can be placed in several 
categories: printing layout, paper layout, miscellaneous 

Printer perfect 
This group of commands instruct the printer where text is to be print-

ed For example you can choose to number pages at either top or bottom 
of the page You may wish to leave a blank page or a few lines for a pic-
ture or diagram Or perhaps you need to write a manuscript or review 
where double-line spacing (or greater) is required These and similar 
stunts can be simply established with a scattering of stored commands 

No matter how clever your printer is. it oan not discern the dimen-
sions ol the paper it is fed You must supply Protext with this information 
This, in turn, gets passed to the printer Many ol the stored printer layout 
commands aren't necessary page length lor one Its default value is set 
at 66 lines - ideal for 11 inch paper Unless you plan on using single-sheet 
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This just skims the surface Pages 28 to 33 of the Protext manual give 
further details cm stored commands Read them and then try a eating 
your own document template Users of the CPM versions of Protext have 
several advanced stored commands: files can be merged into the docu-
ment and printed, microspacing is possible (space between every word 
m a line is identical), painter characters can be redefined and the number 
of copies to be printed specified Chapter 2. page 23, of the manual 
details all the commands 

Printing from Tasword will be covered next month You can also 
expect a stack ct your tips and tucks And just to whet your appetite lor 
the forth-coming months Steven Grande, programmer of the Pendown 
word-prooessor, will uncover many of Pendown's secrets 

Ways with words 
Do you have favourite tricks for getting the best out ol your ward-proces-
sor'? Or do you have seemingly insurmountable problems'? Share them 
with other Amstrad addicts. Send them in to Words Work. Amstrad 
Action, 4 Queen St. Bath. BA1 1EJ. 

For whom the bell tolls 
Here are a couple of hints for Tasword 464 users The first sounds a bell 
when Tasword has finished loading The second provides on-screen num-
bering when printing multiple copies 
Alter line 180 for the bell: 

Our Words Work mail bag is starting to over-flow which 
is an encouraging sign. To clear the deck a little we 
have devoted a page to your tips and queries. But first, 
the best way of using stored commands from within 
Protext. 



180 GOSUB 300:LOCATE 2,10:PRI NT-Loading.. .Tasword...": 

MEMORY mh:LOAD"!tasword.bin":CLOSE.'N:PRINT CHR$<7): 

FOR z-1 TO 500: NEXT: PR I NT CHR$ (71: MEMORY ml 

And Joi on-screen numbering 

1165 LOCATE 6,12:PRINT"PRlNTING COPY No.";ncP I of "; 

FNppk (58) p ) " 

Patrick Devlne 
Norfolk Street, Glasgow 

Time saver 
It gets tedious having to type RUN"tasword" every time you want the pro-
gram The quickest way to load Tasword is by using a short filename: 

1. Run Tasword and enter basic 
2. Type SAVE"T" <return>. 

From now on type RUN-T- to get into Tasword - a 50% reduction m key-
presses 
Martin Southwold 
Chorltan-curn-Hardy, Manchester 

Incompatible printer codes 
I have a Silver Reed EXP400 which I use with Protext 1 can access bold 
print without any problem However. I have just bought a Silver Reed 
EXP500 and. unbelievably the codes tor accessing bold are different. Is 
there any manner in which I can get bold pnnt from within Protexfl 

Gwen Kitchener 
Knighton Fields, Leicester 

Protext. as it stands, sends codes that only Epson-compatible printers rec-

ognize. The Stiver Reed EXP400 is such a printer. Unlortunately the 

EXP500 is not It uses codes similar to the Diablo range ol printers This 

doesn 't mean you won 't be able to use bold and other commands from 

Protext Protext lets you alter the codes that are sent to the printer 

• Get into the Protext command mode 
• Type SETPRINT 
• Answer n to the first quesKxi - y to the second 
• Press B to select bold. 
• Enter 27 31 2 for on. Enter 27 31 12 for off 
• Press ESC three times to get back to your text 

7ou have now set Protext to recognise the codes la bold There is 

a catch however the EXP500 requires you to send the characters you 

wish to appear in bold twice Say you want TEXT to appear m bold 

bTbTbEbEbXbXbTbT is what you would have to enter into the word-pro-

cessor 

6010 IF ZS-"R" THEN CAT 

6015 IF Z$="A" THEN RETURN 

6020 Z$-INKEY$:1F Z$-"" THEN 6020 

9060 LOCATE I4,1,4:PRINT »4,"oad" ^ 

9086 LOCATE *4,1,7
:
PFINT M P i s c Cat" 

9087 LOCATE *4,1,8:PRINT H P e d e f i n e colours" ^ H H T 

37240 WINCCW #4,17, 31
 r
 9.22:PAPER »4,l:PEN 14,0 ^ ^ ^ 

40030 MES=»"CENLSPDR":CT$="TAR":PNS-" ,.p:SF$«"Drive ( B P : 

TBS-SPACES (80) : INS»"0VERTYPE":PR$»"WLJDSMPrAP": 

PW%-72 :?L%-60:JU$*"Y":LFS="N": LM*5:PF%=12 :SL%=24: 

PC%=1:PS%(0)=27:?S% (1)-64:CRS--ABCD-:EP%=0:E?%-26: 

FF$=CHR$(22<) 

44000 * Disk drive menu 

44010 CLS:CLS #2:LOCATE #2,14,1 :PRINT#2, "DISK DRIVE MENU" 

44030 LOCATE 10,10:PRINT"oggle Disk Drive ("+SF$+"I" 

44045 LOCATE 10,14:PRINT"eady (Disk Drive selected!" 

44200 IF SFS-"Drive [A]" THEN SF$="Drive | B P ELSE SF5= 

"Drive ( A P 

SAVE"EASIAMS2" 

MEMORY 43FFF:LOAD"",44000 

SAVE"EASIAMS3",3,44000,402 

Reset the machine and type RUN'EASIAMSI" to use Easi-Amsword from 
Disk 
Tony Turner 
Hazlemere, Bucks 

Extra printer functions 
If you own the Citizen 120D (or compatible) printer then here cue a few 
extra sets of control codes that you may like to incorporate within 
Protext s SETPRINT option For example to get over strike (the opposite to 
understrike or underline) type SETPRINT from the PROTEXT command 
mode, answer n to the first question answer y to the second Press o and 
enter 27 126 53 49 27 95 49 for the on code and 27 95 46 27 126 53 48 

let oil following is a table of other useful ones 

Letter On-Code 

27 126 50 49 

27 12b 49 49 

27 126 52 49 

Off-Code 

27 126 50 48 

21 126 49 48 

27 126 52 48 

Effept 

Reverse print 

Vertically enlarged 

Slashed zero 

Adrian Pegg 
Osborne Rd. London 

Disk version 
U anyone has Artisoft s anaent word-processor, Easi-Amsword. then the 
following modification might be useful if you wish to transfer it to disk 
The easito-follow rrienu system has been retained, although several 
options have been modified 

Toggle (Slow or Fast tape speed) has been replaced by Toggle 
(Drive A or Drive B) Tapepmt has similarly been altered It now enables 
you to catalogue the disk But first you must transfer the program files to 
disk Achieved by entering in direct mode 

TAPE.IN:LOAD"" 

570 RUN"EASIAMS2.BAS" 

SAVE"EA5!AMS1" 

LOAD"" 

3 L0AC-EASIAMS3.BIN",h-4 4A 

2000 ' Save doc t o disk 

2001 IDISC 

2020 IF $F$-"Drive [ A P THEN A ELSE IB 

4000 ' retrieve doc fron disk 

4001 I DISC 

4500 IF SF$-"Drive [A]" THEN lA ELSE IB 

4505 ON ERROR GOTO 4700:<XISUB 38000, 39400:0PEN1N"P*N$ 

6005 IF SP$="Drive | A P THEM |A ELSE IB 

Mini-Otfice marvel 
Here's an oddity that occurs when using the Mim-Otticc word-processor 
Enter the 40-oolumn mode and start wnting using double spacing When 
you have written hall your document go back to the top and fill up the 
blank lines. Save the text, dear the text, change to 80-column mode and 
re-load the text. If you counted your lines conectly you should get your 
text back in two columns. It should be possible to get 4 columns by using 
the 20 column mode Line counting could be tricky though 
Ron Izett 
Maidstone, Kent 

Perforation skip 
When sending a listing to a printer it is handy to be able to skip over a 
lew blank lines at the perforations. There is a dip switch on the DMP 2000 
and. undoubtedly, on other printers too I find that setting the dip-switch 
causes havoc with printouts from Tasword and therfare leave it off 

The skip perforation facility can be enabled through software 

10
 1

 reset printer and skip perforation 

20 rS"CHR$ <27|•CHRS(64):s$=CHR$(27)+CHR$(78)+CHR$<5) 

30 PRINT #8,rS;s$:END 

Graham Bennett 
Hereford 
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PROBLEM 
ATTIC 

Help! I need somebody. Help! Not just 
anybody. Help! You know I need RpM. 

HELP! 

Altering file status 
Fust is there cm easy way to catalogue hidden files without entering 
CPM"? And second is it possible to alter a I lies status (in other words 
change from read-only to read-write) from Basic'* 
Garth Blackwell 
Hamilton. New Zealand 

Several readers have asked d this is possible I have written a sliortish 

program to do the fob However in answer to your questions Garth no 

- there isn't any simple way ol meddling with a tile 

The program below consists oi machine-code data which will alter 

a tiles vital statistics li you wish to catalogue all hidden liles enlet '' 

When asked Filename (including extension) ? Oth 'tWlSe entei 'lb 

name ot the tile you want It shoiddn t prove impossible to mcotfX)rate 

this routine within your own programs 

Remove the write ptotcct tab the program writes to the disk 

1 File status 
2 by Richard Montexro 
3 Amstrad Action September 97 
10 ON BREAK GOSUB 340 
20 IF PEEK(49000)«4ED THEN 100 ELSE MEMORY 47FFF 
30 FOR t=49000 TO 49051: READ aS: POKE t,VAL("4 +a$): NEXT 
40 DATA ED.73.4F.90.21.51.90.CD.D4BC.22.52.90.79.32 
50 DATA 54 90.2A.42 BE.11.OF 00.19 7E. FE. 41. CC, 3B. 90 
60 DATA C4 40,90.06.04,21.00.80.IE 00.C5.D5,E5.DF.52 
70 DATA 90.30.15.El 11.00.02.19.01.CI.0C.10 EE.C9 0E 
80 DATA 41.16.02.C9.0E.Ci.16,00.C9 3E,07.CD.5A.BB ED 
90 DATA 7B,4F.90.C9 00,00.84 

100 MODE 2: CAT INPUT Filename (including extension) ";•$ 
110 a«l a$=UPPER$ (a$) 
120 IF «$=•'•.•• THEN 270 
130 WHILE 1: b $ = M I D $ ( ( a $ ) . a . 1 ) : IF b$= THEN 140 ELSE 

a«a*l: WEND 

140 b$=LEFT$((a$),a-l) b=LEN(a$): c$«RIGHT$(a$.b-a) 
150 b=LEN(b$) b$=b$+SPACE$(8-b) c=LEN(c$):c$=cS+SPACE$(3-C) 
160 FOR a=l TO LEN(bS): POKE &4F+a.ASC(MID$((b$).a.1)) NEXT 
170 FOR a=l TO LEN(cS) POKE 457+a,ASC(MID$((c$).a I ) ) NEXT 
180 |A: POKE 49051.484: CALL 49000 
190 PRINT: PRINT Set - ;•$." to " 

200 PRINT PRINT 1 . . . Read/Write" PRINT 2 Read-only" 
210 PRINT"3 Directory': PRINT 4 .. Hidden 
220 z$=INKEY$ IF z$= THEN 220 
230 PRINT: PRINT'Please wait.. 
240 FOR ta48001 TO 487E1 STEP 420 
250 r=0 FOR s=0 TO 10 a=PEEK(t+s): b»PEEK(450*s): IF a=b 

OR a-128=b OR a+128=b THEN NEXT ELSE r=l 
260 GOSUB 290: NEXT. POKE 49051 485: CALL 49000: GOTO 20 
270 FOR t=48001 TO 487E1 STEP 420: r=0- z$= 1": GOSUB 290 
280 zS="3":GOSUB 290 NEXT POKE 4 9051.485:CALL 4 9000.GOTO 20 
290 IF r=0 AND z$«"4 AND PEEK<t+9)<l28 THEN c=PEEK(t+9): 

POKE t+9.c+128 

300 IF r*0 AND z$» 3 AND PEEK(t+9)>128 THEN c=PEEK(t+9): 
POKE t+9,c-128 

310 IF r=0 AND zS» 2 AND PEEK<t+8)<128 THEN c=PEEK(t*8): 
POKE t*8.c+128 

320 IF r=0 AND z$= 1 AND PEEK<t+8)>128 THEN c»PEEK(t*8): 
POKE t+8,c-128 

330 RETURN 
340 MODE 2. END 

Spectram Utility 
Regarding Ken Tyhursts problem in AA 23 1 too have seen the 
Spectiam Utility advertised in a soltware catalogue Called The Source 
2 it is published by Software Mail Order Group Ltd. Jubilee Close 
Townsc-nd Lane Kingsbury NW9 8TZ 1 phoned them on (0488) 84696. 
but got an answering machine Anyway alter leaving a message I still 
haven t heard anything 
Roy Johns 
Rossington, S Yorkshire 

Thanks lor the catalogue Roy I tried the phone number but also got an 

answering machine And like you haven t heard anything after leav-

ing a message Well try to get m touch with someone so watch this 

spaa-' lot more information when we get it 

m 
I know ol a similar utility sold hero m the Netherlands It is called 
MuffiJmfc and is. produced by Filosott PO Box 1353 9701 BJ Groningcn, 
The Netherlands The telephone number (ham the UK) is 010 31 50 13 
7746 
Jaehee Lee 
Capelle a/d Yssel, Netherlands 

Many thanks tor the information Jaeliee A quick call to the 

Netherlands resulted in an interesting conversation with a Mi 

Mennmga Multilink is indeed a Spectrum-to-Amstrad program convert-

er but works only on 464 and 664 machines • he couldn t elaborate on 

anything else Filosolt doesn t actually produce the product last sells it 

A German company is in tact behind Multilink ilowevei you can 
obtain the piogram Irom Filosolt at a reasonable price around £5 It 

was originally £18 but as Mr Mennmga explained 1V<? just can t get 

rid of it over here " 

Can't save binary 
1 am having problems when trying to save a progicim as a binary tile I 
do not understand What SAVE "filename", B, <startaddress> 
<length>, <entrypoint> means Whcit or- start address, length and 
entry point7 

Ryder Scott 
Colchester. Essex 

The Anistrads memory starts at 0 and goes right up to 65535 (&FFFF) 

thats 64 kilobytes A machine-codt? program can be placed virtually 

anywhere m memory For example it could be located at 16384 

(&4000) and could be 22 bytes in length Just lor arguments sake lets 

assume its start or execution address is 16390 (&4006) The Basic pro-

gram below pokes a machine-code program into memory which starts 

at 16384 ;ust happens to be 22 bytes in length and ruris from 16390 

Run the program and type SAVE code', B. 16384 22. 16390 The 

parameh?rs following tlie SAVE command simply tell the computer 

where the code is to be located its length and wliere to call it Irom 

10 DATA 4E.6F,20.75.73.65.CD.06.B9 21.00.00 
20 DATA 7E.FE.20.38.03.CD.5A,BB.23.18.F5 
30 FOR t=44000 TO 44016: READ aS: POKE t,VAL("4 +a$>: NEXT 

Vou can run th<:> machiriecode piogram - which prints Uie Asai 

characters held within the lower rom by enteruig RUN "code 
yon may like to try to save the screen SAVE ' screen", B, 49152. 

16384 Then to load It back LOAD "screen", 49152 

Downloading is no joy 
I have just mastered downloading tiles ltom Microlink but am iaccd 
with another problem The downloaded Basic piogram is in Asai lormat 
As you know an Ascii file cannot simply be run like Basic tiles How do I 
go about converting it to a Basic file7 I tiled loading it into Taswotd and 
saving it again For some reason I could list most of the program after 
wards Tasword accepts line statements ol only 130 characters max: 
mum multiple statement lines usually get chopprd I Idp 
Daniel Bet man 
e-mail 72:MAG31343 

We had no trouble at a/1 tunning a program we downloads! ttom 
Microlink First we loaded the captured tile into a wad-processor and 
elimmatiXl sign-on messages and so on trom it re-saving just the actual 
program Then into Basic and load or run it No problem The only rea-
son we can think oi lor your difficulty is line noise odd clxrracters will 
get chucked into tlie lile Try again * • 
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THE NEW A M X MK. Ill MOUSE. 
TRAP ONE SOON, 

STOP PR[SS ART ANO CONTROL 

The MK III AMX Mouse is a product of Swiss precision and the result of a world-wide search to find a worthy successor to the AMX Mouse MK II. 
The new Mouse has been specially chosen to be the perfect partner to the ever expanding range of AMX software. 

The unique patented design includes high resolution D.RI. and superior ball technology to ensure that contact between the Mouse and the surface is 
constant at all times. There's a new shape too, that fits comfortably in the hand. - - - - -

Join the great "Mouse-Swap" Part exchange your old Mouse for the new MK III for only £29.99. ^ " J ^ f E 

j y f f i f f l l 
' A R T ANO C O N T R O L 

A M X MOUSE MK I I I PLUS ART ANO C O N T R O L , 

T A P E ANO 3 " D I S C , £ 6 9 9 9 

Acknowledged as the most sophisticated yet easy to use paint package 
available for the Amstrad CPC. it's no wonder over 20,000 have already been sold. 

AMX Art features include cut, copy, paint, plus many, many more such 
as fantastic spray and zoom facilities. The package also includes AMX control 
which enables you to create a mouse environment in your own programs. 
Available for Amstrad CPC 464,664,6128. Please state which version is required 
when ordering. 

• S T O P P R E S S 

A M X M O U S E MK I I I PLUS STOP P R E S S , 3 " D ISC i J9 99 

The most highly acclaimed desktop publishing software available for the 
Amstrad CPC. Already thousands of users are producing professional documents, 
newsletters, fly-posters etc. In fact anything where text and graphics are required. 
'Stop Press' comes complete with 16 variable typefaces. Available for Amstrad 
CPC. 6128, CPC 6641 • 64K min add on Rami. CPC 464I+64K mm add on 
Ram • Disc Dnvel. Please state which version is required when ordering. 

S T O P P R E S S (ONLY) ( 4 9 9 9 

E X T R A ! E X T R A ! 2 * 3 " D ISC >' •» »fl 

300K fantastic clip art and over 25 extra fonts. 

• M A X 3 " D ISC C 19 9 9 

MAX provides an easy to use graphic based front end to your computer's disc 
filing system including a comprehensive set of 
disc management operations such as cataloging, 
copying, deleting and re naming. Also included 
are disc utilities such as sector editing, 
recovering erased files, formatting, verifying 
and faster tracking You can also run programs 
from within AMX. Available for Amstrad CPC, 
464,664,6128. Please state which version is 
required when ordering 

There is also a growing list of AMX support software including: AMX 3D Zicon 13" Disci 124 99 with Zicon you can transform vector data into on screen graphics. 
Printers and plotters are fully supported, AMX Utilities <3" Disc) f ' " 19 Utility software for the original art program supplied wi th AMX Mouse. A Mouse and Interface 
(only) can be purchased for f 3 4.9 J1 direct from AMS using the order form enclosed in MAX, Stop Press and AMX 30 Zicon. These superb products are available from 
all good computer dealers or direct by cheque, Access or Visa. All pnces include VAT and post and packaging. 

FOR I N S T A N T A C C E S S , V I S A O R D E R S T E L E P H O N E 1 0 9 2 5 ) 4 1 3 5 0 1 / 2 / 3 P 7 1 

' A l l THESE PflOGflAMS WORK WITH 
KEYBOARD. JOYSTICK OR MOUSE. AMX SOFTWARE 

-IMAGINATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS-
ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS LTD. 1 6 6 / 1 7 0 WILOERSPOOL CAUSEWAY, WARRIN6T0N, WA4 6QA. TELEX 6 2 8 6 7 2 AMS6. FAX 0 9 2 5 5 8 0 3 9 . 

TUBE LINK OX PRESTEl '8002S6* SUPPORTS THE AMX MOUSE. ANO A l l AMS SOFTWARE 

A combination of Stop Press and the Rombo Vidr Video digmser Using any 
video and the digitiser, images from a camera 
or TV can be converted into a graphics screen 
wi th Stop Press to illustrate magazines or 
newsletters In fact anything that needs to be 
created on A4 size paper With Stop Press's 
many features a variety of pictures can be 
composed, the only limit being your imagination 

ROMBO VIOI DIGITISER (ONLY) (89.99 
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Taming SID, a new use for Enter, seeing 
stars no more... these and more tricks 
revealed 

Quote 
Ever wondered how software companies manage to place quotes in a 
lilename? For example. Enduro Racer when loading appears as "Enduro 
Racer" The way to achieve this is to type SAVE CHR$I34)*"FilenamE?"* 
CHRS134). 

Alan Downes 
Chester 

Getting at Gauntlet 
Do you want to get your name scrawled across the options pages ol your 
disk version of Gauntlef> Yeah? Right, all you need is Gauntlet and a sec-
tor editor (Oddjob or Discology will do fine) Trundle off to track 39. sectors 
& 14 and &15 You should see things like "Player One Choose" and The 
Challenge Awaits" You can alter all those things, putting your own mes-
sages in place Take care, however, not to change anything else as you 
may corrupt the disk 
BigAl 
Solihull. W Midlands 

Unwanted graphics 
Here's a short routine lor loading screens created using Easiart (by 
Microdraw). without all the unwanted graphics around the sides. The 
stars in line 100 should be replaced with the required colour values 

10 BORDER 0: INK 0,0: tNK 1,0: INK 2,0: INK 3,0: MODE 1 

?0 l/DAD"! f 1 icname", 4COOO 

30 FOP. y-400 TO 378 STEP -I: PLOT 0
f
y , 0 : DRAW 64Q,yr NEXT 

40 FOR y«378 TO 0 STEP -I: PLOT Q,y,0: DRAW 6,y: NEXT 

-'OR y-378 T-' 0 STEP -1: PLOT 553,y,0: DRAW 640, y: NEXT 

60 FOR y -2: TO 0 STEP -Is PLOT 0,y,0: DRAW 640,y: NEXT 

100 BORDER *•: INK 0 , " : INK 1,**: ! NK 2, " : INK 3 , " 

110 SAVE"! 11 l e n a n e " ^ tCOOO,»4000 

Michael Pease 
Norwich 

Sorting out scanners 
If you wish to scan part of a magazine or newspaper using the Dart 
Image Scanner, it can prove difficult H the paper has a eases or lolds The 
obvious thing to do is iron the paper However, if the paper insists on 
being a nuisance and getting entangled in the scanner head try using 
sticky tape to hold the paper in place 
Stephen Parkinson 
Stoke Newington, London 
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Sign-on for CPM Plus 
Users of CPM 2 2 can have a start-up message when they boot their sys-
tem disk, thanks to Setup CPM Plus has nothing to imitate this useful utili-
ty However, after much hacking. I discovered a way to give CPM Plus 
system disks their own sign-on messages 

Insert a Plus system disk into the drive and type I CPM Once you 
have the A> prompt insert your programming utilities disk and enter SID 
B : C . ICFM3.EMS then wait until the SID message appears Remove the utili-
ties disk and insert your system disk once more. After a short pause you 
should see 

NEXT MSIZE PC END 

6500 6500 0 1 0 0 DAFF 

To alter the sign-on message type SI 168 and you should see. 1168 43. 
This is the beginning of the start-up message To insert a character at this 
location type an apostrophe followed by a character and ending with 
another apostrophe You should end up with something like. 

1168 43 ' H ' 

Pressing Return will bring more numbers on the screen: l ie - 53. After 
each group of numbers appears on the screen you can enter the charac-
ters you wish, eventually building up a message Your message can only 
go up to location 1792. II you alter anything alter this you may conupt 
CPM To stop entering characters press the full stop and hit Return 

1168 4 3 ' H ' 

1 1 6 9 43 'E* 

116A 43 'L* 

1 1 6 B 49 . 

You should get a hash (#) prompt Now type r (last address edited). 
: 192. 20. 'Last address" refers to the location at which you pressed the full 
stop. Finally type WC10CPM3.EMS and to see your message on the screen re-
boot CPM 
Cormac Gaughey 
Cushendall, Co Antrim 

SID. one of the utilities on the CPM Plus system disk, stands tor Symbolic 

Instruction Debugger 

% 

Messages from above 
This may be useful to anyone who's had trouble trying to signal an error 
to Basic from machine-code or an RSX Usually all that can be done Is to 
print a message and return to Basic But without a special protocol to poll 
for errors. Basic blunders on thinking all is well 

Within your machine-code routine you must jump to this sequence 
of instructions when an error occurs: 

CD00B9 CALL I B 9 0 0 

3F.64 LD A, 100 

C393CA j p 4CA93 (or JP 4CB5 5 if you own a 6128) 

This causes an error at the current Basic line. You can trap it using the 
instructions 3 0 on e r r o r g o t o line or else a break ensues 
Andy Henderson 
Gunville, Newport 

Overwrite mode 
Did you know that holding down Control and pressing Tab. while in 
Basic, puts you into overwrite mode? This is a toggle Do it again and 
you're back to normal insert mode This can be extremely useful when 
editing a line 
Stuart McSklmming 
Hatfield, Herts 

Stripy text 
Here is a tip lor getting stnpy writing. Just type MODE : PEN 7: ALL 
4BBFF 

Peter Featherstone 
Leeds 
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One key 
Fed up with the boring small Enter key'' All it does is issue a carriage 
return. How about giving it some life? For example, POKE 45906, H O 

causes the key to give the command RUN". OI POKE 45906,252 turns it 
into an escape key. Poke 45906 with a range of values lor other interest-
ing effects 

How about an invisible cursor? POKE 45709, -i will do the trick POKE 

• '09,0 restores it to its formei glory 
These pokes work only on 464 machines. 

J Curley 
Scotland 

Screen converter 
The routine below loads m a compacted screen image saved by the 
Multiface 0. and allows you to save it out again in standard form This 
means you can use the pictures within Art Studio and other art packages 

to MODE 2: PRINT-SELECT:" 
20 PRINT: PRINT*!. LOAD AND VIEW A SCREEN" 

30 PRINT: PRINT
-

?. LOAD AND SAVE AS A UNCOHPRESED SCREEN" 

<0 PRINT: PRINT" \ CATAI/X5UF l. tSK" 

50 PRINT: PRINT"4. END AND GO TC BASIC" 

60 AS-INKEYS 

70 IF A$="l" THEN GOTO 120 

80 IF A$-"2" THEN GOTO 170 

90 IF A$="3" THEN GOTO 270 

100 rF AS-"4" THEN HEW 

110 GOTO 60 

120 CLS: CAT 

130 INPUT"ENTER NAME OF SCREEN";a$ 

140 MEMORY 16383: LOAD AS: CALL 32768 

150 FOR w-1 TO 2000: NEXT w 

160 FOR w-1 7" 100: PRINT: NEXT w: RUN 

170 CLS: CAT 

180 INPUT"ENTER NAME OF SCREEN TO LOAD ";a$ 

190 PRINT-ENTER NAMF OF SCREEN TO SAVE ";b$ 

200 MEMORY 16383: LOAD A$: CA:. 37768 

210 INKEYS 

220 IF 1NKEY$="" THEN GOTO' 220 

230 SAVE B$,b,4C000,44000 

240 PRINT"OPERATION COMPLETE" 

250 FOR W-1 TO 100: NEXT W 

260 FOR w=l TO 100: PRINT: NEXT w: RUN 

270 CLS: CAT 

280 AS-INKEYS 

290 IF AS-"" THEN GOTO 290 

300 RUN 

Mark Ralph 
Barrow in F u m e s s 

Mouse drawing 
1 own both Melbourne Draw and AMX Art Each drawing package does 
have its advantages and disadvantages: it isn't unreasonable to expect 
to be able to draw different stages ol a screen using the two packages 
However, there is a problem: Melbourne Draw creates a 17k binary file, 
whereas AMX Art sets up a 12k Ascii file I have written a routine that 
converts a standard screen or one produced from Melbourne Draw to a 
12k file. The AMX package contains an option to do the opposite 

1 ' AMX Art screen format creator 

2 ' by Philip Butler 

3 ' Amstrad Action October 87 

10 MEMORY 19999: FOR t-20000 TO 20054 

20 READ aS: .s=VAL<"4"4aS) : POKE t,a: NEXT 

30 MODE 1: P R I N T " " ' AMX ART SCREEN FORMAT CREATOR 

40 PRINT: INPUT "FILENAME TO BF SAVED ";a$ 

50 aa=LEN(a$): IF aa>8 or dd<l THEN 70 

60 FOR t-1 to as: POKE t->16766, ASCIMTDS (a$,t, 1) > : NEXT t 

70 POKE 2OO9I.Hi PRINT: INPUT "FILE TO BE LOADED ";f$ 

80 PRINT: INPUT "PEN 2 COUJUR (0-26) ";d 

90 PRINT: INPUT "PEN 3 COLOUR (0-26) ";c 

100 IF d>26 or c>26 or d<0 or c<0 THEN 80 

110 POKE 20042,U: POKE 20047,c: MODE I: LOAD f$,4COOO 

120 CALL 20000: END 

130 DATA 06,04,21,7f,41,11,e9,05,cd,8c,bc,II,12,00,19,36 

140 DATA ff,21,a6,c0,06,b0,e5,0e,44,7e,eS,cd,95,bc,ei,?3 

150 DATA 0d,20,f6,el,cd,26,bc,10,ed,3e,05,cd,95,bc,3e,06 

!t>0 DATA cd,9S,b-c,cd,8f, be,c? 

Philip Butler 
Barry, S Glamorgan 

HACKERS ONLY 
The section that brings the CPCs darkest 
secrets to light. If you don't understand what's 
written here, bad luck. Youll get no explana-
tion. for this Is where the hackers hang out. 

Using bank two 
Last issue Phil Howard expained several 

techniques for getting past protection systems 
This month we look at an alternative method 
ol hacking into programs 

Many o( the latest cassette-based titles 
start loading fiom the top of memory UFFFF) 

and continue through to low memory (clOOO 
01 lower). Others start at i u; • and move down 
past zero and continue through *FFFI . When 
the program has finished loading you end up 
with a dead computer, interrupts disabled, 
firmware and RST area overwritten In most 
cases it is impossible to re-inititialize the com-
puter as areas ol the program may get corrupt-
ed or there isn t any spare memory far you to 
insert a routine The simplest answer - il you 
own a 6128 or expanded 464 is to load the 
progiam into the second mem01 y bank Once 
loaded you can soft-ieset your Amsttad: the 

second bank only loses information when the 
computer is powered down. 

There are a Jew hitches when trying to 
use the secound bank neither RST area 
firmweae. or systems variables are present 
These must be coped over 

ORG (9000 

LO BC,47FC4 

OUT <CI,C 

LD HL,0 

L0 DE,44000 

LD BC,44000 

U)IP 

LD BC.47FC6 

COT fC!,C 

LD HL. 4 M O 0 

LD DE, 4400C* 

LD BC,44000 

LDIR 
LD BC.47FC0 

OUT 4C>,C 

BANK 0 BANK 1 

Bonk 4 Ma B4b 

Bonk 3 B3o B3b 

Bonk 2 B2o 82b 

Bonk 1 Blo Bib 

&FFFF 

&COOO 

&8000 

&4000 

&OODO 
;Switch in first 

.•bioc* of 2nd 64< 

;Move contents of 

;l5t block of 64k 

;to 44C-00 

;Switch in 3rd 

;block of 2nd 64k 

;Move content0 at 

;3rd block of lat 

t.c 44000 

;Return is* 64k 

;bank to normal 

The diagram demonstrates how memory 
is partitioned The table shows what happens 
when certain values are sent to the Gate 
Array 

Value 
4 CO 

4C2 

SC5 

4C6 

4C7 

Effect 
Bank 0 selected 

Bank 1 selected 

B2a and Bib swapped 

B2a and BI'i> rwapped 

B2a and B3b swapped 

B2s and B4b swapped 

Configuring banks 
Memory is partitioned into blocks of 16k 

ram Four blocks ol ram make up a bank of 
64k ram In the 6128 and expanded 
manchines exists two banks ol 64k By sending 
values to the Gate An ay (accessed on port 
&7F00) 16k blocks can be switched in and out 
ol the current bank. 

Swapping over 
Use the assembly listing to copy the con-

tents ol bank 0 to bank I An our -.?F00,iC2 
a;: r)C,4?KC2; OUT <C).: : wiD activate bank 1. 
Unlortunately you won't see anything as the 
operating system still outputs to the screen 
memory in bank 0 you'll have to be acurate 
when typing instructions to load programs. 

Once the program has loaded and you 
have reset the machine, use a similar method 
to move the contents oi bank 1 to bank 0 - one 
block at a time - and then save them Finally, 
gel hacking. 



ACTION TEST 

This month sees Gary Barrett taking over most of the 
reviewing duties, ably assisted by Chris Boothman 
(CJB). From time to time Bob will also be doing 
reviews, so rest assured he isn't hanging up his joy-
stick completely. 

This month there was a real tussle for 
Mastergame and Wizball came out on top due to its 
original ideas and tremendously addictive game-

play. Renegade came a close second and takes 
over the mantle of the ultimate combat game. 

There's lots of other juicy stuff around as well: 
Cholo - a vector graphic game trying to follow in 
Elite's exhaust trail, Mask - a cartoon licence that 
isn't just for kids, Paperboy - the long awaited 
arcade conversion, and Mission Genocide - the 
smoothest scrolling shoot-em-up on the Amstrad. 

CENTURIONS 
Arlolasoft, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk, Joystick or keys 

Yet another game based on a cartoon series 
has arrived tor the Amstrad Doc Tenor has 
attacked the Centurions Weapon Development 
Centre in an attempt to seize the experimental 
TyTon-Dlchiomate. The earth is m danger of 
being destroyed, so the team m the Exotrames 
must stop him trom getting the chemical. 

The game consists oi three large scrolling 
landscapes which are inhabited by a variety 
of aliens. At the stcat of ftie game you can 
choose which ot the levels to start on To travel 
between levels you need to find the six parts ol 
a master key You oan control either a droid or 
one of the three Centurions: Ace for use in the 
air Max for use in the sea. and Jake for use on 
land. In the two player game each player con-
trols a different Centurion 

When several of the same type of alien 
have been shot a quant is deposited on screen 
which can be picked up so that a weapons 
pack is sent to you. There are eight types of 

SUN STAR 
CRL, £9.95 cass. £14.95 disk. Joystick only 

A very boring space game with little action 
and mostly block graphics But dont let me 
decide for you. Read on McDulf 

The Xxarion Star Corporation placed its 
first solar energy gnd in orbit around the sun. 
The grid uses the sun's energy to form crystals 
which allow inter-stellar travel at light speed. 
There are now sixteen ot these energy grids 
orbitting the suns of the universe Youi job is to 
recover as many oi the crystals as you can. 
Obviously a tough task which will need almost 
superhuman strength and powers of concen-
tration 

The screen is split into two halves. The top 
half shows you the view from the lront of your 
ship, the bottom hail shows you your energy 
levels and the number of crystals collected. 

The view is of a perspective gnd. with the 
squares filled in in different colours A blue 
colour indicates a grid wall, a yellow square 
indicates an obstruction, and a red one indi-
cates an energy pulse All ol* which must be 
avoided. A white square is a disrupter pulse 
which you must shoot at until it disappears 
leaving a green crystal square behind it. There 
are four of these disrupter pulses to shoot. Once 

3 0 A M S T R A D A C T I O N Loose hps 

weapon, each has its own benefits and some 
can have disadvantages, like the ring weapon 
which can end up killing the Centurion that's 
using it. 

The playing area is very large and to get 
around it you have to use the Centurions in the 
right combination This means there's a lot of 
exploring to do and many aliens to shoot while 
doing it Many keys have to be found in order 
to progress through the landscape mazes to 
find the six parts of the master key. 

The basic game concept doesn't hold 
many surprises, the most interesting thing 
being the dilfeient weapons you can use The 
large playing area will certainly provide a last-
ing challenge but you may lmd the lack of 
variety in the gameplay rather tedious. GB 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Find a piece of the master key 

H H 9 M M H H M E l f $ SB**? 

you have collected ten crystals you must find 
the orange hyperwarp cell 

If you are still interested. I think this game 
is boring beyond the line of duty. The speed of 
movement is fast but the control of the ship is 
very confusing. The sound? What? Had I not 
been cajoled into it. I would'nt have passed the 
grab factor stage on this one. Extremely disap-
pointing- CJB 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
2.000 

SECOND OPINION 
There was a good idea tor a game here bat 
the uninspiring presentation and awkward 
controls result m it being less than fascinating 
It a more complicated strategy element had 
been built in it might have worked, but as a 
straight up arcade game it doesn't Back to 
the drawing board otr this one methmks BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Colours are distinguishable but not easily 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 68% 
U Smooth multi-directional scrolling. 
• Sprites seem a little small and chunky 

SONICS 42% 
• Awful, monotonous tune. 

GRAB FACTOR 69% 
Vanous weapons to use 

• Gameplay is boring, just lots of wander-
ing around. 

STAYING POWER 64% 
• Large playing area 
• But only three levels 

A A R A T I N G 68% 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S .. 44% 
• Quite oolourful. 
• Reminds me of Connect Four on a slant 

SONICS .37% 
• Scry what? 

GRAB FACTOR ..27% 
• Lots ol areas to play in 
• The controls confuse you alot 

STAYING POWER.. . .. 22% 
• No more than a space dodgems game 

J • No variation in the action 

A A R A T I N G 27% 

' l l O 



ACTION TEST 

A A R A T I N G 5 5 % 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 6 7 % 
C Enemy subs and helicopters are well 

defined 
• Radar screens and maps are simple and 

unattractive 

S O N I C S 3 1 % 
• No tunes just annoying effects 

G R A B F A C T O R 6 3 % 
• Variety oi weapons systems 
• Not much to think about. 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 4 8 % 
• Difficult to destroy all the enemy 
• Gets very repetitive and boring. 

• Adds little to old games like Beach-
Head 

SECOND OPINION 
1 didn 't care for this at all. it's Gremlin 's worst 
game tor a long while It's a group ot old hat 
ideas cobbled into a game that has very little 
going tor it. The only part 1 enjoyed was the 
graphic sequence where the helicopter drops 
depth charges on a submarine. Apart from 
that it's very disappointing. BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Tricky identifying activated icon but other-
wise okay 

CONVOY RAIDER 
Gremlin Graphics. £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk. Joystick or keys 

marine helicopters The sea woll missiles are 
tired at incoming aircraft or anti-ship missiles 
Ihe. exocet are used to sink enemy shipping 
and the sonai.allows you to control the heli-
copter and sink submarine?. When an attack is 
over you return to the main screen,and contin-
ue hunting the enemy 

The sound effects are rather irritating and 
consist ol radar pings and explosions The icons 
are clearly defined and easily seiected. The 
background ijcenes look good and colour is 
ttsed well on them The similanties to Beach-
H 1 are the yameplay since the graphics 
gie far superior ta Convoy -Tender II you 
"i I ready have feach-Head or dicin t ake it then 
don't botlief buying this but if you haven't got 
it and w$nt a shoot-€*n-up with a minor 
amount of strategy , in finding your enemy, 
then this is a reasonable option GB 

Deptfi charing a submarine from you' nohcoptBf 
FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Score 30.000 

This is basically a Beach-Head clone with some 
small alterations made to try to improve it You 
are in command of a ship which is to patrol the 
inner sea We aren't told whose inner sea it is, 
but it sure is packed with a lot of nasty surpns-
es. 

The mam screen shows a three way radar 
screen which tracks air. sea and underwater 
The enemy forces consist of ships planes and 
submarines When enemies are attacking you. 
a flashing square on one of the radar screens 
indicates where the attack is coming from. 
Aaoss the top of the screen are four icons: 
map. sea woll. exocet and sonar The map is 
used to guide your ship.arouna lijeinland sea 
so that you can seek and destroy the invaders 
Damage inflicted to your ship oan be repaired 
at one ol the ports shown on the map 

Your ship is equipped with the latest in 
weapon technolo :y which includes seawajfr 
sea to car missiles, exocet anti-shipping missiles 
(as used to destroy HMS Sheffield) and anti-sub-

HYBRID 
Starlight/Ariolasoft. £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk, Joystick or keys 

In a prison complex not so far away are some 
aliens They hate humanity and have, been 
leaked away for a tong time In that time they 
have developed so that they are again a 
threat to the Slate A team ci three Hybrids 
have been sent to the complex to wipe out the 
aliens lot good The problem ts that the prison 
was designed to stop rescue attempts and so 
the- defences are turned on the HW|K&1 

The hybrids are a mixture c& droid and 
organic material The three are called Brain.; 
Robot arid Xylon and have different strengths 
and weaknesses The Brain is weak in combat 
ixit is the only one that can teleport itself and 
the other hybrids by using teleport keys The 
Robot is the main combat hybrid with high 
weapon power and strong arinour It can be 

SECOND OPINION 
Whoever wrote the instructions nearly fumed 
a decent game into a dtsasfer area It's all 
very well to expect the player to work out 
some things tor himself but these instructions 
don't give you any help at all. Once you've 
found out what you re doing it's quite interest-
ing but you may get frustrated Jong before 
that BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Good clear graphics mean no problems. 

used to disable the weapon emplacements 
which are scattered about the complex The 
Xylon is lower in armour and firepower than 
the Robot but stronger than the Brain It is Q 
only one that can switch on bridges in the 
complex 

The three hybnets start the game with five 
S b e i g y cartridges each and these are used up 

by collisions with the aliens and by being shot 
: Spattered about the base cae several tetters. 

these, up gives one cA three effects, E is 
energy which restores one cartridge ot energy 
F increases the firepower of the hybrid and A 
increases the armour rating Hybrids can also 
trade energy because alter a while it runs out 

By entering a cell all three hybrids can be 
link' They are then teleported to a 
chanu^r with an alien in it The re are lour 
aliens to be destroyed which is not an easy 
task 

The graphics cue quite large and reason-
ably animated but the use ol colour is uninspir-
ing The sound effects are feeble bleeps and 
pings and the tune is rubbish The game is 
quite demanding and the need to use all three 
hybrids provides variety Not a classic but 
should give a few hours entertainment GB 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Destroy an alien 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 7 6 % 
• Clear, detailed graphics. 
• Poor use of colour. 

S O N I C S 3 8 % 
• Don't turn the music on1 

G R A B F A C T O R 5 8 % 
C Three hybrids with different abilities add 

variety. 
• Very confusing due to poor instructions 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 6 7 % 
• Once you know what you are doing it's 

interesting 
• Only lour aliens to destroy 

A A RATING 

Just lacks that certain something 

sink ships A M S T R A D A C T I O N 3 1 



ACTION TEST 

WIZBALL 
Ocean. £8 95 cass. £14 95 disk joystick or keys 

Icon 1 extra thrust control to stop bouncing Icon 2 enables you to fire in two directions at once 

\ 

• • • • • Q 

i r 
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u u u u 
Icon 3 creates your helpful and ever tovm sidefcicfc Icon 4 gives you extra laser firepower 
the Catelito 

Wiz's Guide to Wizworld 

Purple static alien when shot these turn into a 
green pearl 

Green pearl colled these to move the icon 
Orange spinning alien: move randomly shoot- selector 
tng wildly at you ^ 

Purple flying alien fly across the '.op oi the 
screen shooting downwards 

Blue droplets appear on level one and till up 
the right hand cauldron 6 Green droplets appear on level two and fill up 

the middle cauldron 

Red droplets appear on level three and fill up 
the left cauldom 6 White drcplots give you extra lives when 

caught by Catelite 

Pink droplets make Ccrtelile go berserk ana 
eventually disappear 6 Dark Blue droplets brings on a 'tilth raid" 

aliens that Jly rapidly around the screen shoot 
ingal you 

Black droplets turns out the lights so you have 
to play in the- dark until ycuvc shot enough 
aliens 4 6 

Grey droplets: Catelrte becomes indes true table 

3 2 A M S T R A D A C T I O N WeTe aU to see the wuard £ 

:tal levels 
lri'the floor 

Will take 

The evil ^ark and his, sprites have invaded 
WizwQild • lrVan* attempt to eliminate the spec-
trum (npt the oomputer unlortunately). and 
make Xte world drab and grey (bog hiss) It v 
up t^ V/i?, his Wizball and servajaftCatellte. to 
save WiZwoild (behind you!) .finbugh of the 
pemfomime. what about the • 

•Wewwld is split intb 
by tubes and 

Perversely, some of these down 
you up to a higher level The game is of the 
flick screen variety where leaving from one 
side ol the screen leads into the next room, 
where as yet unknown dangers await you. 
You control the Wizball. which to stent with can 
only move by bouncing .and has limited shoot-
ing power, but can soon become more skilled. 

Each screen has one ol three types of 
object in store lor you: aliens which shoot at 
you. purple symbols that change into green 
pearls when shot and drops ol liquid that 
bounce up and down the screen The aliens 
have to be shot and when this is done, the 
next time you enter that screen, you'll lind 
some drops ol liquid or a group ol four purple 
symbols. The aliens come m two basic types , 
and youll quickly discover the best methods 
lor dealing with them " 

The most important icon is the fruid, 
which creates Catelite This appears as a side-
kick to Wizball and can be ooriiiblled while 
holding down the fire button* "Catelite is need-
ed to collect the small droplets of liquid which 
are produced when the,j6rger drops are shot 

SECOND OPINION 
At first I had a sinking feeling as the scenery 
appeared and it looked like a lousy conver-
sion Then after playing for a while you realise 
the drabness is intentional and it's up to you to 
produce a colourful game - novel twist that 
The gamepkry is delightful and once you 
know what you're doing it's very challenging. 
This is one of my tavountes and Til be trying to 
crack it for a long time BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Spotting bad coloured droplets is awkward 
but generally playable H 

Beware though, because not all ol the drbp^ts 
are to be collected II the droplet is a dilferen^ 
colour from that ol the parent drop then take j. 
oare. It can produce nasty effects like turning 
all the lights ofi. so you have to play m the 
dark, or sending your Catelite loopy so that 
you have to get another one 

Each ol the correctly coloured droplets 
collected adds to the contents of throe caul 
drons at the bottom ol the screen, and also 
alters the contents ol the right hand cauldron 
which is the target colour lor that level When 
the target oolour cauldron is filled you must 
travel down one of the many holes in the 
ground and you will be onto a bonus screen 
Alter the bonus screen you enter Wizlab. 
where you can give all future Wizballs a 
weapon or control power Alter Wizlab the 
game continues, but this time part of the 
scenery is coloured in. You then continue the 



Icon 5. gives a spray gun that blasts bullets every- Icon 6 a valuable shield thai makes you mvulnera-
where We lor a time. 

A A R A T I N G 92% 
• Good combination of old and onginal 

idea* , ' . , 
•.. Dtawe mention it was cute too? 

H H s n m M H 
PHU5ED 

task^ol restoring oolour to Wizwarld by collect-
ing another colour. 

When collected the green pearls will 
jnovexj selector along a row of seven icons at 
the top OTthe screen To activate the icon you 
waggle the"pystick in Decathlon style until the 
icon Steps flashing, This weird way of activat-
ing Kxtns'is made ctfttjoymg by the fact that 
the instructions don't tell you you have to wag-
gle. but say yguV^ got to press the space bar 
By collecting the pearls and activating the dif-
ferent icons you alter the combat and move-
ment characteristics-of your Wizball Some of 
the more useful icons are the thrust icon, which 
gives you more control over Ibe ball by giving 
it up/down and lelt/nght control lather than 
bouncing, and the shield icon which stops you 
from being lolled for a while 

The scenery isn't very colourful to start 
with bul that's because it's filled in as you 
progress through the game What they do 
have is plenty of detail, each level having a 
different type ol scenery. There are no musical 
tunes but the sound effects are good 

At first the game is a bit confusing but 
alter a lew games vou begin to pick up what is 
going on The gjpnoplay has a certain addic-
tive quality wjnch makes you want to play just 
one more game to try to fill those cauldrons 
and bring back more colour There are lots erf 
original elements that make it a joy to 
and lor once a silly scenario is actually 
by the rantasy world the game plunges 
into. V 

FUST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Get to Wizlablnce 

This indicates the level you're on Target cauldron showing the colour you need to col-
lect 

Icon 7 a sman bomb thai kills every sprite in sight 

m 

Tube down to level three Cauldrons in which you colled colour Tube to take you to another level 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 88% 

Colourful, well designed sprites 
colours in as you 

complete the game 

S O N I C S 6 8 % 
d Good sound effects... 
• but rio tunes. * . 

GRAB F A C T O R v.,......:94% 
• Great idea lor returning colour by collect-

ing droplets. 
U IcanS pnd powers combine well within 

tffegqme T f c 
• Instructions aren't very helpful. 

STAYING POWER 90% 
• Will take a long time get all the colours 
D YauVe got to be alert every time you 

enter a screen , 

* r - - * 

the wonderful waard o! ball A M S T R A D A C T I O N 3 3 

ACTION TEST 



Choose from an 
awesome array of 
weapons and prepare 
for the battle of a 
lifetime! 

Ace McCloud, Jake 
Rockwell and Max Ray 
are THE CENTURIONS! 
Stop the evil Doc Terror 
in his desperate bid to 
destroy the wortd! Guide 
the Centurions through 
Spoce. Sea and Air. and 
find all six parts of the 
master key before if s too 

SPECIAL FEATURES 



CATCH 23 
Martech, £8.95 cass, £13.95 disk. Joystick or keys 

A futuristic aioade adventure western Irom 
Martech. utilising quickly drawn vector graph-
ics and one nice picture ol a man who vanes 
in size in relation to his proximity (OK. who 
gave Chris a dictionary tor his birthday? • Ed) 

You liave just been dropped by 
parachute on to a top secret island The near-
est mainland is 400 miles away. The island is 
being used as a test developement site tor the 
revolutionary CK23 orbital interceptor. Your 
mission is to sneak into the secret military com-
plex and steal the plans tor CK23. You must 
then blow a nuclear reactor up. 

SECOND OPINION 
Unfortunately the twin effects of seeing 
Mercenary m the past and the impending 
game Driller. which features solid 3D graph-
ics. tend to make this look dated. It's reason-
ably well implemented and will provide quite 
a test but there didn 't seem much to get excit-
ed about Six months to a year ago Id have 
been more enthusiastic but now it just seems 
run ot the mill stuff. BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Perfectly visible m green 

The screen shows a "your eye" view as 
you roam the planet Buildings are drawn tn 
3D vectoi graphics and you can enter them by 
'investigating' the door To investigate any 
thing you press 1 tor investigation mode. A 
magnifying glass appears on the screen 
Position it over the thing you wish to investi-

ACTION TEST 

gate and then press fire A message will 
appear on screen to tell you about it. 

Once inside a building the internal furni-
ture. such as chairs, tables, shelves will be 
drawn These too can be investigated While 
inside you cannot be attacked by armed 
guards, so this is a good method of avoiding 
trouble. There are shuttles around the planet 
which you can jump onto to make your jour-
ney faster 

When there is a guard within firing dis-
tance ol you a sight will appear on the screen. 
You must quickly move this over the chest 
area of the guard and press tire If you shoot 
him in time his body will crumple to the floor If 
not. the screen will show his bullet holes as he 
pumps you full of lead 

The task is difficult and the playing area 
massive. The graphics on this game are drawn 
quickly and well The opponent in the 'shoot 
out" is intricate There are only two colours 
used, hardly surprising when using vector 
graphics The sound is nothing without the 
gunshots. CJB 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Riddle a few men with holes 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 68% 
r: Good character definition 

68% 
• Only two colours used 

S O N I C S 69% 
Nice shooting sound effects. 

GRAB FACTOR 64% 
Exciting head to head gun fight 

• No turning while moving forward 

STAYING POWER 76% 
Massive playing area. 

• Searching the inside of buildings is a 
good addition 

A A R A T I N G 73% 
1 Tense and difficult path to success 

DEATH WISH III 
Gremlin Graphics. £9.99 cass. £14.99 disk. Joystick or keys 

Take on the role ol Charles Bronson in the 
game of the film sequel to the sequel of the film 
Death Wish Follow that? No. well just you wait 
till the game Death Wish XVI comes out The 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 71% 

Well animated deaths if you care for 
them 

Streets and house interiors are nicely 
drawn 

S O N I C S 
Reasonable tune 

68% 

38% GRAB FACTOR 
To start with it has its funny (absurd) 
side 

• You may be ajspalled by the casual vio-
lence 

STAYING POWER 25% 
• Very baring just killing one person after 

another 
• No incentive to keep playing. 

A A R A T I N G 
The worst sort of game boring and in 
bad taste. 

streets of New York are lull of rioters Being a 
public minded chap you arm yourself to the 
teeth with a variety of weapons with which to 
kill them all. 

SECOND OPINION 
I'm nof going to be outraged by the ridiculous 
level of violence in the game doubtless 
many of you will What does annoy me ts 
that the game is extremely boring Yo>.i /ust 
wander around shooting people and there's 
not much incentive to make sure you shoot 
the nght ones. After }ust a lew minutes of turn-
ing people into piles of bloody flesh you'U be 
turning off Gremlin will probably take so 
much flak for this one that they'll need their 
own bullet proof vests. Two words sum this 
game up - mindless, pathetic BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Unfortunately you 11 have a clear view of lots 
ot green blood 

The screen is split into two main parts. The 
top shows your view of the streets with rioters, 
police, old ladies and prostitutes wandering 
along them Below this is a status area which 
shows your score, injury, map. bullet proof 
vest, weapon type and ammunition Your 
score can be positive or negative depending 
on how many innocent bystanders you have 
slaughtered Iniury increases from hits you take 
and your bullet proof vest gets bloodstained as 
you are shot 

One your victims explodes after being hit by the rocket 
launcher 

There are four types of weapon which are 
a magnum (not the champagne variety), shot-
gun. machine gun ana rocket launcher The 
weapons have different effects on who ever is 
hit by them The rocket launcher explodes peo-
ple into a bloody explosion, the machine gun 
makes them dance off the screen, the shotgun 
and pistol blow holes in peoples backs They 
all have a limit to the ammunition which they 
hold and empty weapons are discarded The 
map has two modes of operation which are 
coded yellow and blue. Blue shows you where 
to find weapons and yellow shows the location 
of gang leaders, your main targets. 

The animation is simple and the move-
ment of the characters is Jerky The sound is 
limited to gunfire and a tune which isn't very 
good Not really worth the efioft GB 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
10 000 ( + o c - ) • 

Dem bones dem bones tiem bloody bones A M S T R A D A C T I O N 



ACTION TEST 

MASK 
Gremlin Graphics. £9 99 cass. £14 99 disk, joystick oi keys 

Cartoon series seem to be pnme targets lor con-
verting into games at the moment In this one 
the forces of MASK, under your leadership as 
Matt Trakker are lighting VENOM (Vicious Evil 
Network Of Mayhem) A surprise attack on the 
Mask base with Vencen's latest weapon has 
thrown the forces of Mask through a time vor-
tex Fortunately, and conveniently for the 
scnptwnters. you w e e out at the time and now 
liave to rescue your helpless colleagues. 

The team are scatteied through four dif-
ferent time 2ones which are linked by the vor-
tex In each time zone there are two members 
of Mask except the first in which you only 
have to rescue one 

The games zones are smooth scrolling 
landscapes made up ol many screens You 
drive around in a car called Thunder Hawk, 
which is a little difficult to control until you get 
used to the way it drifts about 

Each agent has to be located using a 
scanner. which is activated by a special key in 
the form of a letter. The tetter has to be assem-
bled bom tour pieces of key littered about each 
landscape There are many pieces but only 
four will tit together correctly 

Once the scanner is waking you just fol-
low the directions ol the scanner to locate the 
agent and pick him up The agents 'mask", 
which turns them from ordinary mortals into 
cartoon super heroes, must then be collected 
When the level is completed you must return to 
the vortex and pass through it 

PAPERBOY 
Elite £8 95 cass £14 95 disk joystick or keys 

SECOND OPINION 
It's nice to find a game where features from 
the cartoon have been built in. rather than a 
cartoon in which they've tried to build in a 
game The graphics are well worked and all 
the zones look good 1 enjoyed the mixture of 
shoot-emup. exploring and puzzling, 
although it's quite tough A difficult task that's 
addictive as well BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
All the 2ones play well in green 

Littered about the landscape are scan-
ners. bombs repair kits, masks and security 
keys The bombs can be used to blast holes 
through obstacles and can also destroy ene-
mies Watch out though because you can be 
destroyed by youi own bombs If Thunder 
Hawk takes too much damage then the game 
ends, but the damage can be repaired by driv-
ing over the repair kits 

The lour zones oae Boulder Hill. Pie-
Histaric Far Future and Venom base They are 
luD ot dangers ranging from rock dropping 
pterodactyls in Pie-Historic to UFO's in the Far 
Future The hazards are many and vary in 
their behaviour, so you've constantly got to be 
alert to the danger Particularly impressive are 
the trains and helicopters that are great tun to 
blow-up 

The game is completed when all Mask 
agents have been rescued and the Venom 
base destroyed This has to be done within a 
time limit, which is reduced sharply every time 
you get blown up 

Sound in the game is only spot effects like 
explosions and laser fire. There's a loading 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 8 8 % 
• Smooth multidirectional scrolling. 
• Colourful landscapes and characters. 

S O N I C S 5 3 % 
• Good title tune 
• Feeble sound effects 

G R A B F A C T O R 8 3 % 
• Lots of blasting right from the start 
• Controlling the car is awkward at first 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 88% 
Zones are tough to complete. 
Letter keys add a puzzle element 
Frustrating to lose keys when you die 

AA R A T I N G 
[ A well wcxked cartoon licence 

Elite, the original masters of the arcade con ver-
sion. have finally produced an Amstrad ver-
sion of this massive arcade hit It's been 
immensely popular on other machines and 
shows every sign of dominating the Amstrad 
charts as well Your task as the paperboy is to 
deliver papers to your subscribers in the streets 
Ot Amenoa (that's a lof of streets - ed) 

You climb on your bike, pull on your cap 
and with a bag ol papers set off into the sub-
urbs of America to deliver the news. Your route 
is fraught with dangers which oan knock you 
off your take, and if you don't deliver well 
enough you'll lose your subscribers and your 

m 
SECOND OPINION 

It's been a long wait for this conversion but 
they've definitely come up with the goods 
The lack ot sound is disappointing, but the 
most important thing is the gamepkry and 
that's there in plenty There's the thorny issue 
of repetrtiveness but 1 think it's got the right 
level of difficulty and variety to keep most 
players happy. I've never played the arcade 
version or any other and I thoroughly 
enjoyed it BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
The streets are clear tn green. 

The screen shows you pedalling your bike 
along the street with the houses scrolling diag-

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 80% 
• Lots of colourful backgrounds and char-

acters 
• Slightly jerky scrolling 

S O N I C S 00% 
• Not a sausage John. 

GRAB F A C T O R 84% 
• Good variety of features to cope with 
• The practice track adds a nice element 

STAYING POWER 78% 
• Route gets mare difficult as hazards are 

added 
• Only one delivery route. 

R A T I N G 
• Good arcade conversion and no game 

like it on the Amstrad 

on ally towards you. top nght to bottom left 
The game is divided into two stages, the first is 
the paper run and the second is the practice 
track which your employer has thoughtfully 
provided according to the instructions It's like 
the editor providing me with extra games to 
review at home! 

In the paper run you nde along the street 
throwing papers into the mail box or at the 
door ol the house More points are scored lor 
getting them into the meal box Missing a 
house with a paper or throwing it into a win-
dow or other object results in losing that house 
as a subscriber 

There are two sorts of hazard in the street, 
static and moving The static hazards are 
things like fences, walls, grids and kerbs 
Collision with these causes you sprawl all over 
the place and lose one of your five lives 
There's a reasonably easy route around all of 
these, but it's complicated by the moving haz-
ards that also interfere 

There are lots of moving hazards includ-
ing: cars, skateboarders, workmen, drunks. 
Sinclair C5's and tyres Most of the objects and 
people can be hit with newspapers for bonus 
points. You can knock people ova or cause 
things to explode, but be careful not to waste 
too many papers Points are also scored for 
breaking windows or hitting the dustbins in the 
houses of non-subsaibers You can even hit the 
gravestones in the churchyard II you manage 
to do a perfect run (delivering to all of your 
subscribers) then you regain a subscriber. 
When you've got a lot ot subscribers you'll run 
short ot papers so you've got to collect piles ol 
papers to keep up your supply 

The second part of the game is the prac-
tice track where you have a time limit in which 

36 AMSTRAD ACTION Fleet ct foot Street 



ACTION TEST 

you can gam valuable bonus points. You have 
to jump over iamps and throw papers at tar-
gets while avoiding the walls and water ditch-
es across the course. Crashing on the practice 
track doesn't lose a lite but it does exit you from 
the track A bit ot careful nding will take you to 
the finish giving a higher bonus Alter the prac-
tice track there's your daily report which 
informs you ot any loss or gcnn ol subscribers 
by showing youi route If you can memorise 
this it will make economising on papers much 
easier on the next run because you'll know 
where not to deliver and where to attack peo-
ple 

The game then cycles round to paper 
delivery again with things getting a little more 

difficult. The second time around lawnmowers 
and radio controlled cars appear Burglars and 
house owners appear later as you progress fur-
ther into the game 

The first thing you'll notice when this 
game loads is the silence, There is no sound at 
all which is due to lack ol memory according 

#to Elite. Perhaps a hacker out there could pro-
duce a routine to give sound using the extra 

-ar cttarges past in the road • stay on the pavement Mail box you need to hit 

B.«mg boy wrth pedal power Skateboarder itom hell after your papers 

memory on the 6128 - we'd love to print it. The 
scrolling of the screen is a bit jerky but this is 
only a mines problem because there's good 
use ol colour with bright and clear scenery 
The inhabitants ol suburban America may be 
a little chunky but they are detailed enough 
and come in plenty of interesting varieties. 

The game plays well and although it's a 
little repetitive it has something basically 
addictive about it that hooks you Lack ol 
sound is a bit disappointing so you'll Just have 
to listen to your lavounte music while playing 

GB 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
10,000 points 

What no bingo? AMSTRAD ACTION 

/ / / / / LIVES tOUUS SCQZl blClJ 
/ / / / / 00000 000000 oioooo 
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It's here! Super Sprint rotes out of 
the arcodes and on to your own 
screen! 

The official licensed tie-in has all 
the features that have kept Super Spr'\n\ 
top of the arcades. 

U 

Eight different tracks, four s\^\\\ 
levels, \vmp ramps, short cuts, gold 
wrenches, oil s\kV.s, customised cars, 
they're all here. 

King of the coin-ops. On cassette or 
disk for Spectrum, Commodore and 
Amstrad home computers. 

ELECTRIC DREAMS 
s o JLI_w_AJL§. 

Term inus House . Terminus Terrace 
S o u t h a m p t o n SOI IFE 

ZX Spectrum 4 8 K / 1 2 8 K / + (£9.99) Commodore 6 4 / 1 2 8 
Cassette (£9.99) and Disk (£14.99) Amstrod CPC Cassette 
(£9.99) and Disk (£ 14.99) and H o n ST (£ 19.99) 

Mail Order: Activwion (UK) ltd, Uniu J & 4, 
Uoydi Close. Finedon Road Industrial EfUte, 
Wellinfborougli, Northampton, NN8 4SR 
Tel: (093)) 78787. Access. Aniex and Visa Accepted 
'MofldCoiv-yn f&il ViP'OyaCj'Q&tP'i 



Flying over the smoothest ot scrolling landscapes 

ACTION TEST 

This game is brought to you by the program-
mer ot Spindizzy Paul Shirley It's a departure 
tor him to be producing a budget game, but it 
has all the hallmarks oi a really good software 
author This game has less thinking and more 
zapping than his previous efforts, the cam 
being to ZTB. Zap The Bad Stars 

The Bad Star empire has attacked your 
home planet of Crys-cit in an attempt to subju-
gate your race, the 'genocide" of the title. 
Another attack is expected and which could 
occur at any time. The citizens of Crys-cit have 
deaded to counter attack with a small strike 
force so that the Bad Star empire is crippled 
and unable to attack. You have been chosen 
to undertake this mission. 

SECOND O P I N I O N 

Paul Shirley has obviously cracked the prob-

lem oi vertical scrolling on the Amstrad and 

Firebird will be rewarded by having an excel-

lent selling game. It doesn't oiler anything 

new to the shoot-em-up held but it's slickly pro-

duced and has plenty ot long lasting enjoy-

ment to offer. BW 

GREEN SCREEN V IEW 

Some levels are awkwardly coloured 

CHOLO 
Firebird £14 95 cass £19 95 disk loystick ot keys 

Rat lines up the sights on Hacket 

about to run the program Pasaiut 

hensrve and include an attractive sci-fi stcry 
which explains the history behind the state of 
the planet Cholo 1 won't spoil your enjoyment 
by describing it to you. suffice to say it adds 
atmosphere to the game. Let's jump in where 
the game itsell starts. 

The object of the game is to save the mil-
lions of people trapped in a high security 
bunker beneath the city. To do this you have 
to blow the top off the bunkers cap which K 
not at all easy 

You start by controlling a robot called 
Rizzo. He's a RAT type robot with the ability to 
fire and paralyse other robots and to interlace 
with robots and computers. 

The screen shows the level of damage to 
your robot, a map, a message area, a view 
screen, a compass, the state ol four program 
holding areas (explained later), and a radia-
tion meter Some robots have weapons and 
your screen will show a sight ll the robot you're 
controlling has one 

The purpose of interfacing is to download 
programs from other robots and computers For 
instance, there's a computer m the Central 
Computer Building which is always connected 
with a computer called Cyber 1. On this com 
puter is the Password program When run this 
shows all the twelve passwords known which 
you can use when you interlace with another 
robot 

To interface with a robot you first have to 
paralyse it by shooting it a lew times Shooting 

R o n 

A vector graphics masterpiece from the British 
Telecom software house, but will it be as big a 
success as Elite? The instructions are compre-

R o b o t 
R ? £ Z O 

R o b o t Name 
RAT 

C r a s h 
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ACTION TEST 

The game is similar to bghtioroe m that 
it's a downward vertically scrolling shoot-em 
up. in which you fly over (and sometimes 
under) the landscape in your spaceship Your 
ship can move up down, lelt and right, but 
youH spend most time at the base ol the screen 
as the aliens come in from the top 

Your ship is armed with two basic types ol 
weapons which are lasers and missiles. The 
lasers are vised to shoot the aliens and the mis 
siles to destroy ground based targets Laseis 
are lired by holding the lire button down or 
auto lire can be selected by pressing space 
This allows you to concentrate on tiring your 
missiles at the ground targets 

On the surtaoe ol the planets are gun bat-
teries which shoot out tn several directions a! a 
time Later levels have batteries that lire hom-
ing missiles which cae even tougher to dodge 
The batteries can sometimes be destroyed by 
linng missiles at them, but many are invulner-
able 

The surface ol the planets are littered with 
silos. When a silo is hit by a missile it opens to 
reveal its contents These can be a help or a 
tundrance and include glue, black holes, mis-
siles. laseis and shields They're picked up by 
flying over them which isn't always easy with 
the attendant alien attackers The Astro-Glue is 
needed to stick the weapons to your ship The 
black holes however do the reverse and make 
the weapons tall off The missiles and lasers 
increase your luepowei and the shields stop 

R A V E 
you from being destroyed until they them-
selves are destroyed by a hit 

Every time you lose a lile you are moved 
back a little towards the start ol the level, so 
you must redo the area where you died 
Fortunately you are not returned to the start ol 
the revel or it would be far too difficult As it is it 
gives you the chance to immediately re-learn 
the area where you died 

There are twelve levels to battle through 
and they all have a title which is displayed at 
the beginning at the level The third level is 
called Taking the Urineium and has graphic 
similarities to Undium from Hewson (not avail-
able on Amstrad) Paul Shirley's humour is evi-
dent elsewhere as well, with levels like 'Planet 
ol Fruit* - zap the crops, and 'I Don't Think They 
Like You" All twelve levels are different Irom 
each other with aliens of many varieties (or 
flavours) The aliens come tn three basic forma-
tions. straight down the screen, zig-zagging 
and looping around There are many small 
variations within that which make them tough 
to deal with particularly when they're com-
bined with ground batteries shooting at you 

The scrolling cd the screen is the smoothest 
I've seal (Tie's a poet and he knows it - od) and 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 90% 

I • Superbly smooth vertical scrolling 
• Well designed variety ol sprites. 

S O N I C S 37% 
• Zaps and bangs and nowt else 

GRAB F A C T O R 82% 
• Lots ol bad guys to blast at 
• Similar to Lightforce and others 

STAY ING POWER 77% 
1 • Twelve increasingly difficult levels 

• Gets repetitive 

A A R A T I N G 80% 
• Great shoot-em-up at budget price. 

the scenery is detailed but lacking in colour. 
There's no animation or music, the sound is lim-
ited to explosions and tiring effects 

At the price it is very good value 
although like most shoot-em-ups you may tire 
ol it As shoot-em-ups go it's one ol the best and 
you won't go lar wrong with this GB 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Complete three levels 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S .. 6 7 % 

Quickly drawn vector buildings and 
robots 

• No hidden lme removal 

S O N I C S .. 4 8 % 
• No music, just effects 

GRAB F A C T O R .. 8 2 % 
Easy manoeuverability 

I D Instructions include directions to Cyber 1 

STAYING POWER ... .. 8 5 % 
C Massive playing area 
• Difficult mission. 

A A R A T I N G 8 0 % 
• Expea^ve on both cassette and disk 

R A V E 

it too much will render it useless and in some 
cases will blow it to pieces. Once it's paralysed 
you just bump into it to connect the interface 
You're then asked to enter the password ol this 
robot You only have three goes but you can 
try interfacing repeatedly il you don't get it on 
the lust three attempts Once you have lound 
the conect password you can now control that 

robot Only one robot at a time can be under 
your control but you can switch between the 
ones you've interfaced with at will 

There is also a flying eye robot which you 
can interface with Unfortunately ifs in the aii 
most ol the time but sometimes it comes down 
to ground level There are security guards run-
ning around the city and they're real tough 
guys which should only be messed with when 
your robot is fully operational Also dotted 
around the planet surface are two types of 
transporter systems land to land transporters 
and land to ship transporters 

The playing area is massive ana the 
speed of drawing the vector displays is very 
last The main disappointment about the vec-
tor graphics aspect of the game is the fact that 
there is no hidden line removal, so that you see 
buildings which are really behind another 
building. This makes life very contusing at 
times 

The complexity of the game is relative to 
the amount you get into it. so there's no real 
trouble in starting off I've never known a time 
yet when there hasn't been a robot ready for 
me to paralyse as soon as I get out of the 

Central Computer Building This lets you get 
into the problems of finding the passwords 
straight away How they have got so much 
data into a game which isn't 6128 only, baffles 
me It's enough to make me drop my assembly 
language programming book due to "never 

SECOND OPINION 
Similar to Elite in same ways but this time 
there is more thought needed- Great fun 
going around interfacing with the other 
robots. Vector graphics are a little slow but 
this doesn't stop Cholo from being a great 
game GB 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Everything is clear in green 

gonna be able to do that anyway' thoughts fil-
tering through the gentle waves of my brain. 

The sound effects are nothing to write in 
about, but this does not detract much from the 
game I suppose there was no space left lor 
music, which is a shame It might have made 
life a fcst less boring while searching the city far 
other robots A massive playing area, difficult 
task, easy and quick manoeuvring, make this 
game appealing to everybody If you can 
afford the pnce, you may well be able to save 
the world CJB 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Interface with Hacker 

ZTB - zpiat That BOB AMSTRAD ACTION 41 



ACTION TEST 

INDOOR SPORTS 
Advance, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk, joystick or keys 

A combination of lour popular indoor sports all 
in the one package They all use the same 
control keys but have different options avail-
able for each game The lour games load sep-
arately so the disk version will be appreciated 
by those who don't like waiting continuously 
lor things to load 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 70% 
L Sensible use of colour 
• Good animation in all four games 

S O N I C S 36% 
• None ol the lour games posess good 

effects. 

GRAB F A C T O R 73% 
Four completely different games to play, 

J Controls for most of the games are easy 
to use 

STAYING POWER 68% 
Different skill levels for each game. 

• Play against the computer or a Inend. 

A A RATING 

Basically just four simple games 

aspects than many ol its kin sold separately 
You play against the computer or an opponent 
ol your choice • a mate You control where you 
throw the ball from, and the line and curve 
which it takes Fortunately the instructions 
don't go into any detail about the detailed 
rules of the game just let the computer work 
out the spares, strikes and turkeys 

Ping pong is very much like the Kanami 

Bowling is a simulation at ten-pin bowl-
ing I lound this game much better in all 

SECOND OPINION 
// you look at (he games individually they 
don't measure up to much but taken as a 
whole it's an enjoyable package. The disap-
pointing part is the graplvcs which are most-
ly drab. The plentiful options mean you can 
toggle each sport to suit you II you're look 
for something to spend rainy days with then 
you could do alot worse than this BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
As ever drab graphics are okay m green 

version but with fewer nice touches. There is 
the option to have automatic bat control so 
that the computer moves your bat lor you. 
leaving you to press lire when you want to 
play the shot. This does take some ol the enjoy-
ment away, but it makes it easier to get into • 
that's why it's optional! 

Darts is quite a good version which has a 
lew differences from the real thing To add to 
the difficulty you have a variable time limit 
within which you have to throw all your 
arrows You cum by moving the dart left and 
right lor the horizontal, and by using a varying 
amount ol strength lex the vertical 

Air hockey is pretty tough, but thanklully 
last You can vary the speed so that you can 
get used to the game. All you control is your 
bat which you control vertically and horizon-
tally to try to hit the puck 

All lour games are well done surprisingly 
short and therelore quick to loaded Another 
good feature is that if the game you wish to 
play is the one that you have just played, the 
control program will not bother to load it 
again. Graphics are pretty good but there's 
nothing special about them Use of colour is 
sensible, and the best sound is in the air hock 
ey. Worth getting to my mind 1 enjoyed play-
ing all ol the games CJB 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Beat computer at all lour sports 

CHAMPIONSHIP BASKETBALL 
Gamestar/Activtslon, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk, joystick or keys 

A basketball game has linally appeared on 
the Amstrad This version is two-on-two where 
the second member ol your team is computer 
controlled. 

Tlie game has a one or two player option. 
The two player gives you a human controlled 
and computer controlled player on each team. 

SECOND OPINION 
Definitely not a game that will got the 
adrenalin going The action is too slow and 
the graphics too small and indistinct lor you 
to get really involved in the game It's possi 
ble to have quite an enjoyable tussle 
nonetheless. I just wish a bit more etlort and 
polish had been put into this version BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
No dilhculties here. 

The game is divided into lour quarters each ol 
which lasts lor six minutes ol real time You are 
the home team in the one playei game and 
while you are attacking you may instruct your 
team mate to use one ol lour dillerent types ol 
play When you are delending you again 
have a choice ol lour plays to use 

There are basically three things you can 
do whilst you are in possession dribbling pass-
ing and shooting. Shooting is divided into a 
variety ol shots which depend on your position 
on the court You can also get your team mate 
to pass you the ball when he's in jx>ssessior. 

4 2 A M S T R A D A C T I O N Hattom Pigs Trotier. vs 
The LA PacGirakeis 

The screen is divided into the playing 
area and the scoreboard When you are run 
rung to the opposite end ot the pitch and 
choosing your play the scoreboard is replaoed 
by the play calling screen 

The sound is limited to simple spot ellects 
and the ball bouncing. The graphics are lairly 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 4 7 % 
• Not much colour to brighten things up. 
• Small players and basket. 

S O N I C S 3 0 % 
• Simple eflects leave you: ears empty 

GRAB FACTOR 61% 
P Easy to play with pratice... 
• but a little dillicult to get the hang ol 

STAYING POWER 52% 
n: Computer opponent plays well. 
• Action is too slow to make it exciting 

A A R A T I N G 5 7 % 
11 you re desperate lor a basketball game 
it could be worse 

small and stick-like but the animation is 
alright. Both teams can be easily identified 
despite the poor use of colour, the human play-
ers can be identified by their different coloured 
shorts 

Sporting simulations have been popular 
recently and this is quite a good attempt at 
basketball However that's only because it's the 
only one - much better than this could be 
achieved GB 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Beat tne computer 
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The 8th official 

SGSBHBE'E 
^COMPUTERi 

10am-6pm Fr iday October 23 
10am-6pm Saturday October 24 
10am-4pm Sunday October 25 

G-Mex Centre, Manchester 
The fastest growing computer show of them all is now 
moving North - to the most innovative, prestigious 
exhibition centre in Britain. 
This magnificent building will play host to all the major companies in 
the Amstrad market - including Amstrad themselves, showing the 
complete range of machines. 
Whether you own an Amstrad CPC, PCW or PC - or just thinking 
of buying one - there will be lots, for you to see and enjoy 

Organised by 
Database Exhibitions 

FKEE P 

d e v e l o p ' 

gritt experts 

How to 
get there 
Si tua ted in t h e h e a r t of t h e 
c i ty cen t re , G - M E X is o n l y 
o n e mi le f r o m t h e M 6 0 2 , a n d 
there 's a m p l e p a r k i n g space 
b e n e a t h t h e hall. 
W i t h i n easy reach o f V ic to r ia 
a n d Piccadil ly r a i l w a y stat ions. 

THIS A D V A N C E D TICKET 
SAVES £ 1 A HEAD 
A N D CUTS THE QUEUES 

Advance ticket order 

r i 

Please supply 

• Adult tickets at £2 (save £1) £. 

• Under-16s tickets at £1 (save £1). £ 
Total £_ 

• Cheque enclosed made payable to 
Database Publications Ltd 

• Please debit my credit card account 

• Access • Visa 

n 

^ C O M P U T E R J 

© S E E S 

Admission at door: 
£3 (adults). 
£2 (under 16s) 

Advance ticket order* moat 
be received by WednewUy, 
October 14, 1987 

THE G-MEX CENTRE 
MANCHESTER 

October 23-25 

POST to: Amstrad Show Tickets, 
Euro pa House, 68 Chester Road, 
Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 SNY. 

Name.. 

Address 

.... Signed 

PHONE ORDERS: Ring Show Hotline: 061-480 0171 
PRESTEL ORDERS: KEY '89. THEN 614568383 
MICROLINK ORDERS: MAILBOX 72JV1AG001 
Please quote credit card number and full address + Ref A118 



ACTION TEST 

RENEGADE 
IMCRN.". E8 95 TRA C H 95 

Imagme's latest arcade conversion has a simi-
lar plot to that ol Death Wish U7 in that you get 
to lake an "the bad guys' in your own private 
war This tone you are heading lor a meeting 
with your girlfriend who lives in a rough part 
at town You've got to bght your way through 
a variety ol street gangs on your way using 
your martial aits skills. 

SECOND OPINION 
The graphics really are special on this one 
and there s some ot the nicest animation I ve 
seen The gamepkry is demanding but 
extremely satisfying when you succeed in 
beating a tew heads in The morality ot the 
violence is tor the individual to consider but 
personally Ive never believed that games pre-
sented as tantasy have any effect on peoples 
behaviour In these matters I usually find chil-
dren demonstrate great maturity in knowing 
this is /ust a game and nothing else BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
All levels are clearly playable 

The program to a multi-load game, the 
different backgrounds and gangs loading m 

lour separate parts. As soon as a block ot data 
has leaded the game starts immediately, so 
don't nip atf for a cup erf tea or you'll miss the 
start. A gang is made up a minions and a boss 
who have to be defeated within a time limit, 
otherwise you must start the level again 

The four gangs occupy the tube station, 
the pier, the back streets and the street which 
leads to your meeting place with your girl-
friend. The tube station is filled with muggers, 
some of whom are armed with metal pipes. 
They crowd around you and try to beat you 
up Every time you get hit you lose energy 
until it's all gone and you're left a bleeding 
corpse on the floor 

Central is a little tricky In that you need to 
use both hands Movement around the screen 
is achieved with one hand and the combat 
with the other The combat keys allow you to 
jump, attack right and attack left Various 
moves are automatically selected by the 
attack keys, depending on your situation You 
just have to attack left a» right and decide 
whether to jump or not The moves include a 
flying kick, backward kick, punch and a very 
tasteful knoe in the groin Most of these moves 
will stun an opponent but a flying kick or sev-
eral hits will knock them down Once they're 
an the floor you oan leap an top erf them and 
beat their head to a pulp - even more delight-
ful than the knee. 

On the tost level you can also kick oppo-
nents of1 the tube platform for a quick kill The 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 94% 
• Great use of colour. 
• The characters are superbly animated 

S O N I C S 85% 
O Great tune plays throughout the action 

G R A B F A C T O R 91% 
CI Excellent range of attacks and effects 
• Tremendous satisfaction from beating a 

boss. 
• Difficult to control since you need both 

hands 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 8 9 % 
• The opponents are tough nght from the 

start 
• Nice vanety of opponents and 

behaviour. 

R A T I N G 90% 
• Tremendous quality arcade conversion 



i1 

boss appears after you have killed enough of 
his minions and takes quite a lew hits before 
he succumbs. A nice trick is to try to pin him to 
the Gooi or kick him off the platform, otherwise 
you may run Into both time and energy short-
ages 

The pier is patrolled by a motorcycle 
gang and the stage is split into two parts In 
the fust part you have to flying kick bikers off 
their motorcycles as they race across the 
screen towards you. The second part is another 
group ol bikers who attack you with chains, 
much as in the tube station. The boss again 
needs several hits and because of the two 
stages the time limit becomes even more test-
ing. 

The back streets are run by a gang o1 
women whose boss is Big Bertha - she's built 
like Russian shot putter and is twice as strong. 
She has a wicked repertoire of attacks so watch 
out for her charging fore ami smash and close 
range headbutt To kill Bertha you must first 
knock down her strength to zero and then fly-
ing lack her in the face when she comes run-
ning at you like an express train. Her accom-
plices are also nasty pieces of work attacking 
you with whips and knives. 

The linal stage Involves lighting a gang 
who are armed with razors, one touch from 
which is enough to kill you After the fight out-
side the building you go inside wheie the last 

boss is armed with a gun He tries to shoot you 
as his razor armed minions slash at you The 
game returns to the tube station after this level 
and the action gets more difficult 

Throughout the game a tune plays which 
adds a bit of atmosphere to the action. The 
sound effects are limited to hits but this doesn't 
matter much because the tune plays constant-
ly. The characters are large and well animated 
with an excellent variety of moves. There's 
superb use of colour and when anyone is killed 
blood oozes out of their heads as they lie on the 
floor. 

Same people are bound to find the game 
iathei tasteless and morally dubious. However 

it is a very well 
crafted combat game that has 
lots ot variety. great graphics and a terrific 
challenge GB 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Beat first boss 

A C T I V I S I O N 
ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE 

TM&©1987 Bally Midway MFG.CO 
All rights reserved Activision Inc Authorised User 

soon enough'-
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G S C R A B B L E 
DC LUXE 

IT S ON THE TILES. 
Leisure Genius presents this classic word game elegantly translated to 
computer. SCRABBLE* is available for most home computers and now a new 
De-luxe version is available for Commodore 64/128, Spectrum 128 and Amstrad 
CPC 6128. 
Computer SCRABBLE* faithfully follows the board game rules and has a large 
vocabulary. The computer provides you with intelligent computer 'opponents', a 
clock and 8 skill levels. 

Commodore 64/128 cass 
disc 

Name 
Address _ 

B 
£12.95 Spectrum 128 cass 
£15.95 disc E 

£10.95 
£15.95 

Amstrad CPC 6128 
disc only • £15.95 

Please make cheques or postal orders payable to Virgin Games Ltd and send to 2/4 Vernon Yard. 
Portobello Road. London W11 2DX. (Please do not post cash) 
SCRABBLE' Trade Mark and Copyright licensed by J.W. Spear and Sons PLC. Leisure Genius' is a registered trademark 
of Winchester Holdings Ltd. a wholly owned subsidiary of Virgin Games Ltd 

^Leisure Genius 



DR DESTRUCTO 
Bulldog/Mastertronlc. £1.99 cass, Joystick or keys 

From the software house that brought us Feud 
comes another budget game This time it's an 
cur combat game with an unusual two player 
option It's reminiscent ot some old doglight 
games but has some great graphics to bring it 
right up to date. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 8 1 % 
• Delightfully colourful, cartoon graphics. 
• When planes overlap each other or the 

ship you get a graphic mess. 

S O N I C S 
• Only spot effects 

GRAB FACTOR 

58% 

75% 
• Early levels have lots oi easy planes to 

blast 
• Pleasing variety of enemy craft. 

STAYING POWER 67% 
L: Levels and time limit gets very tough 
• Repetitiveness may cause loss of interest. 

A A R A T I N G 
Great two player game. 

Dr Destructos Empire has to be destroyed 
belore he can carry out his plan of world domi-
nation. You have seven days and nights, and 

^ r d e s o i p * * * lOt*^ 

seven lives, with which to complete youi mis-
sion There are 21 screens to get through and 
each screen is a ship or building viewed from 
the side. These have to be destroyed by shoot-
ing down enemy aircralt so that they crash 
into the target below Each crash causes dam-
age to the target and gradually a hole through 
to the sea is formed Most of the targets need 
three holes in them before they sink but some 
need more 

SECOND OPINION 
1 loved this one immediately - if's bright and 
bold with super graphics and gamepkry that 
gives you cramp m the hands Unadulterated 
mayhem is great tun and when it's so well 
presented you just can t go wrong. You'll play 
this (or hours on end and keep conung back 
tort. BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Tricky to tell some planes apart 

As time passes the screen background 
changes colour from daylight, through dusk 
and into night and back again in the morning 

This is accompanied by the moon or sun trav-
elling slowly across the sky 

The two player game has both players on 
screen at the same time flying around shooting 
the enemy aircraft. You are also both fighting 
for points since the player who scores the most 
points on any one screen gains an extra life 

The enemy aircralt come in a vanety ol 
forms which range Irom planes and helicopters 
to saucers and satellites They each score differ-
ent points and some are severe dangers to 
your aircraft On the early levels they aren't 
dangerous but later on they kill on touch, 
mutate into other aircraft and even kill you 
while they are crashing 

The graphics are very colourful and have 
a chunky cartoon-like quality. Sound is simple 
and there are no musical tunes The two player 
game makes it well worth the price Whether 
you play with one or two you will always get 
an exhausted lire linger in what is eventually 
a taxing game GB 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Complete seven levels 

GAME OVER 
Imagine, £8.95 cass. £12.95, Joystick or keys 

Gremla is the woman on the cover ol the 
game, who underwent a cover-up on the 
game's adverts She's also a megalomaniac 
Arkos. her faithful lieutenant, has stopped 
being faithful and decided to end her reign of 
greed and cruelty. You take the role ol Arkos in 
his attempt to depose Giemla. 

The game loads in two parts and repre-
sents two worlds. The Inst the planet Hypsis, is 
20 screens wide and is a series oi flick screen 
rooms. The objective is to reach the last screen 
where you will be given a code number to 
allow you to play part two. the planet Sckunn 

SECOND OPINION 
It's certainly a bit frustrating to begin with 
because you get wiped out very quickly -
which seems to be a leature ol Dinamtcs 
games. Once you get into it it's most enjoy-
able • large sprites, plenty ot action and even 
some pkrtlorm jumping thrown in BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Everything is visible 

Hypsis contains a variety of aliens with 
differing firepower They fly on or appeal out of 
the floor These must be either shot or blown up 
with grenades. Particularly dangerous are sta-
tionary gun turrets which are very difficult to 
destroy There are also some red and white 

barrels to be found. Shooting these three times 
reveals their contents including grenades, 
force fields, hearts (for more energy), power up 
(for a more powerful weapon)and the more 
deadly mine which will kill you on contact. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S .. 89% 

Large colourful graphics. 
• Good death routine 

S O N I C S .. 54% 
• Only a few zapping effects 

GRAB F A C T O R .. 71% 
O Lots to blast straight away 
• Extremely annoying to have to go back 

to the start on first planet. 

STAYING POWER,... .. 75% 
• The second planet is more interesting 
• Once you can get past level one it's not 

that tricky 

A A R A T I N G , 72% 
• Again graphic excellence bom Dinamic 
• but the gameplay disappoints slightly 

all hamper your progress Lying around the 
planet are "pow" icons which regenerate your 
power to the full. On both planets there are 
impressively large monsters that will really 
grab your attention when they appear 

The graphics are large and colourful and 
the animation is good There are no tunes but 
the sound effects aren't bad. The most irritating 
thing about the first planet is that if you are 
killed, you have to go right back to the lust 
screen Very rewarding if you can persevere, 
but in the long run probably a bit limited GB 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Get oil Hypsis 

The planet Sckunn contains two areas, 
the lor est and the palace The forest is occu-
pied by kangaroo like creatures which drain 
your power when they hit you The palace is 
occupied by other creatures and robots which 

Doctor, doctor cant you see I'm exploding AMSTRAD ACTION 47 

The b>g monsrer that appears on the pianet Hypsis 



ACTION TEST 

ULTIMA RATIO 
Firebird, £1.99 cass 

Shoot-em-up whore you have to clear ships of 
all objects including flying aliens and ground 
targets. Graphics are colourful and movement is 
fast Good game for the price but it did not keep 
my interest for very long. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 
• Different well-drawn characters. 
• Many colours used 

69% 

S O N I C S 
• Nothing special 

51% 

G R A B F A C T O R 
• Easy manoeuvrability. 
• Lots ol things to shoot 

71% 

S T A Y I N G POWER 
n Higher levels give more nasties 
• No change in scenery 

64% 

A A R A T I N G 67% 
D Not a bad buy. 

BLACK MAGIC 
US Gold. £9.95 cass. £14.95 disk 

You move around a slow scrolling landscape 
trying to collect the six eyes of Anakar (A sort 
ol Treasure Hunt? • Ed) Littered about the land-
scape are chests, scrolls and the obligatory 
monsters to be defeated 

PARK PATROL 
Firebird, £1.99 cass 

You must travel around the park collecting rub-
bish, rescuing swimmers and keeping the 
wildlife under control. Five-levels which can 
edited to make them harder or easier from 
within the program. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 
• Colourful landscape 

53% 

Slow, jerky scrolling and small charac-
ters 

S O N I C S 
• Just beeps and pings. 

44% 

G R A B F A C T O R 43% 
• Four levels ol wizardry to work your way 

through. 
• Boring just collecting things and killing 

monsters 

S T A Y I N G POWER 56% 
• Gets more difficult as you collect the 

eyes.. 
• but you may not be bothered to get that 

far. 

A A RATING 

* N 

Too expensive for what it is 

AMSTRAD ACTION 25 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 60% 
• Well designed and animated characters 
• Jerky scrolling 

S O N I C S 
• Not much sound. 

45% 

G R A B F A C T O R 56% 
• Easy to play Just trundle around picking 

up rubbish 
• Tends to be repetitive. 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 50% 
C Options lor making it easier or harder to 

pkxy 
• Only live levels. 

A A R A T I N G 
May appeal to younger players. 

BASEBALL 
Gamestar/Activision, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk 

Baseball has reappeared on the Amstrad. 
Comparisons are bound to be made with 
Artisoft* Hardball and Hardball is the better 
game. Good pitching graphics, otherwise simi-
lar to previous games but with less options 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 69% 
• Large colourful graphics on pitching 

screen 
• Matchstick men on the pitch 

S O N I C S 2 8 % 
• The crowd cheers and ball hits the bat 

G R A B F A C T O R 51% 
• Simple to play when get used to it. 
• Confusing at first 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 42% 
• Computer opponent is too easy to beat 
• Gets tedious after a while. 

A A RATING 
Hardball is bettor 



21st CENTURYWARRIOR 
APACHE / 

The Apache... Fierce and elusive, like its warrior namesake 
. . . Capable of defeating enemy tanks, infantry, and hostile 
aircraft on the modern electronic battlefield. 
Gunships revolutionary 3-D graphics enable you, the pilot, 
to fly into the world's hottest trouble spots . . .You'll use an 
unbelievable array of high tech information and weapon 
systems, including lasers, video cameras, night viewers, 
radar warnings, jammers, computers, missiles, rockets, 
flares and a 30mm cannon! Successful missions will be 
rewarded with medals and rank promotions. 

GUNSHIP is available for the CBM 64/128K,Spectrum and 
coming soon for IBM PC and compatibles. 

AiiQRO PROSE 
S I M U L A T I O N • S O F T W A R E 

Please send copy/ies of Gunship CBM 64/128 • Cassette £14.95 • Disk £19.95. 

Spectrum • Cassette £9.95 • Disk £12.95 • Further details. 

Name (block capitals) Address 

Post Code 

I enclose £ including 55p P+P. Cheques payable to MicroProse Software Ltd. 

or debit my Access/Visa card. Expiry date No I I M I L I l i l t -J 

MicroProse Ltd., 2 Market Place.Tetbury, Gloucestershire GL8 8DA. UK.Tel: (0666) 54326.Tlx: 43422 MPS/UKG. 



C84 128 cass £9.99 C64128 
disk £12.99 AMSTRAO cass 

£9.99 AMSTRAD disk 
£14.99 SPECTRUM £8.99 



CHEAT MODE 

Dick'n'Gary check out your tips, pokes and game-busting ploys. The best ones win an 
entire issue's Raves and the Mastergame. Send your latest gem to: Cheat Mode, 
Amstrad Action, 4 Queen Street, Bath BA1 1EJ 

Phil Howard wasn't content with 
poking cme hall of this Dtnamic 
game so this on gives infinite lives 
for both parts. Use Method 1 and 
remember you must choose, when 
prompted, which part ol the game 
you are using the poke for 

11 anyone was having too 
much trouble getting through to 
part 2 ol -the game then J Redfield 
ol Mansfield has sent in the pass-
word It's 10218 

1 ' Game Over - tape 

2 ' by Phil Howard 
2 ' Amstrad Action Oct 8"? 

10 DATA 21,F4,37,36,C3,23 

20 DATA 36,16,23,30,BE,2: 
355 DATA 40,00,E5,21,00,B9 

40 DATA E5,C3,C9,37,E5,21 

50 DATA 6E,00,36,DC,23,36 

60 DATA 15,23,36,89,El,F1 

70 DATA F3,C9,2l,2E,B9,36 

80 DATA ED,23,36,4B,23,36 

90 DATA 02,21,2E,B9,11,2E 

100 DATA 79,01,26,00,ED.B0 

110 DATA 3E,79,32,47,79,32 

120 DATA 4B,79,32,53,79,3E 

130 DATA C9,32,54,79,CD,2E 

140 DATA 79,DD,21,D9,BB,11 

150 DATA 02,0i,CD,67,8B,21 

160 DATA 62,BE,22,C3,BC,C3 

170 DATA 03,BC,3E,00,32,63 

130 DATA 23,3E,C9,32,IF,23 

190 DATA C3,94,8E 

200 .MEMORY 4 3000:Y-0 
210 FOR X=4BE00 TO 4BE6E 

220 READ AS:A-VAL("4"»AS) 

230 POKE X,A:Y»Y»A:NEXT 

240 IF Y O S 2 B 0 B THEN 330 

2b0 INPUT "PART I OR 2 ";P 

260 IF P«i THEN 310 

270 POKE bB£65, 478 

280 POKE 4BE66,421 

290 POKE 4BE6A,4 34 

300 POKE 4BE6B,421 

310 LOAD"" 

320 CALL 43E00 

330 PRINT "DATA ERROR!" 

Tony Watson of Oswestry has sent 
in this poke lor the budget bounc-
ing game from Mastertronic. It 
gives you infinite lives and is input 
using Method 1, 

1 • Ball Crazy - tape 

2 ' by Tony Watson 

3 ' Amstrad Action Oct 87 

10 Load"!" 

20 POKE 4A064,SF0:POKE 4A065,49F 

30 FOR n-49ff0 TO 49ff7 

40 READ a$:P0KE n,VAL("4"+a$J 
50 NEXT 

60 DATA 3E,A7,32,6F,1C,C3,40,00 

70 CALL 4A000 

Phil Howard s been busy again this 
month and his usual style ol Icar 
play has come up with a Method 1 
poke that slows the rate ol energy 
loss in ftanarama 

1 ' Ranarama - tape 

2 ' by Phil Howard 

3 ' Amatrad Action Oct 8"? 

10 DATA 21,00, 9a, e5,01,00 

20 DATA 02,c5,3e,ee,ae,77 
30 DATA 23,cl,0b,78,bl,20 

40 DATA f4,21,37,9a,36,c3 

50 DATA 23,36,28,23,36,be 

60 DATA 21,le,9a,e3,e9,50 

70 DATA 2e,46,2©,48,21,8c 

80 DATA 79,36,00,c3,b5,5a 

90 mervory 43000:y=0 

100 FOR X-4BE00 TO 4BE2F 

lie READ a$:a-VAL<"4 
120 POKE x,a:y=y+a:NEXT 

130 IF y<>4l275 THEN 1€0< 

140 LOAD"rana":LOAD"!" 

150 CALL 4BE00 

160 PRINT"Data error" 

Also Thomas Hall ol Yatton has 
sent in some tips lor Hewsons frog-
gy game. 
1 The glyphs of power do not 
work on the generators 
2 Do not use a glyph of travel 
unless you have runes ol a fairly 
high level 
3 Use the glyph of seeing to find 
hidden doors ll you don't have the 
find spell. 
4 Do not bother having a power 
spell higher than any ol your other 
spells 
5 Try to clear each level before 
you leave it 
6 Always improve your delence 
spell before your attack spell. 
7 Unseen is the best defence 
spell. 
8 11 you do not have many runes 
left do not get a new attack, 
delence or effect spell because you 
may not have enough runes lor a 
new power spell. 
9 Do not choose an attack, 
delence or ellect spell ol more 
than one level higher than your 
power spell 
10 If you are running low on 
power then go to a glyph ol sor-
cery and check your power spell is 
higher than mortal 
11 II your dram is anything but 
minimum then get a higher power 
spell 
12 Try to clear a room ol monsters 
before you lock in ritual combat 
with a warlock 
13 During ritual combat always 
work from left to right. 
14 II you have just won at ritual 
combat be careful not to leave the 
room or you will lose all the runes 

AMSTRAD ACTION 51 

POKE METHODS FOR TAPE 
Here LS how to input the majority ot Cheat Mode tape pokes The instruc 
tions lor each poke tell you which ol the two ctt&etent methods to use It 
you have a 664 or 6128. lust type ' tape 

METHOD 1 
Rewind the game tafcx? to the beginning Now type in the- poke ksting 
Then type RUN and pi ess the Enter key (Don't use the key marked CTRL 
GI Control that wo\ild stop the poke Irom working) Press the Play key on 
the cassette deck then any key on the main keyboaid spacebar will 
do n>oc-ly The tape should now start to play through in the normal way 

METHOD 2 
Fc* this method you have to skip the lust bit of the game piogiam To do 
that start by rewinding the game tape to the beginning Now type in 
the listing Then typo CAT and press Enter Start the tape by pressing 
Play and then any key Then watch the screen 

Soon you'll get the message Found something Block I It doein't 
mattei what the something actually LS this will vary Irom one game- to 
another II the Cheat Mode instructions just tell you to skip the lust block 
you should stop the tape here 

II the instructions tell you to skip several things stop the tape when 
the Found message comes up lot the last thing you'te trying to skip 

Once you've stopped the tape press Escape type RUN and press 
Enter Now press Play on the tapedeck and any key on the keyboard to 
start the tape running 



CHEAT MODE y 
The final poke by Declcm Kennedy 
gives you lnlinite lives and no loss 
erf luepowei when killed in 
Hewsons shoot-em-up Zyncrps This 
one is toi the disk version and fol-
lowing it is a poke lor the tape ver-
sion 

1 ' Zynaps disk version 

2 ' by Dec)an Kennedy 

3 ' rjr.serad Action Oct 87 

10 LIN=100:ADDR»4BF00:MODE 1 

20 FOR C=1 TO 7 

30 TOTAL-0:FOR B«1 TO 20 

40 READ A$:A=VAL(-4"«-A$> :P0KE 

ADDR.A 

50 

TOTAL*TOTAL+A:ADDR-ADDR*i:NEXT 

:READ CHK5 

60 IF TOTALoVALI"4"+CHKS) THEN 

PRINT "DATA ERROR IN 

LINES";LIN;"AND";LIN*10:END 

10 LIN
e

LIN«20:NEXT 

60 PRINT "PLACE ZYNAPS DISK IN 

DRIVE":PRINT "AND PPESS -ANY 

KEY" 

90 CALL 4BB18:M0DE 0:CALL 4BF00 

100 DATA 

AF, CD, 0F., BC, 01,00,00, CD, 32, BC 

,01 

110 DATA 

00.00,CD,3B,BG,21, 7F,BF,CD,0
7 

F0 

w s 

120 DATA D 4 , B C , 1
I

>
1 1
^ 22,1C,BF. 

|32,7E, BF, 21,00 

130 DATA 0F,.I,00,06,0E,24,C5,D5, 

E5,07CF 

140 DATA DF,7C,BF,21,7F,BF,CD,D4, 

BC,79,22 

150 DATA 7C,BF,32,7E,BF,F.l, 11,00, 

02,0A0F 

160 DATA 19,D1,C1,0C,79,FE.6C,28, 

21,FE,20 

H 0 DATA 28,1A, FE, 36,28, 16,FE, 3F, 

26,0827 

180 DATA 12,FE,48,28,0E,FE,51,28, 

0A,FE,5A 

290 DATA 28,06,FE,63,26,02,18,02, 

14,070E 

200 DATA 18,FB,AF, 32, 18, 57, 32, 19, 

57,32,1A 

2:0 DATA 5 \ 3 2 , 7 5 , 60, 32,
 7

6 , 60, 32, 

77,0660 

220 DATA 60,03,025, 90,00,00,00, 84, 

00,00,00 
230 DATA £0,00,00,00,00,00,00,00. 

00,0237 

Here's a tape poke by Ian Murphy 
ol Accnngton which gives you a 
choice of 255 lives, no sprites and 
rapid lire. It's a Method 2 poke 

\ AMAUROTE 

Phil Howard gets bored with doing 
infinite lives, so here's a Method 1 
poke that gives you joystick con-
trol in the bug-busting budget 
g a m e 

1 ' Zynapt - tape 

2 * by Ian Murphy 

3 ' Amstrad Action Oct 87 

10 MEMORY K1FFF:N0DE 0 

20 PR1NT"L0ADING : LOADER" 

30 LOAD"'LOADER",44000 

40 MODE 0:BORDER 0 

50 FOR TO 15:READ a:INK 

i,a:NEXT 

60 DATA 0,26,13,16,15,6,3,24 

70 DATA 12,9,18,19,20,11,2,1 

80 PR1NT"L0ADING : ZYNAPS" 

90 POKE 4 414E,64:P0KE 4414F,0 

100 1-64 

110 READ aS 

120 IF aS-"end" THEN 150 

130 POKE i,VAL("4->aS):NEXT 
140 i-itl:00T0 110 

150 CALL 4 4000 

160 ' DELETE any data statements 

which you don't want to use 

170 • Remove sprites 

180 DATA 3e,00,32,3f,4a 

130 DATA 32,44,4a,32,4 9,4a,32,4e, 

4a 

200 ' mulitple bullets on screen 

210 DATA 3e,c9,32,39,61 

220 ' 255 Lives 

230 DATA 3e, ff,32,7
e
,5f 

240 ' end data 

250 DATA c3,0,90 

260 DATA end 

1 ' Amaurote - tape 

2 • by Ph:: Howard 

3 ' Amstrad Action Oct 87 

10 DATA 21,40,00,11,25,00 

20 DATA 3e,l6 ,cd,al.bc,21 
30 DATA 14,be,22,59,00,C3 
40 DATA 40,00,21,d3,41,36 

50 DATA c3,23,36,22,23,36 

60 DATA be,c3,00,40,dd, 21 

70 DATA 0a,7f,11,0c,00,21 

80 DATA 49,be.06,05,cd,3c 
90 DATA be.dd,19,11,09,00 
100 DATA 23,10,f5,c3,d4,26 

110 DATA dd,36,00.49,7e,dd 
120 DATA 77,0i,dd,36,02,ff 

130 DATA c9,10,04,02,01,08 

140 y=0:MODE 1 

150 FOR X-4BE00 TO ABE4D 

160 REAL a$:a=VAL("4"*a$> 

170 POKE x,a:y»y*a:NEXT 

180 IF >-<>41907 THEN 200 

190 CALL 4BE00 

200 PRINT-Data Errcr" 

'Waft 
Peter Featherstone is as busy as 
ever and has sent in a poke for the 
tape version of Prohibition. It is 
entered using Method 1 and gives 
you infinite lives. 

1 ' frohibition - tape 

2 ' by Peter Featherstcne 

3 ' Amstrad Action Oct 87 

30 BORDER 0:MOOE 0:IKK 0,3 

40 INK I, 26: INK 2,13:1 NX 3,0 

50 t«0 

60 FOR f-4 20530 TO 4205F 

''0 READ aS:a*VAL("4"*a$> 

ea POKE f,a:t-t »a 

90 NEXT f 

100 IF t<>8833 the PRINT -error" 

:END 

110 CALL 42000 

120 DATA 21,0e;20,11,64,00,01,50 

130 DATA 00,ed,b0,c3,64,20,f3,32 

140 DATA ff,ff,21,00,c0,11,80,3f 

150 DATA af,cd,al,bC,21rC6,00,11 

160 DATA 00,40,af,cd,al,bc,21,00 

: 7p DATA 40,11,00,40,af,cd,a 1. t-c 

180 DATA 21,00,80,11,00,20,af .Cd 
190 DATA al,bc,a£,32,69,0b,21,:6 

200 DATA 01,22,6a,0b,21,00,c0,11 

730 DATA 00,20,af.cd,JI,be,rj,2! 
220 DATA 00,c0,11,00,a0,01,00,20 
ZIP D.\T.\ od, ba, o3, OP, DO, DO 

EXOLON 
Justin Cole from Colchester has 
sent in a hp for the tape and disk 
versions ol Exolon Define the keys 
as Z.O.R.B.A A short tune will 
play Redefine the keys again to 
whatever you want and then start 
the g a m e You then have infinite 
lives Simple huh? 

Steve Trimmer of Broadstairs has 
sent in this poke for Super Pipeline 

2 by Mastertronic It's entered 
using Method 1 and when you 
lose a life you are automatically 
taken to the next pipe 

1 ' Super Pipeline 2 - tape 

2 ' by Steve Trimmer 

? ' Anw.rad Action Oct 87 

10 MODE 1:OPENOUT"!dummy" 

20 h=HIMEM:MEMORY 4 3FF 

30 CLOSEOUT 

40 LOAD".'P II" 

50 POKE 4 600,4FF 

60 FOR a-6BE00 TO SBE04 

70 READ a$:P0KE a,VAL<"4"*a$) 

80 NEXT 

90 CALL 4400 

100 DATA a4,20, 

53,4a,54 

52 A M S T R A D A C T I O N 

Peter Featherstone of Leeds has 
sent in a poke to g i ve you infinite 
lives and to improve the built-in 
cheat mode on Mission Genocide 

The cheat mode is activated by 
typing QED on the title screen, 
then pressing the keys 1 to <? gives 
you levels 1 to 9 To selct levels 10 
to 12 use : ; and 0 respectively. 
Use Method 1 to input the poke. 

1 • Mission Genocide - tape 

2 ' by Peter Featherstone 

3 • Arcs', rad Action Oct 8*' 

3P BORDER 0:MODE 3 

40 FOR f*0 TO 15 

50 READ a$ 

60 POKr r,V.\: <"4"-»AS) 

70 NEXT 

80 CALL SBE80 

90 DATA la,00,06,02,la,18,14,00 

:Z0 DATA 0d,09,0f,10,12,00,0e,0-

110 DATA £3,21,00,00, 1. ,00, t>e.0'. 

120 DATA 40,00,ed,b0,3i,3f,bf,2l 

130 DATA b5,be,e5,3e,06,2I,40,bf 

140 DATA 11,00,00, cd, a I, be,21, C"7 

150 DATA a®,36,00,21,e5,97,36,0c 
160 DATA 21,e2,97,36,00,21, 00,be 
I

7

0 DATA 11.00,00,01.40,00.ed.b0 
180 DATA c3,38,86,00,00,00,00,00 



CHEAT MODE 

There have been lots ot tips sent in 
lor Stormbrmger. These have been 
combined into a playing guide 
brought to you by Kojo Ellimah oi 
London. Stephen Stokes ol 
Aylesbury Gavin Manning ol 
London. John Lumbus ol London 
and Gavin Smith ol Macclesfield 

1 When you are carrying the 
chicken it lays eggs 
2 When you are carrying an egg 
command Robin to help and he 
will give you the newspaper 
3 Read the newspaper to tell you 
which disguise to wear Wear the 
right disguise and carry the news-
paper This will allow you entry 
into the castle where you will Irnd 
the telepoit pad and teleport key 
4 Standing on a plant and cast-
ing the pass plant spell can get 
you the ell-horn 
5 If you teleport whilst carrying 
the teleport key and teleport pad 
then you will end up in Limbo 

6 The shield is in Limbo and so 
are the jumping boots 
7 The shield stops the axes drain 
ing your energy. 
8 You need the boots to reach 
the upper levels of oastle Storm 
9 When you are in the upper 
part ol the castle walk left until 
you reach the giant statue Walk 
under the anow and drop the 
advert Jump on top ol the advert 
and you can pick up the silver 
anow 
10 To kill Bearwoolf Summon 
Robin by blowing the Elf-Hom. 
give him the silver anow and a 
golden egg Command him to 
help and he will shoot Bearwoolf 
11 Go to the Entwood and take 
the brass ankh from Barker This 
makes your energy go up to 60% 
when it reaches zero 
12 Aiarrus Le Peux has the wand 
ol command 
13 The magic missile is in 
Bearwoolf's hoard. 

14 You can get both the anow 
and the magic missile by standing 
on top ol the advert while you are 
underneath the appropriate 
object 
15 To open the security door you 
must pull the three levers which 
aren't main levers. 
16 Ask Rachel for help tn the cas-
tle She will tell you the password 
number to activate the telepoit 
machine in the telepcrt room. 
Convert the number into binary 
and pull the appropriate main 
levers eg supposing the number 
was 10 in binary this is 1100101 
so set levers 7.6.3 and 1 
17 To pass the conveyor belt in 
the mam lever level, throw the 
teleport pad at Reggie the rat. and 
teleport. 
18 The magic missile induces 
sleep in everybody it hits 
19 The ell horn summons people 
20 The chicken lays golden, silver 
and copper eggs 

21 The magic talisman restores 
magic levels quickly 
22 To travel to somebody you 
require the magic missile and crys-
tal ball 
23 Oil-white knight must be 
asleep before you can merge with 
him 
24 Be careful with the dynamite 
and boomerang. 
25 You must carry the glow shield 
into main lever 2 Wearing it won't 
help you. Once in there, drop it on 
the floor. 
26 You score 1% for every room 
you enter. Bearwooifs caves are 
all counted as one room 
27 Aramis Le Peux will read the 
list ol clues. Give him the list ol 
clues and command him to help 
28 The leather can be used to 
make people happy by tickling 
them 
29 Do not touch or command 
3earwooll because he will kill you 

Match Point 
R Pratt of Ramsgate has some tips 
that will slow down the devas-
tating speed of the Psion game. 
Hold down the keys ZXC and . 
and as soon as the ball is served 
the match will take place in slow 
motion. This makes it possible to 
beat the computer. Also if you 
wave the racquet around while 
your opponent is trying to serve 
it may put him off. 

Short Circuit 
If you're having trouble with the 
first pan of the Ocean game then 
Wayne Dobson of Kendal has 
some tips for you. 
1 Keyring opens all filing cabi-
nets. 
2 Bunch of keys opens all locked 
doors. 
3 Password + passcard + secur-
ity notes: knocks out all security 
alarms 
4 Once secunty alarms are off. 
passcard allows access through 
security doors. 
5 Jump needed to get past robot. 
Now you can get laser board. 
6 Password + fire-alarm manual 
+ security notes: knocks out 
spnnklers. 
7 Leave objects which aren't 
needed in place of those that are. 
8 Don't switch alarm system until 
17.51. 

ASPHALT 

Declan Kennedy Irom Armagh has 20 READ aS:a-VAL("4"»a$> 110 DATA BC,06,07,21,2f,BF, 11, 40, 

sent In three pokes this month This 30 POKE x,a:tot *tot :NEXT 00,CD 

one is lor the disk version ol 40 IF tot<>5735 THEN PRINT 120 DATA 7"7,BC,21, 40,00,CD, 83, BC, 

Asphalt it gives you infinite lives, CHR$(7);"OOOPS! YOU BETTER CD, 7A 

bullets flamethrowers and mines CHECK THE DATA":PRIHT:END 130 DATA BC,AF,32,C9,77,32,C7,7C, 

50 PRINT "PLACE ASPHALT DISK IN 32, F8 

: ' Asphalt - disk DRIVE":PRINT "AND PRESS ANY 140 DATA 7C,32,13,7D,C3,D0,5F,41, 

2 ' by Declan Kennedy KEY" 53,50 

3 ' Amstrad Action Oct 87 60 CALL 4BB18:M0DE 0:CALL 4BF00 150 DATA 48,41,4C,54 

10 MODE 1:tot=0:FOR x=4BF00 TO 100 DATA 11, 40,00,21,FF,80,0E,07, < •> 

4BF35 CD,CE 

This poke from Richard Hodges of 
Bamet gives you infinite lives lor 
player one in the tape version of 
Aikanoxi Use method 1 

1 ' Arkanoid - tape 

2 ' Richard Hodges 

3 ' Amstrad Action Oct 87 

10 DATA dd,2i,00,bf,ll,4f,00,cd 

20 DATA 4e,bc,3e,a8,32,4d,bf,3e 

30 DATA 87,32,4e,bf,c3,00,bf,00 

40 DATA 3e,00,32,f3,02,c3,e5,45 

50 DATA 21,40.20,11,40,00,01,19 

60 DATA 82,ed,fc0,21,40,00,e5,21 

70 DATA 00,bb,e5,21,19,02,e5,21 

80 DATA If,bl,e5,2l,bb,02,e5,fl 

90 DATA 21,e5,b7,U,a4,b7,f3,c9 

100 ' This is the 6128 version 

110 ' For 464 change 

120 ' 60, 90 ar.d 180 to read 

130 ' 80 DATA 07.b8.e5,21,bb,02, 

e5, f I 

140 ' 90 DATA 2l,ea,bl,ll,d9,bl, 

f3,c9 

150 ' 180 IF 3<>7519 THEN GOTO 

240 

160 FOR a-S87C0 TO S3607 

170 R£AC aS:P0KE a,VAL<"&"-a$> 

180 S"S-»VAH"4"*a$) :NEXT 

190 IF S<>7536 THEK GOTO 240 

200 MEMORY 42000 

210 LOAD"":CA1.L 4 3A6A 

220 LOAD"!",42040-.POKE 4204B.47C 

230 CALL 487E0 

240 PRINT"data error" 
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CHEAT MODE 

THE I.IVING DAYLIGHTS 
Nell Hackney of Macclesfield has 
sent m some tips for 007's latest 
adventure, but he hasn't cracked 
levels 7 and 8 yet. 
Level 1 - Gibraltar 
On this level forget about the SAS. 
just run to the end and change 
your gun to Walther PPK Now 
shoot the man who appears when 
the screen won't scroll any fur-
ther Your score will increase by 
50. at which point you should run 
off the nght hand side of the 
screen 
Level 2 - Music Conservatory 
Simple this one. again forget about 
the men who pop up and shoot at 
you. just keep running, jumping 
and rolling to the end of the level 
Weapon - night vision glasses 
Level 3 - The Pipeline 
Just run. Jump the pipes on the 
floor. To get past the high pipes, 
roll just as the line of pipe is about 
to touch his head Forget about the 
falling pipes as they usually miss 
you anyway 
Weapon - Hard hat 
Level 4 - The Mansion House 
Forget the helicopter and the men 
who shoot at you. Just shoot at the 

first milkman (by selecting and 
using the bazooka you need only 
shoot the milkman once), and 
then run on the next milkman As 
soon as a milkman appears at the 
edge of the screen shoot him 
When all three milkmen have 
been shot run to the end of the 
level.""' 
Weapon - Bazooka 
Level 5 - The Fairground 
Quickly get the weapon you 
selected and get the target about 
hall way along the screen and at 
Bond's head height Shoot the bal-
loons as they come onto the target, 
then shoot the man An alterna-
tive way of doing this level is. if 
your energy is quite high, shoot 
the man with the Walther PPK 
straight away and run through all 
the balloons to the edge of the 
screen 
Weapon - Crossbow 
Level 6 - Tanglers 
No sweat. Shoot the men who 
throw the long grenades at you 
and jump the gaps Forget about 
the men who shoot at you. 
Weapon - Dart Gun 

1 lores a Method 2 poke from L 
Townsend ot Accnngton which, 
gives you 100 lives each and 
extra time lot the Mastertromc 
doglighting game He's also sent a 
tip for Gailetion On the options 
screen press Control and C to get 
mlinite lives Control ana A returns 
the game back to normal 

1 * Or Destructo - tape 

2 ' by L Towr.send 

3 ' Am3trad Action Oct 8? 

10 ENV 1,15,-1,12:ENV 2,3,0,7 

20 ENV 3,12,-1,24:£NV 4,13,-1,2 

30 ENV 5,12,-1,24:ENV 6,7,-2,1 

40 ENV 7,15,1,1,15,-1,51 

50 ENV 15,12,-1,10:ENT 1,6,40,1 

6-0 ENT -2,5,20,1,5,-21,1 

70 ENT -3,2,13,1,2,-12,2 

80 ENT -4,2,6,1,2,-6,2,2,-5,1, 

2,4,2 

90 ENT 5,12,3fl,2:ENT -6,3,25,1, 

3,-25,3 

100 ENT -7,3,24,1, 3,-25,3 

110 ENT -8,3,25,3,3,-24,3 

120 ENT -9,2,8,1,2,-7,2,1,14,2, 

1,-14,3 

130 ENT -10,3,12,2,3,-12,3 

140 ENT 11,225,1,4 

150 ENT 13,100,-2,2,8,25,1 

160 ENT -14,5,3,2,6,-3,2 

170 ENT 15,100,14,2 

180 ENT -13,100,-2,2,8,25,1 

190 ENT -14,5,3,2,6,-3,2 

200 ENT 15,100,14,2 

210 FOR n-0 TO 15:INK n,0:NEXT: 

BORDER 0 

220 INK 1,2 

230 DATA 0, 13,26,6, 15,24, 19, 18,9 

,11.2 
240 DATA 1,3,23,4,0 

250 KOOE 0:MEMORY 10000:LOAD"!", 

11000 
260 CALL 11000 

270 DIM i(15)
r
C(15):F0R n=0 TO 

15 

280 READ c<n>:NEXT 

290 FOR a-0 TO 26 

300 F<jR n«0 TO 15 

310 INK n,1(n) 

320 IF 1(n)<ctn) THEN 

i(nl-i (n)+1 

330 NEXT n:NEXT a 

340 CALL 11002 

350 FOR n-2 TO 15:INK n,0:NF,XT: 

MODE 0 

360 LOCATE 6,24:PRINT"Please 

Wait" 

370 CALL 11004 

380 FOR r.=0 TO 15:READ a:INK 

n,a:NEXT n 

390 DATA 0,26,22,14,11,20,3,15,2 

4,9,12 

400 DATA 13,6,1,0,10 

410 POKE »4D8C,100:' player 1 

100 lives 

420 POKE 4354F,100:' player 2 

100 lives 

430 POKE 44DA0,4F:• extra time 

440 POKE 44D91,S5:' sky colour 

450 POKE 44D96,45:' sky colour 

460 CALL 13362 

The second poke by Dec lan 
Kennedy is lor the disk version of 
Thing Bounces Back and gives you 
infinite oil. 

1 ' Thing 3ounces Back - Disk 

2 * by Declan Kennedy 

3 ' A.-nstrad Action Oct 87 

10 MODE l:TOTAL-0 

20 FOR x-440 TO 46A 

30 READ AS:A-VAL(" 4 " > 

40 POKE X,A:TOTAL-TOTAL*A 

50 NEXT 

60 IF T0TALO2799 THEN PRINT 

CHRS <7);"DATA ERROR, BETTER 

CHECK IT":END 

70 PRINT "PLACE THING DISK IN 

DRIVE":PRINT "AND PRESS ANY 

KEY":CALL 4BB18 

80 CALL 640 

90 DATA 21,69,00,CD,D4,BC,79,22 

100 DATA 80,00,32,82,00,21,00,01 

110 DATA 11,00,00,0E,41,DF,80,00 

120 DATA 21,61,00,22,05,01,C3,00 

130 DATA 01,3E,00,32,19,92,C3,00 

140 DATA 88,84*00 

This poke for Into the Eagles Nest 

disk version was sent in by Julian 
Page of Shrewsbury and gives you 
infinite stamina, ammo and keys 

• UII UUl O" 

) 4BF40 -

f t * 

10 ' Into the Eagles Nest - disk 

20 ' by Julian Page 

30 ' Amstrad Action Oct 87 

40 FOR X-6BF00 TO 4BF40 

50 READ Z$ 
60 z=VAL("4"*z$) 

70 POKE x,2 

80 NEXT x 

90 CALL 4BF00 . 

100 DATA 21,40,b£,cd,d4,bc,79,22 

110 DATA 41,bf,32,43,bf,21,00,01 

120 DATA le,00,16,00,0e,4i,df,41 

130 DATA bf.21,22,bf,22,a4,01,c3 

140 DATA 00,01,3e,c3,32,d4,a8,21 

150 DATA 30,bf,22,d5,a8,c3,00,a0 

160 DATA 21,00,00,22,f0,25,af,32 

170 DATA 90,0a,32,a2,19,c3,00,0! 

180 DATA 84 

TOOT'S CORNER 

The gremlins got at us again last 
month, but we've now improved 
our checking procedure so that 
less mistakes should occur. Last 
month's cock-ups were as follows: 

In the Thing Bounces Back poke a 
line was missed out of the listing. 
Add in this 

55 POKE f,VAL("4"+a$) 

The Speed King listing had an 
enor in line 90. which should have 
read: 

90 PRINT"(Y/N)?";: a$-"": WHILE 

a $ o " y " a S o ' n " : aS-LOWERS 

ilNKEYS) : WF.NC: PRINT a$: 

RETURN 

CHOLO 

Ian Culpin of Canterbury has sent 
in the passwords to access some of 
the robots in Firebird's expensive 
vector grahic game. Choto. 

Leadie Mclean 
Hacker: Plugin 
Rats: Rebels 
Plane Flyboy 
Flying Eye Brazil 
Koke Loiean 

IALL BREAKER 
G Barnes of Manchester has sent a 
poke for CRL's 3D breakout clone. 
It gives you infinite everything and 
is entered using Method 1. 

1 • Ball Breaker - tape 

2 ' by G Barnes 

3 ' Antstrad Action Oct 87 

10 MODE 1 

20 MEMORY 29999 

30 LOAD-a" 

40 tot 

50 FOR n«4BE00 TO 4BE18 

60 READ a$:a=VAL<"4"*a$) 

70 POKE n
f
a:tot=tot+a 

80 NEXT n 

90 IF tot<>2493 THEN PRINT "Data 

Error":END 

100 CALL 4BE00 

110 DATA 21,09,be,22,c6,75,c3,30 

120 DATA 75, 97,6f, 65,32, bd, le, 22 
130 DATA d6,28,22,el,28,c3,40,00 

140 DATA 4a 

WINNERS 

This months winner of the 
Mastergame and all the Raves is 
Declan Kennedy for three excel-
lent disk pokes The five runners-
up. who will be receiving a Rave 
or the Mastergame ate Phil 
Howard for three more cracking 
pokes, Peter Featherstone for his 
two pokes. Nell Hackney lor 
Living Daylights tips, Thomas Hall 
lor Ranarama tips and L 
Townsend tor his Di Destiucto 
poke 
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If you're used to floppy discs with stiff prices, we have good news. Amstrad now sell 3" 
compact floppy discs for £2.99. 

They're suitable for the Amstrad CPC 6128, PCW 8256, PCW 8512 and the new PCW 9512 
and all other computers that have 3" disc drives. 

Each disc carries up to 360k of data (on the 8512 and the 9512 this doubles to 720k). 
Available through: ADL, Allders, Comet, Currys, Dixons, Eltec, Farnell, First Software, Laskys, 

John Lewis, Lightning, Norbain, Office International, O.S.T. A., Ryman, Northamber, P& P, Sandhurst, 
WiId ings, and Hugh Symons. Price correct at 1.9.87 but may change without noucc 

/ 
Amstrad pic.. PO Box 462. 

Brentwood, Essex CM 14 4EF. 
Telephone (0277) 262326 



From NEMESIS (The Original Meddlers) 
BONZO SUPER MEDDLER (FOR ANY CPC) 

THE dedicated TAPE TO DISC utility 
NOW including the devastating 

BONZO's HACK PACK 
THE FACTS 
BONZO SUPER MEDDLER is GUARANTEED TO TRANSFER MORE GAMES THAN 
ANY OTHER PROGRAM; THE FIRST PERSON TO FIND A MORE SUCCESSFUL 
PROGRAM WILL RECEIVE THRICE THEIR MONEY BACK !! 
Sounds familiar? BONZO always could transfer more - FACT! 
BONZO SUPER MEDDLER w.ll transfer "thousandsH. but WE include full details of 
how to transfer OVER S00 TOP GAMES. 
MORE FACTS 
BONZO SUPER MEDDLER does NOT use a massive "host" program to run the 
transferred games . ALL transfers "stand alone". 
BONZO uses LESS memory, transfers MORE, COSTS LESS and gives REAL 
support to the user. 
We'll allow you £2.00 for your old DP disc in part exchange! BSM tapes upgraded to BSM 
+ HACKPACK DISC.. £8.00 (send inlay) 

BSM A HACKPACK DISC £ 11.50. ONLY 

<CS> BONZO'S D O O - D A H 
"This is the best I've seen in a long while... / recommend it" 

Amstrad Action June '87 
Features BIGBONZO FORMAT 
A REALLY USABLE 203K per SIDE FORMAT, complete with the essential doc file 
transfer facility without irratatinj restrictions - files of over 42K READILY transfer 
between any mix of FORMATS. FORMATS RAPIDLY including all standard. 
A "NOTHING HIDDEN" FULL CATALOGUE. COMPLETE DIRECTORY EDITOR. 
TRACK/SECTOR EDITOR - in HEX or ASCII (A FULL SECTOR or DIRECTORY 
displayed to the screen, with easy EDfT mode). 
FILE LOCATIONS by TRACK/SECTOR RAPID DISC SEARCH - HEX-ASCII. 
A WIDE RANGING DISC to DISC COPIER PRINTER OUTPUT etc etc. 
ALL WORK ON NORMAL ENLARGED AND most "funny- formats. 
FULL USE OF DRIVE A/B where fitted - no problem with one 

MANY UNIQUE FEATURES supplied on D I S C £1 1.50 

BONZO B L I T Z - N E W S P E E D L O C K s to DISC!! 
Arkanoid. Army Moves. Xevious. Top Gun. BMX Sim. Donkey Kong. 

Mikie. Gprix Sim Leadcrboard Tour. Goonies. Gamover. Metro-cross, Flatfight. Mag Max. 
etc NO PROBLEM! Just one key press ! DISC Only - just £ 10.00 inc. 

ALL WITH FULL INSTRUCTtONS. Wc give FULL after mIm support and a regular NEWSLETTER 
Oversea! please add £ 1.00 to total. 

ORDERS with cSequo1 postal, sent by return post: 

NEMESIS (AA) 
10 Cartow Road. Ringstead. Kettering, Northants N N 1 4 4 D W 

FIXED PRICE COMPUTER REPAIRS 
All types of home computers: Amstrad, Sinclair, 
Commodore, BBC etc — prices from £7.00 (for minor 
faults, e.g. keyboard type faults) inc. VAT and post and 
packaging and three month guarantee. Also, we 
buy, sell, rent new or used home/micro computers. Also 
available, spares, software, cables, peripherals & 
maintenance contracts . etc. Tel (0702) 
618455/527864/613741 for immediate prices. 
Packaging materials supplied. 

SPECIAL OFFER — Spectrum+ upgrade 
£31.00 inc. VAT& P&P 

ANALYTIC ENGINEERING LIMITED, 
Analytic House, Unit 18a, Grainger Road 

Industrial Estate, Southend-on-Sea, Essex. 

How To Save Money 
Don't spend it. But — you've got to live. So youVe got 10 

spend money on food, clothes, fuel and so on. 
So how do you save? You use the tools at your disposal: your 

computer, your intelligence, your skill. 
You use the Home Finance Program — designed to help you save 

money. 
The HFP. Il runs on Amstrad PCWs and the CPC6128. 

It gives you an instant picture of your finance and caters for up to 15 
accounts. The HFP is fast, easy-to-use, and comes with a 

comprehensive manual, send cheque/PO for £24.95 and your 
personalisation message to: 

Data vise <AA> 
2 0 D r u m n a q u o i l e Road . Cas t l cwe l l an , C o D o w n B T 3 1 9 N T 

or so* for further details 

D I S C Q L I 1 I SQFTUIflf iE 
DISC GAMES 

Adv. Music System 25.95 
Adv. An Studio 19.95 
Big League Soccer 10.95 
Barbarian 10.95 
Barry McGuigan Box 1035 
Cholo 1535 
Colossus Chess 4 1135 
Death Wish 3 1135 
Elite 10.95 
Exoton 11.95 
F15 Strike Eagle 1135 
Hollywood Hi-Jinks 2035 
Konami Coin Hits 11.95 
Leaderboard Golf 11.95 
Leaderboard Toumment 735 
Living Daylights 1135 
Moonmist6128 2035 
Monopoly 1135 
Prohibition 1135 
Paperboy 11.95 
Planetfall6l28 19.95 
Sentinel 11.95 
Scrabble 11.95 
Starglider 16.95 
Seas talker 6128 19.95 
Silent Service 1135 
Trivial pursuits 1635 
The final Mairix 1135 
The Pawn 6128 1635 
Wizball 1135 
World Games 1135 
Zynaps 11.95 

DISC SERIOUS 

Maxam ass/diss 21.95 
Protext 21.95 
Prospell 20.95 
Promerge 20.95 
French Mistress 16.95 
Character Desgn 1235 
German Master 1635 
Matrix Spreadsheet 24.95 
Tasword6l28 1950 
Taspell 1235 
Tasprint 10.95 
Tascopy 10.95 
Tasdiary 10.95 
Tas Sign 6128 23.95 
Masterfile III 3295 
Mastercaic 128 28.95 
Mr* Office II 1535 

CPM BASED 
Cracker 2 41.95 
Supercaic 2 41.95 
Maxam II 39.95 
DrDraw 39.95 
Dr Graph 39.95 
Nevada Fortran 3535 
Nevada Cobol 3535 
Devpac 80 V2 35.95 
Pascal 80 35.95 
rtsofteCC 35.95 
Two Fingers Typing 21.95 
Crash Course Typing 21.95 

CASSETTE BASED 

German Master 14.95 
French Mistress 14.95 
Spanish Tutor 1435 
Italian Tutor 1435 
Mini Office II 1135 
Protext 16.95 
Turbo Basic 1335 
Tasword 464 1535 
Tasprint 464 850 
Tascopy 464 850 
Maxam 16.95 

ROM BASED 
Maxam 32.95 
Protext 3235 
BCPL 3235 
Utopia 2435 
Prospell 29.95 
Promerge + 29.95 

ROMBO ROMBOARD 33.95 
ROMBOwith any Rom 29.95 

BOOKS & MANUALS 
M'Code for beginners 6 3 5 
Programming the Z80 1935 
128 Firmware Spec 1735 
DDI Firmware Spec 950 
Amstrad CPM+ Book 12.95 
Amstrad CPM + Binder 16.95 

ACCESSORIES 

CL1 CasseneLead 350 
Primer Lead 1m 8.95 
Printer Lead 1.5m 935 
464 Mon Ext Lead 695 
6128 Mon Ext Lead 735 
DMP 2000 Ribbons 3 3 5 
DMP8K Buffer Kit 535 
Mono Screen Filter 1235 
Colour Filter 14.95 
Gunshot Joystick 6.95 
Quicks hoi Turbo 12.95 
6128 Light Pen 2635 
DKT 64 K Expansion 35.95 
DKT Speech Synth Rom 37.95 
DKT TV Tuner 5935 
1000 Fanfold Labels 5.95 
Spike Protector 1195 
Second Drive Lead 735 
Single CF2 Disc 235 
Disc Box Holds 20 11.95 

HARDWARE 
Amstrad Modem 95.95 
RS 232 Interface 5595 
FD1 Disc Drive 9995 
DD1 Disc Drive 15935 
DMP 2000 Printer 15995 

I AM S O FT C F 2 D I S C S " 
BOX OF 10 JUST £25.95 

All pnees m d u d e postage, pack ing and VAT in the U.K. Overseas orders we lcome — Please wri te for prices. Please send Cheques/P O. 's to 

M.J.C. SUPPLIES (AA) 
SCOJA, London Road, Hitchin, Herts. SG4 9EN 
Call (0462) 32897 for enquiries/Access 



TYPE-INS 

Program made plain All systems go 

Discover a program's secrets: how it works, improve-
ments that can be made and techniques worth remem-
bering. This month we look at a derivation on the Trivial 
Pursuit theme... 

TRIVIA QUIZ 
Adrian Bassett oJ Strawberry Avenue in Sheffield has written a program 
that will get your brain ticking. It is similar to Tnvial Pursuit. Give Us a 
Break and other general-knowledge games Adrian's Trivia Quiz comes 
with only 10 questions - the idea is that you supply the questions and 
answers 

Up to five can play Trivia Quiz Enter players' names and wait lor 
the questions to appear You are given several seconds to view a ques-
tion alter which lour possible answers will appear, each one numbered 
The player whose turn it is must select one ol the answers by pressing the 
corresponding number key 

As there are only 10 questions it is lett to you to lill the program with 
further questions Trivia Quiz can handle 1.000 questions (and 4.000 
answers) - enough lor you? Once you've inserted extra questions try the 
game out on your lamily and friends 

The more the merrier 
1 ' trivia quii 

2 * by Adrian Bassett 

3 ' Amstrad Action October 87 

IOC * •• MAIN VARIABLES USED •• 

110 ' NAS(1 to 5> player's name 

120 * PLA Number of players 

130 ' QUE5(Nunfcer of questions in DATA — upto 1000) 

140 ' CHI(Number of choices per question — usually 4) 

15: ' ANS(Number of correct choice) 

160 : 
170 ' •• INSTRUCTIONS •• 

180 ' One to five players may play 

190 ' Each will ce asked for name 

200 ' Each will be tc^d when it in his or her turn 

210 ' Each player should press a key between I and 4 to 

215 ' choose the correct answer 

220 ' After all the questions have been asked the*players 

225 ' will be told their scores and the winner 

2 30 * Up to 1,000 questions may be stored 

240 ' The iaat line must read 'DATA 

250 * Questions can be tagged at bottom of the listing 

260 ' No Other alterations need be made when adding questions 

270 ' All these REMs can be left out 

280 i 

Noboe Adrian has listed the main variables in REM statements. This is 
especally useful when it comes to debbuging a program By peeenng at 
the contents ol the REMS you will know which variables must be watched 
closely It's also handy to know what certain variables do (and contain) 
as you alter them during run time 

You will also see that the instructions are placed m the REMS. 01 
course you don't need to type m all those REM statements, but do bear m 
mind that in a couple ol years when you load this program you probably 
won't remember a thing about it, 

You should be familiar with the opening lines of Trivia they are 
made up of numerous GOSUB commands The REKS imediately lollowing 
the GOSUBS instruct you an what each subroutine does This is useful as 
you can keep track of the program and is helpful when debugging 

** INITIALISE •• 

" ASK HOW MANY PLAYERS ** 

•• ASK FOR PLAYER'S NAME •• 

•• NUMBER OF QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED •• 

** MAIN LOO? •• 

290 GOSUB 650: 

300 GOSUB 820: 

310 GOSUB 900: 

320 GOSUB 570: 

330 : 

340 GOSUB 1000: 

350 IF noq>l THEN 340 

360 : 

The variable in line 350 holds the number of questions that are to be 
asked. If this reaches one. you exit the loop and the player with most cor-
rect answers is anounced (or if you chose single-player, your score is dis-
played) 

370 * PRINT WINNER •• 

380 : 

390 CLS: GOSUB 750: LOCATE 1,8: PEN 13 

395 PRINT" NAME SCORE" 

400 FOR n-1 TO pis: LOCATE 3,10+n: PEN 9: PRINT na$(n); 

410 PEN 3: LOCATE 12,10*n: PRINT" ";SC0(n): NEXT n 

420 win=0: FOR n=l TO pis 

430 IF SCORE(nI>SC0RE(1) AND SC0RE(n)>l THEN-win=n 

440 IF SCORE(nI>SC0RE(2) AND SCORE(n><>2 THEN win«n 

450 IF SCORE(n)>SC0RE(3) AND SC0RE(n><>3 THEN win-n 

460 IF SCORE(nI>SC0RE14) AND SCORE(n><>4 THEN win=n 

470 IF SCORE(nI>SC0RE(5) AND SCORE(n)<>5 THEN win-n 

480 NEXT n 

490 IF w*n>0 THEN LOCATE 5,20: PEN 13: PRINT nfl$(win>; 

" WINS!!": GOSUB 1310 

500 PEN 3: LOCATE 1,22: PRINT " PRESS P TO PLAY " 

510 LOCATE 1,23: PRINT " PRESS E TO END " 

520 *$«"": K$=INKEY$: IF k$-"E" OR k$-"e" THEN END 

530 IF k$="P" OR k$="p" THEN RUN ELSE GOTO 520 

540 : 

When several people play the computer must keep tabs on every-
one's score and. at the end of the game, decide upon the winner Lines 
420 to 490 are responsible lor this. 

Once the game has finished you will be asked il you wish to play 
another game. Lines 520 and 530 wait tor a keypress P to play again or 
E to end Adrian uses :NKEY$ m a long-winded manner. Line 520 starts 
k$="": k$ INKEYS A much neater way of doing this is k$ = 
UPPERS (INKEY5) The UPPERS converts all keypresses to uppercase which 
means it is unnecessary to check for lowercase characters Lines 520 and 
530 could be re-written 520 k$ - UPPERS (INKEYS): IF kS-"E" THEN END 

and 530 IF k$="P" THEN RUN ELSE 520. 

Questions, questions 
550 ' •• NUMBER OF QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED " 

560 : 

570 CLS: GOSUB 750: LOCATE 1,10: PAPER 0: PEN 9 

575 PRINT" ENTER NO OF QUESTIONS TO ANSWER" 

580 LOCATE 7,13: PEN 13: PRINT": T0";co 
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590 LOCATE 9,15: INPUT "",noq$ 

600 noq-VAL(noqSi: IF n.oq>co THEN 590 

610 noq-n©q+l: RETURN 

620 : 

This part ol the program lets you choose the number ol questions per 
game. Your input is placed into aoqS (line 590). Line OCX) then proceeds to 
convert the string data into numenc data Note that the expression a 
val (aS) throws up an error message if aS contains any non-numeric char-
acters. 

630 ' •• INITIALISE " 

640 : 

650 FOR c-0 TO 15: INK c,c: NEXT c 

660 MODE 0: PAPER 0: BORDER 0: CLS 

670 spa$-SPACES(20): splS-SPACES(18> 

680 DIM queS <10001,cho$(1000,41,ans(1000): cc-0 

690 READ queStCOi: IF queS(COi-"*****" THEN RETURN 

700 FOR n-1 TO 4: READ CHOS(co.n): NEXT n 

710 READ ans(co): co~co*l: GOTO 690 

720 : 

Trivia Quiz starts its life at line 630. Colours are assigned and memo-
ry is reserved for question data 

You may not have come across the function SPACES. It is used to cre-
ate a string of spaces ol a given length For example, line 670 reads spaS 
- SPACES 120) This defines spaS as 20 character-spaces If you wished to 
give a string other character values you oould use STRINGS like this a$ -
STRINGS (20, " I " ) , which would define as to be 20 percent (%) symbols 

730 *
 4 4

 PRINT TITLE •• 

740 : 

750 LOCATE 1,1: PAPER 13: PRINT 5paS;spaS;spa$;spa$;spa$ 

760 LOCATE 2,2: PAPER 1: PEN 15: PRINT splS: LOCATE 2,3 

770 PRINT" TRIVIA QUIZ ";: LOCATE 2,4: PRINT splS 

780 PAPER 0: RETURN 

790 : 

You can see spa $ being used in line 750. Its function is to clear live 
lines of text starting at the top of the screen 

Name and number 
The number of players is selected from this subroutine. Adrian has 

done away with several ll-then statements by making clever use ol 
INKEY$ Line 850 tests for a keypress between one and five. If it detects 
one. line 860 changes *$ from a string to numeric data. The command 
ASC returns the Ascu value erf a character. So ASC ("A") results in 65. 
Variable pi s will hold a number between 1 and 5: the Ascu code for T is 
49 - notice also that 48 is subtracted from the Ascu value returned. 

800 ' •• ASK FOR NUMBER OF PLAYERS •• 

810 : 
820 CLS: GOSUB 750: LOCATE 1,10: PAPER 0: PEN 9 

825 PRINT-ENTER NO OF PLAYERS " 

830 LOCATE 7,12: PEN 13: PRINT"1 TO 5" 

840 k$=INKEYS: IF k$*"" THEN 840 

850 IF k$<"l" OR k$>"5" THEN 840 

860 pis-ASC(k$i-48: RETURN 

870 : 

880 ' " ASK FOR PLAYERS' NAMES •• 

890 : 

900 CLS: GOSUB 750: FOR pla=l TO pis 

910 LOCATE 1,10: PAPER 0: PEN 9 

915 PR1N7-PLAYEP.
 M

;pla;" ENTER NAM:-." 

920 LOCATE 1,12: PEN 3: PRINT" MAX 8 CHARACTERS " 

930 LOCATE 6,15: PEN !2: PRINT" " 

935 LOCATE 6.15: INPUT"",na$(pla) 

940 IF LEN(riaS(plal 1 >8 THEN LOCATE 6,15: 

PRINT " ": GOTO 930 

950 IF LEN(na$(pla))<1 THEN 930 

960 naS (pla) «=UPPER$ InaS (pla)) : LOCATE 6,15 

96S PRINT" ": NEXT pla: RETURN 

970 : 

Array elements 
All the question data is read into an array making it easy for the 

program to pick a question at random. Line 1020 is responsible for choos-
ing a question. The vanable i holds a random number between 1 and 
the total number of questions, the corresponding element from the string 
anay is then printed 

980 * •• MAIN LOOP •• 

990 : 

1000 pl-l: noq-noq-i 

1010 pla-pl: tlm-361 

1020 RANDOMIZE TIME: q=IWT(RND(11'CO):PAPER 0:CLS:GOSUB 750 

1030 le-10-LEN(naS(pla»»/2: LOCATE 7,7: PEN 13 

1040 PRINT-SCORE";SCOfpla):LOCATE LE,9:PEN 3:PRINT naS(pia) 

1050 LOCATE 1,11: PEN 9: PRINT que$(q);"?" 

1060 LOCATE 9,19: PEN'13: PRINT"TIM£": c-0: GOSUB 1430: c-1 

1070 : • 

1080 FOR ch-1 TO 4 * 

1090 le=10-LEN(choS(q,ch))•16/2: LOCATE 2,13+ch: PEN 3 

1100 PRINT ch;:LOCATE le,13+ch: PEN 15:PRINT ch0$(q,ch);"?" 

1110 NEXT Ch 
1120 : 
1130 k$="": kS-INKEYS 

1140 tim*tim-l: GOSUB 1430: IF tlmcl THEN scofplal-scotpla) 

-1: pl-pl+1: IF pl>pls THEN RETURN ELSE GOTO 1010 

1150 IF k$="" THEN GOTO 1130 

1160 : 

1170 k=ASC(k$)-48: IF k<l OR k>4 THEN 1130 

1180 IF k
a

ans(qi THEN S C O ( p l a ) = s c o ( p l a i G O S U B 1310:GOSUB 

1270: pl-pl+1: IF pl>pla THEN RETURN ELSE GOTO 1010 

1190 sco(pla)*=sco(pla)-l: GOSUB 1370: GOSUB 1230: pl-pl+1: 

IF pl>pls THEN RETURN ELSE GOTO 1010 

1200 : 

11 you answer a question correctly, you'll be shuttled off to line 1250. 
Incorrect and it's off to 1210. These lines simply print a message, pause for 
a few seconds and return you to the main loop lor further grilling 

1210 ' " PRINT WRONG 

1220 : 
1230 PEN 15: LOCATE 1,13: ^RINT " 

2000: NEXT dl: RETURN 

1240 : 

1250 ' ** PRINT CORRECT »« 

1260 : 
1270 PEN 15:LOCATE 1,13: PRINT " 

2000: NEXT dl: RETURN 

1280 : 

A correct answers brings a jolly tune to your ears. But get it wrong 
and you hear a sad song 

1290 ' HAPPY TUNE •• 

1300 : 

1310 SOUND 1,90: SOUND 1,85: SOUND 1,75: SOUND 1,70 

1320 SOUND 1,60: SOUND 1,90: SOUND 1,85: SOUND 1,75 

1330 SOUND 1,70: SOUND 1,60: RETURN 

1340 : 

1350 ' " SAD TUNE " 

1360 : 

1370 SOUND 1,150: SOUND 1,160: SOUND 1,170: SOUND 1,180 

1380 SOUND 1,150: SOUND 1,160: SOUND 1,170: SOUND 1,180 

1390 RETURN 

1400 : 

Alter a question has appeared on screen a timer starts counting 
down. You have roughly 10 seconds to think about the question belore 
four possible answers pop up. Again the timer is displayed, but this tune 
you must choose one ol the answers before the timer runs out - otherwise 
it's marked as incorrect. 

1410 ' '« DRAW AND UNDRAW TIME CIRCLE " 

1420 : 

1430 IF C-1 THEN 1490 

WRONG": FOR dl-1 TO 

CORRECT": FOR dl-1 TO 
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1440 DEG: FOR cir-0 TO 360: MOVE 320,40 

14S0 IF Clr>lOO THEN GRAPHICS PEN 9 ELSE GRAPHICS PEN 6 

14«0 DRAW 32Q+45*C0S<Cir),40+45*SIN<cir) 

L4*'0 NEXT cir: RETURN 

1460 : 
1490 DEG: MOVE 320,40: GRAPHICS PEN 1:DRAW 320H5»COS<tim), 

40«45*SIN(tim) 

1500 IF tim<100 THEN SOUND 1,90: FOR dl-1 TO 20: NEXT dl: 

SOUND 1,0 

1510 FOR dl-1 TO 20: NEXT dl: RETURN 

1520 : 

The command GRAPHICS PEN does not 
664 and 6128 machines If you own a 464. 
GRAPHICS PEN 1 from line 1490. This won't affect 
cause the timer to appear in only one colour. 

Adding questions 
1530 ' »• QUESTION DATA •• 

1540 : 

0 ' DATA question,chl,ch2,ch3,ch4, No of correct ch 

1560 : 

1570 DATA WHERE IS MACHUPICHU,INDIA,PERU,TAIWAN,JAPAN,2 

1580, DATA WHAT RACE IS SPOCK IN STAR TREK,MARTIAN, 

VULCAN,ROMULAN,KLINGON,2 

1590 DATA WHAT IS THE CURRENCY IN JAPAN,PUNTS,FRANCS, 

PESATAS,YEN,4 

1600 DATA WHICH PART DOES ALAN ALDA PLAY IN MASH,BURNS, 

PEARCE,KLINGER,O' RILEY, 2 

1610 DATA " WHAT IS A YUCCA",DOG.FISH,ROCK,PLANT,4 

1620 DATA HOW MANY POUNDS ARE THERE IN A KILO,l POUND, 

2.2 POUNDS,3 POUNDS,1.5 POUNDS,2 

1630 DATA " WHO SANG 'I'M A BELIEVER'",THE 

MONKEES,THE BEATLES,THE WHO,THE MOVE.l 

1640 DATA WHO SANG 'DON'T GIVEUP ON US BABY',DAVID BOWIE, 

DAVID SOUL,DAVY JONES,TOM JONES,2 

1650 DATA WHO SANG THE ALBUM 'RAISING HELL',GENES IS,BON 

JOVI,JIMMY HENDR1X,RUN DMC,4 

1660 DATA WHAT IS A RED GIANT,A STAR,A MOON,A ROCKET,A 

COMET, 1 • 

1670 DATA 

The questions are held in the data statements starting from line 
1570. The first item in a data line is the question This is followed by the 
lour possible answers and finally the position ol the correct answer. More 
data can be added from line 1670 Make sure you stick to the correct for-
mat and don't g o over the 1,000-question mark Remember also that the 
last line must read "DATA «•««*-. 

BarLogo 
If you've played with DR Logo (found on one side of your CPM system 
disk), you'll have no trouble getting to grips with this program from Derek 
Johnston ot Belfast. It's a cutdown version ol Logo. It works from the 
Amstrad's native operating system and according to Derek is anything 
up to 20 times faster 

Scslogo gives. vaa live new commands from Base. 
• IFD. x is equivalent to DR Logo's FD command. The variable x is the 
distance you wish to move the graphics cursor or turtle forward For 
example I FD. 40 moves the turtle by 40 pixels 

• IBK, x moves the turtle in the opposite direction to which it is facing 
! BK. 32 will move the turtle back 32 pixels. 
• i RT. x will move the turtle to the right by x pixels. 
• l LT. x moves the turtle lelt. 
• ISH. x turns the turtle through x degrees. For example. ISH. 90 moves 
it by 90 degrees 

By mixing BarLogo and Basic, complex designs can be produced. In 
fact, anything that can be done from DR Logo can be done equally well 
(but faster) using BarLogo and Basx;. The lust listing pokes machine-oode 
into memory and then saves a binary file to cassette or disk. To use 
BarLogo in your own programs, you must incorporate the following line in 
your listing: 

10 MEMORY &A411: LCAD"bar.ogo.bin",sA412: CALL SA432 

This loads BarLogo into memory and lets you make use ol its commands. 
If you're stuck for ideas try running Derek's demo program It's 

impressive 

1 ' BarLogo 

2 ' by Derek Johnston 

3 ' Amstrad Action October 87 

10 DATA 41,DB,82,52,82,05,79,4B,5E,7C,68,8C,36,3B,88 

20 DATA FF,51,F8.0D,3E,85,41,D3,6C,E4,A1.87,20,7C,6D 

30 DATA 3A,B5,6D,FB,08,D4,3E,16,CA,06,EC,73,3C,9A,C4 

40 DATA DD,F1,8C,B1,CB,DC,89,33,15,3D,13,A8,4A,EB,2C 

70 : 

80 REM Double-check this DATA 

90 : 

100 MEMORY 42000: DIM check(601 

110 FOR n-1 TO 60: READ aS: aq-VAL("4"*aS): CHECK(n)«aq 

i20 ar=ar+aq: NEXT 

130 IF ar<>7530 THEN PRINT"£rror in DATA. Check lines 

10 to 40": END 

140 chk-l: ln-300: addr=42001 

150 FOR n-1 TO 10: FOR j-1 TO 6 

160 FOR k-1 TO 10: READ a$: x-VAL<"4"*a$) 

170 POKE addr.x: t-t XOR x: addr-addr+1: NEXT 

180 IF tocheck<chk) THEN PRINT"Corrupted DATA in line "; 

In: PRINT" Displacement ";t XOR check<chk>: END 

190 t-0: chk-chk+1: In»ln+10: NEXT: ln-ln*10: NEXT 

200 : 

21C MODE 2: PRINT"Fress Space to save" 

220 WHILE INKF.YSO" ": WEND 

230 SAVE "BARL0G0.BIN",B,42001,600 

290 : 

300 DATA 25, A4,C3,4D, A4,C3,85,A4,C3,CB 

31C DATA A4,C3,6D,A4,C3,5A.A4,C3,2D,A6 

320 DATA 47,DO,46,C4,42,CB,52,D4,4C,D4 

33G DATA 53,C8,00,01,il,A4,21,3B,A4,C3 

340 DATA D1,BC,FC, A6,11,A4, 00,00,00,00 

350 DATA 9C,FF,64,00,00,00,02,00,00,00 

360 : 

370 DATA FE,01,C2,5C,A6,DD,7E,00,C3,DE 

380 DATA BB, B4,00, FE, 01, C2,5C,A6, DD, 5E 

390 DATA 00,DD,56,01,2A,58,A4,19,CD,D6 

400 DATA A4,C9,FE,01,C2,5C,A6,2A,58,A4 

410 DATA 11,68,01,19,DD,5E,00,DD,56,01 

420 DATA ED,52,CD,D6,A4,C9,3E,00,32,49 

430 : 

440 DATA A4, 32,41, A4,CD,E7, A4, 22, 43, A4 

450 DATA 2A, 58, A4, II,5A, 00,19,CD,D6,A4 

460 DATA CD,E7,A4,22,47,A4,2A,58,A4,11 

470 DATA 5A,00,CD,36,A6,38,09,2A,47,A4 

480 DATA CD,3C,A6,22,47,A4,2A,56,A4,11 

490 DATA 0£,01,19,CD,D6,A4,ED,5B,43,A4 

500 : 

510 DATA 2A,47,A4,C3,F9,BB,3E,00,32,49 

520 DATA A4, 3C, 32, 41, A4,18, B7,22,58, A4 

530 DATA 11,68,01,CD,36,A6,D8,11,68,01 

540 DATA ED, 52,18,EF,DD, 6E, 00,DD, 66,01 

550 DATA 22,45,A4,CD,05,A5,CD,2F,A5,3A 

560 DATA 49,A4,B7,C4,JC,A6,3A,41,A4,B7 

570 : 

580 DATA C4,3C,A6,C9,2A,58,A4,11,B4,00 

590 DATA CD,36,A6,38,0D,21,49,A4,CB,CE 
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TYPE-INS 

€00 

610 

620 
630 

640 

650 

660 
670 

680 
690 

700 

710 
720 

• 30 

7*0 

750 
760 
770 

780 
790 

800 

810 
820 

830 

840 

850 

860 

870 

880 
890 

900 

910 

920 

930 

940 

950 

960 

970 

980 

99Q 

D A T A 2 A , 5 8 . A 4 , 1 1 , B 4 , 0 0 , E D , 5 2 , 1 1 , 5A 

D A T A 0 C , C D , 3 6 . A F C , 3 8 . 0 6 . 1 1 , B 4 , 0 0 . E B 

D A T A E O , 5 2 , 2 2 , 4 B , A 4 , C 9 , 2 1 , ^ 9 , A 5 , 3 A 

D A T A 4 B , M , F E ,
 U

A , 2 0 , 0 4 , 2 A , 4 5 , A 4 , C 9 

D A T A 8 7 , 2 8 , 0 5 , 2 3 , 2 3 , 3 0 , 1 8 , F 8 , 5 E , 2 3 

D A T A •-., ':'.?.. E:., 4 9 , 4 1 . A 4 , C 3 , 5 0 , A 5 , 7 9 

D A T A B O , 2 0 , 0 4 , 2 1 , 0 0 , 0 0 , C 9 , 1 1 , 0 0 , 0 0 

D A T A E O , 5 3 , 3 K , A 4 , E 5 , D 1 , 0 B , 7 8 , B 1 , 2 8 

D A T A O F , E D , 5 A , 3 0 , F 7 , E 5 , 2 A , 3 F , A 4 , 23 

D A T A 2 2 , 3 F , A 4 , E 1 , 1 8 , E C , 2 A , 3 F . A 4 . C 9 

D A T A 0 0 . 0 0 . 7 8 . 0 4 . G F , 0 6 . 6 4 . C D . P E . 11 

D A T A 5 3 . 1 6 , C 1 , 1 A , 3 5 , I F , A 3 , 2 3 , O A , 2 8 

D A T A 7 1 , 2 C , D 8 , 3 0 , 3 9 , 3 5 , 9 A , 3 9 , E O , 3 D 

D A T A 4 1 , 4 2 , 8 E , 4 6 , D B , 4 A , I B , 4 F , 5 8 , 5 3 

D A T A 6 D , 5 7 , C O , 5 B , E 6 , 5 F , 0 5 , 6 4 , I D , 68 

D A T A 3 0 , 6 C . 3 3 . 7 0 , 3 9 , 7 4 , 3 1 , 7 8 , 1 C , 7 C 

D A T A OC . 8 0 , 1 ' 3 3 , A 8 , 8 ? , 6 B , 8 B , 2 8 , 8 F 

D A T A D 7 , 9 2 , 7 A , 9 6 , 1 0 , 9 A , 9 F , 9 D , 1 A , A 1 

D A T A 8 F , A 4 , F 6 , A 7 , 4 A , A B , 9 8 , A E , D 8 , B 1 

D A T A 0 5 1 B 5 , 2 4 , B 8 , 3 D , B B , 3C. B E , 3 4 , C I 

D A T A I 9 , C 4 , F O , C 6 . B A , C 9 , 7 1 , C C , I B , C F 

D A T A B 7 , D L , 3 9 , 0 4 , B 5 , D 6 , 1 7 , D 9 , 7 1 , D B 

D A T A B 2 , D D , E 6 , D F , 0 6 , E 2 , 1 9 , E 4 , 1 8 , E 6 

D A T A 0 3 , E 8 , D B , K 9 , A 6 , E B , 5 D , E D / 0 0 , E E 

D A T A 9 O , F 0 , 0 C , F 2 , 7 B , F 3 , D 0 , F 4 , 1 8 , F 6 

D A T A 4 5 , F 7 , 6 6 , F 8 , 7 2 , F 9 , 6 5 , F A , 4 A , F B 

D A T A 1 C , F C , D A , F C , 8 4 , F D , 1 4 , F E , 9 8 , F E 

D A T A 0 7 , F F . 6 3 , F F , A 4 , F F , D 9 , F F , F 3 , F F 

D A T A 2 1 , 9 4 , 0 0 , 2 2 , 5 8 , A 4 , C 3 , 6 D , A 4 , 7 C 

D A T A 9 2 , C O , 7 D , 9 3 , C 9 , 7 C , 2 F , 6 7 , 7 D , 2 1 

D A T A 6 F , 2 3 , C 9 , 5 7 , 7 2 , 6 F , 6 E , 6 7 , 2 0 , 4 E 

D A T A 6 F , I E , 2 0 , 6 F , FCC,20, 61,.72, 61 

D A T A 6 0 , 6 5 , 7 4 , 6 5 , 7 2 , ">3,00, 11, < 4 , A 6 

D A T A C D , 0 0 , B 9 , C 0 , 3 6 , C B , C 3 , 6 0 , C B , 0 0 

300 • 
310 CLS: INK 1,6: INK 2,18: INK 3,2 

320 GOTO 30 

330 |GP,z4: FOR square-I TO 4: IFD,d: 1RT,90: NEXT: RETURN 

/ 

1 * BarLogo graphic derao \ 

2 ' by Derek Johnston \ 

j * Anstrad Action October 87 

1C MEMORY 4A411: LOAD-BARLOGO.BIN",4A412: CALL 4A432 

20 M30E 1: BORDER 0: INK 0,0: INK 1,26: INK 2,26: INK 3,26 

3C MCVE 320,200: CLS: iSH,0: d=0 

40 RT,5: lFQ,d: d=-tJ»i/40: IGP, 1 »d MOD 3: IF d C B . 5 GOTO 40 

50 • 

60 MOVE 200,10: CLS: 3H,0: a*0 

70 IBT,a:lFO,a+5i a=a+l/40:iGP,i+a MOD 3:IF a<18.5 GOTO 70 

80 ' 

90 MOVE 320,200: CLS: ISH,0: n-0: IGP,1 < 

100 a-1 * 

110 |RT,a: FD,10: a-a»l: IF a<90 GOTO 110 

120 MOVE 320,200: n»n+60: GP,l*(n/60> MOD 3:#lSH,n 

135 IF n<>360 GOTO 100 

130 • 

140 MOVE 200,300: CLS: SH,0: n=0 

150 a=l 

160 IRT,a: |FD,10: a-a+2: IF a<90 GOTO 160 

1~ E-rv+45: |GP, . + <n/45) MOD 3: SH,n: IF n<>360 GOTO 150 

80 CLG: MOVE 320,200: SH.O: zl»6: z2*18: z3-2: z4-l 

190 d-0: FOR a*-90 TO 270 STEP 5 y 

200 d
a

d * 3 : |SH,a: GOSUB 330 

210 z 4 » z 4 * l x IF z4-4 THEN z4-l 

220 NEXT a 

230 FOR t*C TO 100 

240 z4*zl: z l i 2 : z2-z3: z3-z4 

250 INK l,zl: INK 2,z2: INK 3,z3 

260 FOR j-0 TO 6: CALL &BD19: NEXT 

270 NEXT t 

280 ' 

'2"90 ' Second run in colour 

Reverse print 
Rather than have text appear on screen from left to right why not have it 
run Arabic-style from right to left0 Andrew Smith s routine does just that. It 
intercepts anything sent to the screen and displays it starting from the 
nght 

Run the listing once A message asks lor the address where you 
want to locate the routine Anything above I4000 (16384) but below 
HI MEM will do. All text will now appear from the nght. To switch this etfed 
atl, type CALL 4BB4E. 

1 ' Reverse print 

2 • by Andrew Smith 

3 • Amstrad Action October 87 

10 DATA 2A,D4,BD,22,IB,40,21,00,40,22,D4,BD,C9,F5 

20 DATA K5,CD,69,BB,7A,94,D6,01,El,94,67,F1,C3,00,00 

30 PRINT: INPUT " Please enter start address ".-address 

40 MEMORY address-1 

50 FOR n-address TO address+ilC: READ a$ 

60 POKE n,VAL("4"+a$»: NEXT 

70 aS-HEX$(addressUD,4): bS-HEX$<address+SiB, 41 

80 POKE addres3+',VAL("i"+RlGHT$<a$,2)> 

90 POKE address>8,VAL("t
B

+LEFTS(aS,2)) 

100 POKE address+4,VAL<
B

i"+RIGHT$<bS,2)) 

110 POKE address+5,VAL{"4"•LEFTS(b$,2)) 

120 CALL address 

Matrix 

This shoit listing from Julien Panott of Hyde, Cheshire, produces an inter-
esting matrix pattern It works only on 664 and 6128 machines because it 
uses Basics F ::.. command. 

1 ' Matrix 

2 ' by Julien Parrott 

3 ' Asistrad Action October B7 

4 ' CPC 664 4 6128 only 

10 MODE 0: INK 0,3: BORDER 3: INK 14,1: INK 15,11: INK 1,3 

20 FOP A-1 TO 500 

30 IF RND<0.5 THEN PRINT CHR$<200»; ELSE PRINT CHRS(201); 

40 NEXT 

50 MOVE RNi;*639,RND*399: FILL <RND*13>»2: GOTO 50 

Machine code Mandelbrot 
John Muir from Renfrewshire in Scotland, alter several weeks hard work, 
has linished a machine code Mandelbrot generator The complete set is 
displayed in just over 40 minutes. Impressive when compared to Alex 
Ciark's Basic version which takes upwards o< three hours John claims this 
to be the shortest and fastest method ol producing the set without having 
to wnte lengthy floating-point routines Type in and run the first listing to 
display and save (use the filename "Mandset" for the complete set) the 
lull Mandelbrot set. 

If you v^sh to magnify other parts of the set use the second listing It loads 
the Mandelbrot picture created by the first listing and allows you to move 
a box over it. Move the box using the anow keys and select the area d 
the set you wish to magnify. Press copy when you are satisfied. This 
results in several variables and values being displayed. Enter these into 
line 90 ot the first listing. Say you get XM=0.35 YM=0.3 x°22 Y=70. line 90 
would then look like: 90 XM-O.35:YM-0.3:X-22:X-70 Once this has been 
done run the fust listing again - the area of the set you chose will be print-
ed 

1 ' Machine code Mandelbrot 

2 ' by John Kulr 

3 ' Ar.strad Action October 87 

10 IF PEEK(44E60)<>4DD THEN GOSUB 170:MEMORY 44E5F 

AMSTRAD ACTION 57 



TYPE-INS 

20 RESTORE 30:FOR A=0 TO 15:READ B:INK A,B:NEXT 
30 DATA 0,1,4,218, 6, 15,20,25,24,5, "7,17,2,26,0 
40 BORDER 0:INK l,26:MOOE 2 
50 PRINT"Insert a blank cassette or disk." 
60 PRINT:INPUT"Enter filename for picture: ",pic$ 
70 PRINT"Press a key to save picture once i t has drawn" 
80 PRINT:PRINT"Press a key to continue...":CALL 4BB18 
90 XM=2.8:YM-2.4:Y-0:X-0 

100 X=X/20:Y=Y/25:TW0-2:FOURH:II-XM/161:JJ-YM/201 
110 MODE 0:INK 1,1:J-(-1.2*0.3*Y)-JJ:I-(-2+0.35"X)-II 
120 CALL 44E60,3TW0,44FA8:CALL 44E6Q,8FOUR,44FAD 
130 CALL 44E60,$I,44FB2:CALL 44E60,8II,44FB7 
140 CALL 44E60,f?J,44FBC:CALL 44E60,WJ,44FC1:CALL S4E72 
150 CALL 44F94:WHILE INKEYS-"":SOUND 7,100:WEND 
160 SAVE picS,b,4COOO,44000:MDDE 2:INK 1,26:END 
170 RESTORE 2QO:FOR t»44E60 TO 44FA"?:R£AD a$ 
180 nt=VAL("4"*a$):POKE t,nt:chk=chk *nt:NEXT 
190 IF chk<>35894 THEN PRINT"DATA ERROR":END 
200 DATA DD,56,01,DD,5E,00,DD,66,03,DD,6E,02,01,05,00 
210 DATA ED,B0,C9, 11,00,00,3C,06,AC,C5,CD,06,B9,ED,53 
220 DATA EE,4F,21,B2,4F,ll,B7,4F,CD,A2,34,21,BC,4F,ll 
230 DATA DO,4F,01,05,00,ED,BO,60,68,06,C8,C5,CD,06,B9 
240 DATA 22,F0, 4F,21,D0,4F,11,C1,4F,CD,A2,34,2l,C6,4F 
250 DATA 11,D5,4F,0l,0A,OO,ED,B0,C5,CD,O6,B9,21,D5,4F 
260 DATA 11,E9,4F,01,05,00,ED,B0,21,E9,4F,11,D5,4F,CD 
270 DATA 77,35,21,DA,4F,11,DF,4F,01,05,00,ED,BO,11,DA 
280 DATA 4F,CD,77, 35,21,D5,4F,11,DA,4F,CD,77, 35/ 11,A8 
290 DATA 4F,CD,77,35,11,D0,4F,CD,A2,34,21,E9,4F, 11,DA 
300 DATA 4F,0l,O5,O0,ED,B0,2l,DA,4F,11,DF,4F,CD,9E,34 
310 DATA 11,B2,4F,CD,A2,34,21,DF,4F,11,E4,4F,01,05,00 
320 DATA ED,BO,11,E9,4F,CD,A2,34,21,AD,4F,11,E4,4F,CD 
33p DATA DF,36,CI,04,38,06,70,FE,29,DA,B3,4E,CD,09,83 
340 DATA DC, 8D,4F,78,FE,28,D2,75,4F,FE,18,30,3A,FE,13 
350 DATA 30, 3A, FE, OF, 30,3A, FE, OC, 30,3A, FE, OB, 30, 3A, 3D 
360 DATA CD,DE,BB,ED,5B,EE,4F,2A,F0,4F,CD,EA,BB,CI,2A 
370 DATA F0,4F,23,23,O5,C2,98,4E,Cl,ED,5B,EE,4F, 13,13 
380 DATA 13,13,O5,C2,78,4E,C9,3E,0F,18,D7,3E,0E,18,D3 
390 DATA 3E,0D,18,CF,3E,0C,18,CB,3E,0B,18,C7,3E,0A,18 
400 DATA C3.FE,1A,CO,CI,CI,CI,C9,21,00,CO,11,FF,4F,18 
410 DATA 06,21,FF,4F,11,00,CO,01,00,40,ED,B0,C9 
420 ' 

430 MODE 2:INPUT"Is the computer a CPC464 (Y/N) ? ",q$ 
440 IF LOWERS {qS)o"y" THEN RETURN 
450 RESTORE 510:READ T,A,B:POKE T,A:POKE T+l.B 
460 FOR S-l TO 4:READ T:POKE T,A:POKE T+1,B:NEXT 
470 READ T,A,B:POK£ T,A:POKE T*1,B 
480 FOR S=1 TO 3:READ T:POKE T,A:POKE T+1,B:NEXT 
490 READ T,A,B:POKE T,A:POKE T-l.B 
500 READ T,A,BrPOKE T,A:POKE T*l,B:RETURN 
510 DATA 44E87,4 3F,4 33,44EA6,44EEF, 4 4F09,44F1A 
520 DATA 44EC9,415,4 34,44EDA,44EE3,4 4EE9 
530 DATA 44F23,4 9A, 435,44F03, 4 3B, 433 

1 * Listing 2 
10 RESTORE 25:FOR A=0 TO 15:READ B:INK A,B:NEXT 
20 BORDER 0:PEN 1 
25 DATA 0,1,4,2,8,6,15,20,25,24,5,7,17,2,26,0 
30 MODE 0:LOAD"mandset .bin" :xm-0.35:yto-0.3 
40 GOSUB 50:MODE 2: INK I,26:PRINT"XK «";xmj" YM «=-;yra; 

" X - " ; x ; " Y -";y:END 

02 AM5TRAD ACTION 

I 

50 X=98:Y=90:PRINT CHRS<23>;CHRS(1):GOSUB 110 
60 GOSUB 110:IF INKEY(0)-0 THEN Y=Y*1 ELSE IF INKEY(^)-0 

THEN X-X+l ELSE IF INKEY<2)=0 THEN Y=Y-1 ELSE IF 
INKEY(8)-0 THEN X=X-1 

70 IF X<0 THEN X=0 ELSE IF X>158 THEN X-158 
80 IF Y<0 THEN Y-0 ELSE IF Y>198 THEN Y-198 
90 IF INKEY(9)-0 THEN PRINT CHRS(231;CHRS(0):RETURN 
100 GOSUB UO:GOTO 60 
110 XX»X*4:YY=Y*2:MOVE XX,YY:DRAW XX+8C,YY,10 
120 DRAW XX+80,YY+50:DRAW XX,YY»50:DRAW XX,YY:RETURN 

Message scroller 
This neat listing from Daren Vernon o< Harrow scrolls an input message 
across the screen The characters are larger than standard and whiz by 
very smoothly. As it stands, the routine will scroll messages in red on a 
black background The colours can be changed by poking 49005 with 
border colour. 48FD0 with paper colour and A8FD1 with ink colour 

II you want, you can bypass the Mode and colour setup with CALL 
69010 Scroller works only in Mode 0. 

1 ' Message scroller 
2 ' by Daren Vernon 
3 ' Amstrad Action October 87 
10 ' "Data for nachine-code** 
15 DATA 00,06, 55, FF, FF, AA, 55, 55, AA, AA, 00, 55, AA, 00,00, FF, 6FF 
20 DATA FF,AA,00,55,AA,FF,00,55,AA,55,AA,55,AA,55,AA, 55, 7F8 
25 DATA AA,55,AA,55,AA,FF,00,FF,FF,AA,00,00,00,00,00,00,64F 
30 DATA AF,CD, 0E, BC, 01,00,00,CD, 38, BC, AF, 21,DO, 8F,E5, F5, 811 
35 DATA 4E,41,CD,32,BC,F1,E1,23,3C,FE,10,20,F1,21,A2,90,7ED 
40 DATA 22,9D,90,3E,03,32,9F,90,CD,19,BD,CD,3C,90,3E,2F,69A 
45 DATA CD,13,BB,30,F3,AF,CD,0E,BC,C9,62,42,3A,9F,90,3C,81E 
50 DATA E6,03,32,9F,90,20,1E,2A,9D,90,7E,23,FE,FF,20,05,6A2 
55 DATA 21,A2,90,7E,23,22,9D,90,CD,A5,BB,11,DF,8F,ED,53,82F 
60 DATA AO.90,CO,53,BC,21,50,C5,ED,5B,AO,90,13,ED.53,AO,SAD 
65 DATA 90,1B,01,08,03,C5,1A,E6,C0,D5,C5,E5,5D,54,23,01,690 
70 DATA 4F, 00, ED,B0,12,E1,C1,7C,C6,08,67,30,04,11,50,CO,6A6 
75 DATA 19,Dl,10,E2,13,13,13,13,CI,0D,20,D9,C9,67,90,03,602 
80 DATA E3,8F,20,20,20,48,6F,77,27,73,20,61,62,6F,75,74,5D5 
85 DATA 20,74,68.69,73,20,66,6F,72,20,61,20,6E,65,61,74,588 
90 DATA 20,73,63,72,6F,6C,6C,69,6E,67,20,60,65,73,73,61,626 
95 DATA 67,65,2C,20,65,68,20,3F,20,20,20,20,20,20,20,FF.423 
100 ' 'Poke in machine-code* 
110 h=HIMEM 

120 addr=48FD0: MEMORY addr-1: FOR x-0 TO 16: FOR y-1 TO 16 
130 READ byteS: byte-VAL<"4"«byte$>: POKE addr.byte 
150 addr=addr+l: checksum-checksum+bvte: NEXT 
160 READ chk$: chk-VAL("4"+chk$» 
170 IF check sumochk THEN PRINT"Data error in line"; 

15*5*x: END 
180 checksum-0: NEXT 
190 ' 'Input message* 
200 INPUT "Message to scroll ".-messages 
210 IF messages-"" THEN GOTO 250 
220 FOR x-1 TO LEN(messageS): byte=ASC(M1DS(message*,x, i n 
230 POKE 490A2+X,byte: NEXT:POKE 490A2+LEN(messageS)+l,4FF 
240 ' 'CALL nachir.e-code scroll* 
250 CALL 49000 

p ^ f 
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CASTLE COMPUTERS 
AMSTRAD SPECIAL OFFERS AMSTRAD SPECIAL OFFERS AMSTRAD 06CS 

OUR OUR OUR 
RRP PRICE RRP PRICE RRP PRICE 

Sargbder 14 95 896 Baffle lor Midway 995 450 Exoton 14.95 1095 
Asphalt 995 6S5 Mask 9.95 695 Zynaps 14.95 1095 
Wcrtd O m s I t o a i d 9.95 695 Tank 895 650 Barbarian 14.95 1095 
RodeRinner 9.95 695 BaOosfcps 995 695 Woild Class ISoard 14,95 1095 
Mag Max 8.95 5S5 S*gma 7 995 299 Ftenegade >4 95 1095 
Slap Fight 8.95 595 Thanabs 9.95 299 Watenoo 14.95 795 
Fl5StrkeEagks 9.95 695 Deep Sink* 995 299 Metocune Draw 1995 995 
Tartan 9.95 395 Nomad 995 299 In&ana Jones 14.95 1095 
LwngDayights 9.95 695 fighting Waniof 895 199 Endure Racer 14.95 1095 
Wu Sal 8.95 650 Gyroscope 8.95 199 Ctessc Colection 14.95 795 
B a i t r a i 9.95 695 Academy CRi 9.95 695 Tapper 14.95 495 
Benegade 
Prohfotton 

8.95 650 Accademf A Games 995 395 Sorcery •» 14.95 495 Benegade 
Prohfotton 9.95 695 Foottal Manager 9.95 199 Starless SIABI 14.95 495 
Zyrvspps 8.95 650 Tempest 995 299 F i l i n g Warrior/ 
Exebn 8.95 650 Irtftmebonai Karate 9.95 395 Exploring Fist 14.95 795 
E t e 14.95 795 Avenger 995 395 Harrier Aaack 14.95 495 
Game Over 8.95 650 Shodcway RxJer 895 495 Qrwr.fc Oan II 1495 795 
j ude t toa id Exec 9.95 695 Ktemess 8.95 650 Shaolns Hoad 14 95 795 
Papuboy 9.95 695 

»• - ~• in . . I . . i Nemew wanock B 95 650 F a r i g * 14.95 495 
Wortd Games 9.95 695 Waterloo 9 95 395 Swords 4 Sorcery 14.95 795 
Wondertoy 995 695 AAarod 8 95 650 Pmg Pong 14.95 395 
Sormtomgef 2.99 250 A/my Moves 895 650 Lo rdo l fV^s 19.95 495 
nrfana Jones 9.95 695 Hjflnd 995 695 V 14.95 395 
Centurions 9.95 695 Soxxncns Key 995 695 YieAfKungFu 14 95 4S6 
TnoHtpac* 995 695 Cenurons 9.95 695 They Sold Milxxi 1 1495 495 
Ht Pack II 
Surtax 

9.95 695 Bubble Bctftte 
Catch 23 

895 
895 

650 
650 

Barry McGii$an's 14.95 395 Ht Pack II 
Surtax 9.95 695 

Bubble Bctftte 
Catch 23 

895 
895 

650 
650 

Quanet 995 695 Mystery o(Nite S.95 650 Please tiait Amitnd wfien 
Xavious 9.95 395 ScvGarresB 9.95 750 ordering. 
EnrJjro Racei 9.95 695 ManoBros 895 650 AH oedtrt ow £5 P&P Iree. Uncto 
Saboteur 1 795 595 Athena 8.95 650 C5 plena add SOp twwrcfs P&P. 
Us lNn ja 995 695 Head Over Heee 8.95 650 CWrseas tdd£l pet gjme. 
QySfc fcy 8.95 299 DeatiWtsh3 995 695 
knposiabal 9.95 249 Knight Ore 9.95 750 Thia I t just a email eeieefcoo (rom our 
tow Games 3 9.95 395 Tranter 9.95 6*5 many gemee. 
F retard 895 395 Haunted Hedges 9.95 099 
Grange M l 9.95 299 Space Harrier 9.95 550 Ptease (jhoo» out hoina now lor any 
Baffle ol Planets 9.95 199 G u t f e t 9.95 650 gimanolbiad 
Winter Games 995 595 Kooam C o r Op 9.95 695 
Fwtghf 9.95 299 Choto U.95 1095 Phone u t n o w l 0782 619159. 

47 B R I D G E STREET, N E W C A S T L E , 
STAFFS, ST5 2RY 

G-TEN LIMITED THE MAJL ORDER SOFTWARE HOUSE 
A/nrftod Range Tap* Dbc They Soo MNon 3 

EnduroBocor 
•\jlKltOr 

man 
Woru GOTTMN 
DeewtFo* 

Top Gun 
SKJ iC* CoCra 

«f W Gobftne 
M a r t V c e 

N o w G o r r m J 
BwvoUt tn 

£7 .25 £1126 
$7.25 £1135 
£6 50 £11 26 
£6.50 £1125 
£7.25 n . a 
£7.25 n.o 
£4.25 n.a 
£6 50 £1125 
SO 50 n o 
£6 50 n-o. 
£6 50 £1125 
£650 n .o 
£650 n a 
£7.25 n . a 
£425 n x i 
£7 .25 £11 25 

Human Totcft 
ObWatan 
6 e o c * » o d 
Atanrtcrwoy 
9omo Jock 2 

They SJoto VWon 
E*c*yer 
Sa ing 
$«jptx Cycte 
MGT 

K x c e C o t x a 

£7 25 £11 25 
£325 n o 
£4 25 f \ a 
£4 25 a o 
£4» r\o 
£7 25 £11.25 
£725 £1125 
£7 25 rvo. 

no . 

SMce Fore* H o i w 

Heod Over He©* 
Srxxrici Rood 

£7 25 £11 25 Paperboy 
£725 £11 25 SNJCkwoyBVJef 
£7 26 n o . Stont Sorvtco 

A / V o r w l £650 £11.25 
Leooer tooro £725 £11 25 
Cryj1o(Ca»tiot £7 25 £11 25 
S x P c * < H * P a O £7 25 £11.25 
* v e Sfo» Gome» 2 t ? 25 211 25 
Saracen £650£1026 
Army M o w £ 6 J 0 £ 1 I 2 5 
Konorrt CoirvOp £725 £11 25 
Tomanow* £7 50 n.o 

_ SII .20 
£7 25 £11 25 KRIPHfRAU Our 
£725 £11 25 (nAp SI SO per ( e m ) Pnc* 
£7 25 rva *2Joy»»»ck £1150 
£7 26 n o Cne«torM25 Joyflick £7 50 
£725 £1125 
£650 £1126 
£6.50 £11.25 
£650 £11 25 
£6 50 £1200 
£7 25 £1126 

Cnee ta r 125 joysnck 
ChcWari Moch On* 

Joytftck 
Joyce S»ck (Co icodo ) 

(8266/8512) 
A M X M o u M 
V21/23 Modem 

£1250 
£25 50 
£45 50 
£94 50 

Please specify rrvacftno. Pvease allow 14-28 days deWwy 
add 75p P4P per Haiti (inlandUFPO orrjas). European orboir. add ( i 50 PAP por m»rr EwwrfxtreaOd 

£200 PAP per item 
PMm make cheques or postal orders isterfng orty) mode payable to G-Ten bmrtod 

vuaodor BFPO oixfsfs sood lo. 
G Ton united. OeptAAiO. FREEK5ST (no slamp needed), London E i 680 

Overseas ordafs sent) to 
G-Ten lid. Dep( AA10,1 si Root. Commerce House. 146/t50CommercialSi. londonEl6NU 

Pteasc send £1.00 lor our catatonia. redeemable against t»t order 
PtWM nodi Prtci lists will only bt MAI wttfi ofdtfi 

Telephone Enqutrte* Welcome Tel. 01-377 2630 (24ftr Aneaphone) 

V 
I CON 

S U P A S O F T D I S C O U N T S O F T W A R E 
T O P T W E N T Y AMSTRAD TITLES A T D I S C O U N T PRICES 

(3' A M S O F T CF-2 B O X OF 10 £25. W ) 

LAST TITLE 
MONTH 

Mini Office 2 
Hi t Pali * 
Kenaml Coin Op 

464/ i t2t 
CASS 

Silent Servka 
(Q. Pad.) 

Heed Over Heels 
Sold A MiHton ] 
World Games 

Football Mar ia** 

Samwrai Tn io fy 

LIVU\| OIYWJKN 

112-00 < 
I A.fS 
I 7.15 
C ».« 
I S.M 
I i l l 
t t.so 
< *.»s 

NiA 
< *.*s 
I 7 .U 
I 4.t» 

N/A 
I MS 
I 7.ZS 
i i.fi 
t 4.1S 
t i.25 
I i . tS 

DISK 
«UC€ 

£l4.f5 
(10.00 
tio.ts 
<II.*S 
t i l t s 
N.A 

£I0.9S 
£10.95 
£10.95 
£11.95 
£10.95 
£1 I.tS 
N/A 

£l?-tS 
£10.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£10.95 
£IO.t5 
£10.95 

SOFTWARE ALSO IN STOCK FOA THE PC/PCW PLEASE RING FOR DETAILS A PRICES 
Pott * tacking Inc. O w w i i O r t b n P Imw AM (I 00 per opr Mail order 

only ChcqucVpottal o r d m (StarAn( only please) Made Payable to: 
D I S C O U N T SOFTWARE, Dept 1,210 Nicholh Tower. Hi r low, Essen CMI8 AEF 

TELEPHONE (0179) 1907* WEEK DAYS ONLY PLEASE 

AMRAM-2 
AMRAM-2 is now in full production. 

It features a massive 32K of sideways RAM in TWO 
battery backed-up 16K banks, 4 ROM slots and 

comprehensive driver software and full buffering on the 
inputs and outputs on the expansion port. 

AMRAM-2 Is priced at £79.95 
Including VAT & postage. 

AMRAM-1 Is still available at £39.95 
Inc VAT & postage. 

MEGADRIVE available in TWO sizes, 51M" and 31/2". 
Gives you a choice of disc capacities, 764K under 

AMSDOS and CP/M+ and 764K with CP/M2.2. 

31/2" £179.95 

51/4" £199.95 
Both prices Include VAT & p+p 

If you would like either of the MEGADRIVES with 
AMRAM-2 please add £45.00 to the above prices. 

AMDRIVE— What can we say!! 
Still the best selling 3" SECOND DISC DRIVE 

for the CPCs at £79.95 Inc VAT & p&p 

MIDI INTERFACE 
Our latest release is the MIDI Interface for ANY true 

MIDI synthesiser 

£49.95 Inc VAT & p+p 
Software available for a range of Synths, please write or 
ring for details, new software packages are being addes 

all the time!! 

SUPADISC — We are delighted to announce that we 
have taken over Leicester based software company 
STRADSOFT whose SUPADISC program received 

rave reviews in this magazine — PROBABL Y THE BEST 
DISC UTILITY ON THE MARKETS— Amstrad Action, 

August I987 

Available NOW £9.99 Inc VAT & p+p 

COMING SOON..SUPERPRINTER this will be 
the best printer utility ever produced for the 

Amstrad CPCs and will be available from 
OCTOBER 15th at 

£9.99 Inc VAT & p+p 
We must apologise to all our competitors for the above 

two programs — ours refresh bits of YOUR 
AMSTRAD that theirs can't even find! Sorry chaps 
but when you want the best you've got to get it from 

STRADSOFT!! 

TRAFFORD TECHNOLOGY CENTRE 
43 ELSINORE ROAD, MANCHESTER 

M16 OWG. TEL: 061-848 8959 



K & M COMPUTERS 
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 

N E W LOWER PRICES 

Great News! For all Amstrad Football Enthusiasts. 
PREMIER II the classic Football Management Strategy Game Is now 

available for the Amstrad CPC. 
PREMIER Bis a COMPREHENSIVE AND EXCITING LEAGUE GAME - Can you twvfe al ol t » ? - Play AJI 
T#jim Horn® & Away — Fiil SQJM D«ah AJI Teams — Trantlor Market t u t allows you to buy any player in 

Tw bagut te l yoor players to any otwr toam — Pre Match Report — F i i T « m & Sutstato S«ec»on 
Choose you Oiwi Team SMe — AJI O t W Teams have tw« own — Match Injuries — Match 

Substitutions — Hall T m f u l T«ne Scores al mathes — Tianslor Demands — Opposition Salad Ther 
Scrooges! T#«m — Financial Problems — Mato Attendances — Bank Loans — 7 Stuf levels — Managers 

Salary — Change TeanvPtayTer Names—Contrung Seasons—Job Oilers — Sactanos toi Msmanagemert 
or Lick of Success —Print Qpton —Save Game and MUCH MUCH MORE1 

This Superb game la available on tape lor any Amstrad CPC lor ONL Y 
f7.95 Including p&p and lull Inatructlona. 

Also available lor any 48k Spectrum @ CG 95 
PREMIER II Is available by Mall Order only via our 1«t Class Service and Is 

In stock (or Immediate despatch by First Class Post. 
Send lo. 

E & J SOFTWARE, 
ROOM A1, 37 WESTMOOR ROAD, ENFIELD, 

MIDDLESEX, EN3 7LE 

b u d g e t / 
B 
SMPOF OOOM 
NC* CUftSC 
PUH*T<yD€ATM 
f s«»Ace -sure 
ON TH( OCHF LOAHTSI 
KUS 
I*E6«PFCR«CY?{AO LUCKY rnuiTS 
•MKKLESSBOGFA 
mcoc»<T 

MiENentMis 
*TQM SMASHER 
iMSOfS'ROuS 
SPACE M*#*s 
C*AIYGOTF 
LASER WASP 
ASTRO ATTACK 
9LAGG!M 

SlWVIVOfl 
MJ*T£R Must 
MASTER (XSS 
EUOON 
COHfVbOX 
ACHVATCM 
OUtSTOfl 
•ERKS 
SARRieRRttr 

C00E HAME WATT H FU RUNG IN LAS it OAS 
AVKWTOAWU rnOAY IJTH. 
OCOFF CAK$ STRONG MM< N T E T X H H ^ H 
ACMlRAt ORAf SPEE 
VOMOWEROASt 'OOtWu MAWOER 
SOPfRMV, ^ ^ AMERICAN fOOTBAU 
OAXXRHOUSf UAJONG JWTANT MONTY 
ROUNO/VOY WhOOPOWQWACH 

AMPUHt 
0€ ATM KCK 
STOCC MARKET 
CCOC NAME MATT 
SHAOO*N«£ 
SPELL BCU»>0 
TK RF AL *0U 
XHNS»RE8« 
SOUR COSTER 
PAJIFTRCTKME 
MARO HIT ATTACK 
THINK I 
REM 
MUNCH IT 
CLIMB IT | 

TALES or ARASAA* NGMTS MAGIC CLOCK 
rOftEJTATWORLOSEMD TROLUE WAUJt 

MAGIC WAIKS 
>WCUAAKIST 
SOTOPBAftHEY 
KHIAPECC 

SRUT PERSONAimcS 
GLADIATORS 
NEXUS 
SPACE SHUTTLE 
HAOCER 2 
sorrwARC STAR 
weetrs DUMMY RUN 

WONG TK RVOS CMOWR SOJAO 
TKE*PER<NCE STARCOMMWOO 
SPACE ACE KWCH8ACK 
GunUR ^ WJHNEfl 
m n j ^ M w i N C MMER 
eifCTROFRECQY 8QUWTY BOB STRIKES BACX TQaQRun><R 

Post and packing I-3 tides 4 or more O Oversow P IM per mle •» Rttt • »mal 

Cheques/pn-s to Budgetsolt. Dept.AA. 39 Woodgate Park,f*"!•«»••«« our 
Westergate. Chchester. W.Sussex, PQ20 6QP 

HEROES or KARN 
*«EISOR BAANCW 
GATECRASHER 
•YARLORO 
SUTAWSMA7E 
GALACtCnAGUE 
SPEOAL OPERATIONS 
REOCOATS 
ERG6ERT 
CJflKH t>OC 
AOL MO GOES OKjGlMj 

OYNAUTE QAN 
a NTER SPORTS 
TUMO 
MANCWAOX 
WICR0VMUC<4GAACS) 
SAM EO* STRIP POKER 
*TSETWU»» 
CHUOOE EGG 2 
TM«E WEEKS MPADAOSC 
SATTLE Of THC MWETS 
TRAIL BLAffR 
STAAON 
TK YOUNG ONES 

• AOVENTURE* CASS DISC * ARCADE* CASS DISC 
Hunter on AtUnck ... (It.tS <IS.tS 
Th* Pawn Al 19 Only . - (IS.tS 
SAadowi of Hordor —Ct.tf -
Hllctl Htkart Cuia* - C3l.es 
TtoHoM* <Cll.es -
Pu«'n|rt on lh« WlmJ <IO tS ClJ.tS 

tll.tl 
>«w.hol Ou-Wn.M tis.tj 

Aril ham Manor U. ft 
Bwrcaucracy - £J*.tS 

• COMPILATIONS* 
Comp HitiFhr. — a n CIO ts 
Comp Hl«, A Vol II .. 
Comp Hlf» i VoL III _ 
Hit P«rf. SI. 
S Star Vol 2 
Comp Hits 10 Vol. Ill 
Triple Cold 

Tai Pa« U.ff ill.fS 
Academy 
Convoy Rattfw .._ 
Or LivingMon* .... 
Quartet - i 
H«ad Over Hccli 
Endure Rater 
Leviathan 
Tank CA T* Cll tS 
Elite CIO.S* ClJ.tJ 

C J.tf -
o.n ciI.N C4.N -
lt.9f i I I N Ct.N CI I N 
O ff CI I N 
U.ff CI I.N 

Star«Mer ... 
Spy Muntor 

SoU a Million It _ 
SoW a Million III „ 
Anvtli A<coU(Wi 
H« Path 
KonamiColnOpHMt 
Now Garner 4 ._..._„ 
Claaaic Collection 
Dure! Big 4 

* STRATEGY/SIMULATION * 
Footballer of the Year . 11.ff -
FISStrike Eac<* 11.ff (UN 
Scateitrk O.N CI I.N 

- CI I.N - CI I.N O.ff CI I.N 
11.ff CI I.N 
ll.ff -
O.ff CI I.N 
O.ff CI I.N 
O.ff CI I.N CT.ft CI I.N 
O.ff -
O.ff (I I.N 
ON -
O.ff CI I.N C7.N CI O.N 

Mar to Br o« 
Dogfight HOT 

Silent Service 
Ac* ..„.....„.._.._... 
Aerojet 
Strike Fort* Harrier 
World Claat L.Board 
T T Racer 

O.ff CI I N 
O ff CI I N 
O.ff CI I N C7.N CI I.N 
O.ff CI I.N 
O.ff -

CI I.N CI S.N — C7.N CI I.N 
__ O.ff CI I.N 
— U.ff CI I.N 

O.ff CI I.N 
Rani Rama U.ff CI I.N 

U.ff CI I.N _ C7.N CI I.N 
Army Movet U.ff CI I.N 
Slapright — Uff CI I.N 
LAM Nlnja O ff CI I.N 
Paperboy U ff CI I.N 
Mutanu U.ff CI I.N 
ArkanoM U.ff CI I.N 
WorWCamM O.ff CI I.N 
Anriult C7.N CI I.N 
Super Soccer U.N CI I.N 
RoadRunner O.ff CI I.N 
Prohibition O.ff CI I N 
Samurai TrUogy C7.N CII.N 

* ACCESSORIES* 
Amwft I" CXKI 

fflior 10 each C2.7S 
AMX Mow A Art Package .. CS».N 
Cover Sot PCW CI I.N 
Cover Sot OMP 2000 £4. SO 
MP2 Modulator CJS.N 

*BUS/UTIL* D«SC 
Art Studio * 12$ only . ._ u :ti 
Mtel Office II ._ (IJ.N 
Men-It . ,.. .,. , _ ns.ts 
Ad*. Art Studio _ £20 .fS 
Adv. Hum Sjrttem _ £24. tS 
Protext _ at.ts 
hUtterOle III 
Tuprlnt 

_ 04 tS 
_ £10.tS 

Tatcopy  _ £10.tS 
DI*olofy(Sir«.) _ £M tS 
Pacemaker t SiopPrni - £41 tS 
Ta« Sift il]»KW — £JS.tS 

* PCW SOFTWARE * 
... <tt.n 

Dattfile 1 £JS.t$ 
Batman (ii n 
r.ni. II TK... / UK 
New word ._. £St 00 
Tomahawk <IS.71 
Strike Force Harrier - £I$.7J 
Jewell oi Darknea tu n 

^ £IS.7J 
Star Glider - £lt.tt 

_ Iff.00 
TrMalPurn.lt ~ £11. TS 
THe Pawn _ £20.7S 
Locoecrlpt II _ £l« SO 

* PC IS 12 SOFTWARE* 
Cyrui II Ot*M — CIS.7S 
VoAuwriter Detu>* CI7.N 
Summer Came* CIS.7S 
JowebofOarkne*) CIS.7J 
PIUtopM CIS. 7$ 
SMent Service U0.7S 

. C4 SO C t.SO CI O.N CI4.N (Tournament J „ . 
kattiefieid Germany 
Triv4alPum.lt CII.N CI S.N 
BrianClough fjt. CII.N CI4.N 

Financial Controller 
PIS Strike Eagle 
Trivial PunulO 

CSOt.N 
. CIS.7S 
. CIS.7I 
, C41.N 

Starglider CIS N 

Amstrad DMP2000 
Printer Ribbon CS.SO 

•JOYSTICKS* 
Cheetah Mach I — CI4.50 
Konlx Speedkkig CI O.N 

* All prices include post and packing * In stock items sent by return * 
* All budget titles stocked £5.50 for 3 (£1.99) * 

* We also have an extensive range of C.P.C. Software for hire -
Free Membership - Send for details * 

* Cash with order or send for full lists * EEC & Europe at no extra charge * 
* Other overseas add CI to order (software only) 

* British postal orders or sterling cheques * 
* 24hrs phone 0695 29046 * All new releases on day of release * 

* • NEW • • DIGITISING SERVICE * * PHONE FOR DETAILS * * NEW * * 
K & M COMPUTERS, 40 FAIRSTEAD, BIRCH 
GREEN, SKELMERSPALE, LANCS. W N 8 6RD 

IREMI 
Of TWA RCI 

EXCITE YOUR AMSTRAD WITH SIREN SOFTWARE 

DISCOLOGY 

A M S FRAO 
C P C 4 6 4 6 6 4 ' 6 1 2 8 

NEW DISCOLOGY NEW 
The ultimate disc utility is now available for your Amstrad. Discotogy consists ol 3 programs, a disc/file copier, 
a disc editor and a disc explorer. 
THE COPIER 
Ckscoiogy will copy 99% of all (fees avaialble for the Amstrad. This includes very highly protected dtscs and discs 
that other copiers could not cope with. The fie copter will copy files of any length from disc to disc, disc »tape and 
tape to disc. 
THE EDITOR 
Edit any sector, even those with funny lengths, errors etc 
Display the information in decimal, binary, octal, hex, ASCII, Z80 dissasembly and even as a basic listing! 
Search the disc for a given stnng, dump page to a printer, built in floating point calculator lor hex to decimal conversion elc 
THE EXPLORER 
A new and unique concept in d«sc utilities D t 5 a ^ T ? k r e s e x t e n S , V e u s e ^ 1 2 8 k 0 0 ^ 6 1 f ? a n d a l * * 
Graphically maps discs and ftes o n a 4 6 4 7 6 6 4 ^tensive use has been made of pull down 
Shows sectors per track and full formatting details ™ u s 'n to make l>scology the most easy to use utility 
Display full file and disc information * * * * A n i s i r a d - T h s 1 ̂  m a c h , n e W ™ m u s t 

UPDATES seentobebeSeved 
Master Disc & Oddjob owners, return your discs to us and we will put Discotogy on the B side. 
The upgrade price is just C9S9 

PRINT MASTER 
PRINTMASTEfl is proaty t o most <us«U program that any pmler i 

buy JUST LOOK AT ITSCOMPREHENISVE UST B&OW:-
•Ccm« compielo wil l 20 loos (lypelaces) 
' Ptms ASCI •» (torn Tasword'Ptotexi) In a variety d tonts, 
HiM&ttfin 

' MOt NL0 (Nur l«Mr goaliry) prnlng to any prnta 
• Semi propoiionai spscng avalablo 
• f t W largo posters 
' Font designer alows you to oeato yoor wwilorts 
' Dure so«r>s to your prinier h 1 $ shades ol g;ey 
1 Very easy louse, tut nstrucbons and demo's rduded. 

No printer should be without this program! 
Qn g/ffc. ontv £14,9? CPQmmWQ 

DISCOVERY PLUS 

The Utmate tape to dsc ramie program 
*Dtsco*ary nAmi^betwmoeia^arKedandpobaUyinosieficianet 
tape loupe disc transfer ufliy to date* Amsoad Acton December 1966 
This program cansler more games to disc han my oher tansiv 
pogr am. The frsi person to prove oterwse w»l receive Mce his monoy 
baddl 
Discovery Rus ocnsists ol 4 easy to use pograms that logefier « i 
ranker an e»temeiy high pcporlcnolyoi* software onto disc 
A8o mctodos detatfs on how to iransier wer 100 games 
S^er Soewdmer Award AmtUI January 1987 

Discovery Plus only £14.99 on disc for the 464X4/6128 

SOUND BLASTER NEW 
The SOUNOIBASTEA is our Irst move r to hardware. The dmice aloes 
jou to enjoy you games m t mpwb STEflEO SOUNO. Tho 
SOUNOft ASTER is a small stereo amplle hat comes oompieri with 
TWO 20 WATT 3 way speakers 
'Smail compact s i » 
' poweU 20 Wa« 3 way speakers 
• Speakers contain a 3* wooto, • 2* mid range and a tweeter 
' Vdume and balance can Msiy bo adjusted 
• Headphone sodwt lor pmate hstaning 

FOR A LIMITED PERI00. COMES OVfLETE WTTH STEREO 
HEADPHONES. ORDER N0W1 
A variable now at only £29.99 (* £2.00 or postage) 
epewmtm 

ALSO STILL AVAILABLE HANDYMAN £11.99 TAPE UTILITY £6.99 CHERRY PAINT £9.99 SPLOCKTRANSII £7.99 

SIREN SOFTWARE 2-4 OXFORD ROAD 
MANCHESTER M1 5QA TEL 061 228 1831 



Fancy getting your game published? The Pilg 
checks out a couple ot readers' games and spills 
the beans about how best to get your game onto 
the shelves. PLUS part seven oi the Pilg 
Programming series, news of a new Level 9 com-
pilation from Rainbird, mail, tips, and the leg-
endary Lords and Ladies oi Adventure. 

Every month the Pilg receives a number ol readers' games created using 
GAC and the Quill Until very recently there was little chance ol seeing 
these games on the shelves, but now all this is changing 

Fust, the budget software market has generated an enormous 
demand for product Many readers will have played games created 
using GAC or the Quill that have been released by Americana (Spy Trek). 
Firebird (SubSunk) and others Some ol these games have even made it 
into the full-pnce market, in particular the programs created by Fergus 
McNeill of Boggit and Robin of Sherlock fame 

Secondly, there is a new budget label..Automata, being set up by 
Interceptor to produce budget adventure product It is launching with 
rune GAC titles and the company are always looking for new product 
Those with longer memories may well remember the old Automata com-
pany who produced the infamous Pi-Man games Interceptor have 
bought the rights to the company name and its products so if you fancy 
seeing your game on the market with the notoriously nasal beer-gutted 
figure reclining on the cassette label, now's your chance' 

BUT .before you rush off and thrust your latest offering into the mail 
box. there is a lot you can do to increase your chances erf getting your 
game into the shops To help you. we'll look at a couple of games that the 
Pilg has recently received and see how they shape up in presentation 
and content. 

The Magic Cottage 
Stuart Lockey, Weybridge 

The Magic Cottage is a game based on the book of the same name by 
James Herbert The fust point to make here is that you should not submit a 
game for publication that is drawn on the work of another author. In the 
case of previously published books, films, plays or whatever this is particu-
larly important. In most cases, not only permission but also payment 
(sometimes very substantial) is required before you can use another plot 
or design 

Stuart's game runs on the 6128 only and uses a silicon disk (if you 
have one) The program asks whether such a disk is fitted when you RUN 
it and il you answer NO you receive a prompt asking you to edit a line of 
the program to enable it to run conectly This is a senous mistake - In 
order to play a game the user should have to do nothing except RUN the 
program. You should avoid any disk or tape swapping, loading of differ-
ent tiles, or unclear loading instructions 

In addition, Stuart's decision to use the 6128 is unwise. As far as the 
Amstrad market is concerned, the 6128 is in a minority The best format 
tor an Amstrad adventure is cassette format, 464 and 6128 compatibility, 
with any evaluation copies supplied on disk. This is a sad fact, since a 
disk-only game opens up a lot of very attractive possibilities, but I'm 
afraid that until we've all bought disk drives well have to live with it. 

The instructions for Stuart's game are contained in his accompany-
ing letter Another blunder. I'm afraid' The disk supplied should have a 
label bearing a clear loading instruction, the name of the game, a copy-
right notice (e.g. COPYRIGHT STUART LOCKEY 1987), and your name 
and address. Most important! Don't forget also that if you have used a util-
ity. you should credit the company concerned as in COPYRIGHT BERT 
BALROGER 1987. PRODUCED USING GAC FROM INCENTIVE SOFTWARE 

In addition, you should also include a disk or cassette label carrying 

in as few words as possible a clear summary of the game's objective. 
Again, this is extremely important. You'd be amazed at the number of 
games received that carry no explanation or introduction to set the scene 
of the game Ideally, you should also program such an introduction into 
the beginning of the adventure, with an option to skip it if not required 

Your letter accompanying the game should be on one sheet of 
paper only unless you feel that there is vital information which simply 
cannot be compressed into that space It should be typed or printed out -
if you have to hand-write it. make sure your writing ts legible The letter 
should contain basic information about the programmer and the adven-
ture. together with your reasons foi flunking that the game is suitable for 
public release I E What's so good about it? Be confident - don't say T 
think the game is good because ..". but strike out boldy and say The 
game is good because .'. 

Ideally, the first sentence of your letter should read Further to our 
recent telephone conversation. I enclose...'. And that obviously means 
that you have to make the effort to (a) find out who will be receiving and 
playing your game and (b) phone them to make sure they wish to 
receive an unsolicited program. This is only courteous, and also has the 
desirable effect of fixing your name in the publisher's mind Don't, howev-
er, be a pest on the 'phone and allow at least six weeks lor a response to 
your contribution Then follow up your application with a letter Most 
importantly, you should keep a back-up copy of the program you send 
and not expect to have the disk or tape returned to you. 

And now for the game itself Stuart's game does not appear to have 
been written using either GAC or the Quill, which is a brave step and has 
the advantage ol giving the game a very individual flavour. It's also 
risky, since most companies will prefer a game that can be released on 
more than one format. Both utilities give you the possibility of doing this 
with a little extra work 

As you can see from the saeenshot. Stuart's game has some excel-
lent screens, but it does unfortunately include a number of spelling mis-
takes and programming glitches In addition the vocabulary is limited 
and in some cases the gameplay is poorly thought out For example, one 
location starts with two glasses in it. each of which has a different descrip-
tion when examined but the same description when you enter the room 
"You can see glass, glass.' is a bit confusing under the cucumstances and 
typical of the sort ol rough edge in a piogiam that could put oil a software 
house Note that not only is the name o! the object non-unique, but also 
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Programming with 
the Pilg... 
PART The Pilg holds his breath as he succeeds in 

7 squeezing in yet another instalment of the 
programming series and prepares for next 
month's start on the listing itself. 

ADVENTURE 

ARE YOU HAPPY' 

An attractive screen tram Stuajt Lockey's Magic Cottage. 

that the object list ends in a comma (in case there's another one to follow) 
Little points like this need to be tidied up before sending the game off 

As a general rule, the person who programs a game Is the worst 
person to play-test It. This may sound illogical, but the fact is that when 
working on a game you soon train yourself (unconsciously) to ignore 
many ol its minor faults - and sometimes the major ones as well - and this 
is hardly going to endear your adventure to the player 

Good points about Stuart's game, however are the graphics which 
are excellent and original Pictures, if included in a game, must justify 
their presence Don't use a graphics facility in your utility just because it's 
there - make it enhance the program and put as much effort as you can 
into it If you're not skilled enough then better to go for very simple pic-
tures or even none at all 

The Magic Cottage isn't a bad attempt by any means, but as you 
can see it has brought up a number of points that players submitting 
products to software houses would do well to bear in mind. 

The Last Believer 
Paul Lucas. Goat Man Games, 79 Leal Lane, Coventry, CV3 5AS 

OK. you simply don't believe it! You simply cannot believe that the Pilg's 
proggy course is back on the rails after so many issues in which we've 
had to cut back through lack of space Well, here we are with part seven, 
and next month we have a guarantee that part eight will squeeze in. 
together with the fust ol the game listings 

First, however, we owe you an apology Last pnonth's piece dealt 
with our method ol decision-making using "decision trees", but unfortu-
nately a diagram of the tree in question was left out. Here it is: 

Here's a good lesson on how to submit a game for consideration The disk 
comes with an informative label, giving the name of the game, loading 
instructions, and the message "For more information about this game type 
RUN "START and press RETURN*. The accompaying letter is short and pre-
cise. giving both the game and the programmer an efficient image 

Furthermore, there's a comprehensive hint sheet with game. This is a 
great bonus and you should always Include a hint sheet or solution 
together with some general information about gameplay. I'm afraid that 
Just because you may have spent six months writing a game doesn't 
mean that the evaluator is going to spend six months playing it You'll be 
lucky, frankly, if they spend six minutes on it. 

This may sound grossly union. and you may claim that no-one can 
evaluate your masterpiece without playing it for at least a century The 
fact is. however, that any game worth its salt immediately proclaims that 
fact Irom the very first screen If that first six minutes doesn't get the evalu-
ator excited enough to carry on playing then he (or she) is going to load 
something else. 

Paul Lucas' game does grab attention from screen one by having a 
very attractive redesigned character set. tidy and professional text-layout, 
and clear, well-written location descriptions Even without graphics the 
piogram keeps the player involved long enough for the plot to cast its 
spell over you The story is a simple one (most good ideas cue) and in the 
traditional mould ol magic and evil-deeds, as you attempt to sve your vil-
lage from the spell of a black magician 

Paul's decision to make the game text-only is a brave one. but he 
does his best to make up for it with the new character set and a number 
ol useful commands including RAMSAVE. TAKE ALL and other syntax 
goodies. The puzzles are well thought out and quite challenging, though 
you shouldn't find casual exploration a problem You can get a copy from 
the address above for £4 99 The Pilg thinks this a bit steep lor a home-
brew game, since there are some excellent games around for £2 99 these 
days, but if you've got a fiver to spend you'll get a good lesson in how to 
present your programs for evaluation, and the game isn't bad either1 

However, you need to think very carefully about text-only games. 
They really do need to have a very high standard ot programming and 
authorship to stand a chance these days. Steer clear of them unless you're 
absolutely sure you've got what it takes 

Now all you've got to do is clveck out the box on where to send your 
games, and keep your lingers crossed1 
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As we've already described the decision tree process involves moving 
down through the tree, checking a condition at each "node" and using 
the value oi the conditional statement (i.e. TRUE or FALSE, which evaluate 
to -1 or 0 respectively on the Amstrad range) to determine which node to 
move to next Once the program reaches the bottom of the tree, it takes 
the appropriate action. To see a simple programmed example of the tech-
nique and the explanation of how it works, see last month's issue, 

The advantage of using decision trees doesn't just lie in space saving 
and tidy programming. It can also help you to plan your adventure 
You'll find that the process of constructing a fool-proof tree for. for exam-
ple. the GET!' command is not all that easy, but it can be quite an enjoy-
able process and. best of all. provides a visual way of tackling logic prob-
lems within your game. 

Trees don't have to simple "binary' ones like the one above That is 
to say. each node does not have to have either two "children" or none at 
all You can have trees with irregular structures where the nodes have 
varying numbers of offspring. These are more tricky to program, but well 
be looking at them later in the series. 

Every time something happens in your game, you'll find it necessary 
to store the results ol the action somewhere in the program For example, 
suppose the player picks up an object, that object's status will have to be 
reset to indicate that it is now "earned" We'll be doing this by setting up a 
whole series of "flags*, each with its own explanatory name (such as OBJ-
DROPPED) The flags are all stored m one section of the program and 
updated when necessary 

This group of flags will provide us with a set of information about the 
game that can then be incorporated into the different tree structures to 
serve as conditions which will determine the route the program takes from 
node to node 

To make all this clear, and to summarise all the points we've made 
so lar, next month's article kicks olf with a mini-adventure that 

- shows how location descriptions, object data etc are stored, 
shows how tree structures and flags can be combined efficiently to 

decide which responses the program should make to your commands 
You'll find it very easy to understand, and having whetted your 

teeth on that you'll be able to tackle the larger game without difficulty In 
particular, ll you've found that you've missed parts of the series, next 
month will give you a chance to catch up and consolidate the various 
subjects we've tackled 



ADVENTURE 

Lords and Ladies of Adventure 
This month's Lords and Ladies are ready and 
waiting to solve problems great and small, sent in 
by distressed Pilgs. Dally not in the Dragon's 
dungeon, fellow wanderers, but seize pen and 
paper, hail the scaley beast, and request that it 
deliver your missive to one of the following 
addresses. 

Alternatively, thou mayest use the telephone -
but not before 9.00am in the morning or after 
10.00pm at night, on peril of thy most painful 
demise at the talons of the Pug's trained Balrogge. 

Message trom Andromeda. Seabase Delta. Knight Tyme. Spellbound, 
Robin ol Sherwood. Imagination. Heroes ol Karn. The Fourth Protocol, 
Wild Bunch. Forest at Worlds End. Questprobe III 

Russell Cooper, 12 Butlers Close, 52 Butlers Road, Handsworth Wood, 
Birmingham, B20 2PA. 

Subsunk. Knight Tyme. Spytrek. Souls of Darkon. The Expenence. Heroes 

ot Karn. Kobyashi Naru 
Robert Squires. 52 Broke Walk, Regents Estate, Hackney. London, E8 4SJ 

Warlord, Keroes ol Karn. Never Ending Story, Red Moon Ship ol Doom. 
Questprobe. Mordens Quest. Knight Tyme. Very Big Cave Adventure. 
Doomdarks Revenge. Boggit. Kobyashi Naru. Kentilla. Hobbit. Colossal 
Cave Adventure 

Paul & Timothy Stitt, Site 101 Beaufort Heights, Beechill Road. 
Newtownbreda. Belfast BT8, N Ireland. Tel: 0232 691603 

Price ol Magik Worm In Paradise. Forest at the Worlds End. Heroes ol 
Kam. Shogun. Knight Tyme. Colour of Magik. Spellbound 
Iain Atlantic. 3 Alexandra Road, Morecambe, Lanes, LA3 1TH 

Boggit. Imagination Subsunk Seabase Delta. Aftershock Wild Bunch. 
The Sydney Affair 

Christopher Muff, 49 Renway Road, Broom Valley, Rotherham, S Yorks, 
S60 3EU 

Message from Andromedam Spytrek, Subsunk. Seabase Delta. Vera Cruz. 
Imagination. Forest at Worlds End 

Mark Griffiths, 327 Ten bock Road. Huyton, Merseyside, L36 0SD 

Adventure Quest. Aftershock. Angelique a Grief Endcounter. Arnold 

Blackwood Trilogy, Big Sleaze. Boggit, Bugsy. Castle Blackstar. Cursed by 

the City, Dracula. Dungeons Ameth Alchem + Everything. Enchanter. 

Escape Irom Khoshima. Espionage Island. Fantasia Diamond. Gremlins, 

The Hermitage. Heroes of Karn, Hunchback. Imagination. Inca Curse. 

Jewels of Babylon. Forest at Worlds End. Kobyashi Naru. Lords ot Time, 

Mansion. Message trom Andromeda. Monsters ot Murdac, Mordens 

Quest. Never Ending Story. Nythyhel. Pawn. Planet of Death. Rebel 

Planet, Robin of She;wood Robocide. Sorcerer. Souls of Darkon, 

Spellbreaker, Subsunk. Seabase Delta. Spytrek. Theseus. Very Big Cave 

Advnture. Warlord. 

G L Wheeler. 2 Burlord close, Southdown. Bath, Avon,' BA2 1JF Tel: (0225) 
26919 (between 10am and 12 midnight only) 

Heroes ol Karn Warlord. Rebel Planet. Mmdshadow. Seabase Delta. Erik 

the Viking. Knight Tyme. Message trom Andromeda. Hobbit. Gremlins. 

D A A n Everything 

Gavin Smith, 28 South West Avenue, Bollington, Macclesfield, Cheshire, 
SK10 5DS Tel: (0625) 73532. 

Gems oi Sfradus, Forest at Worlds End. Jewels of Babylon. Message Irom 

Andromeda. Warlord. Red Moon. Snowball. Dungeon Adventure. 

Adventure Quest. Hobbit Necns Dome. Souls of Darkon. Lords ol Tune 

Theseus. Robm of Sherlock Bugsy. Mordons Quest. Questprobe III. Very 

Big Cave Adventure. Boggit. Dodgy Geezers. Aftershock. Redhawk 

Sorcerer. Hitchhikers Guide, Nythyhel. Brawn Free. Arnold Blackwood 

Trilogy Fantasia Diamond. Espionage Island, Mmdshadow. Inca Curse 

Bored ol the Rings Emerald Isle. Heroes ot Karn. Spytrek. Subsunk. 

Hunchback. Seabase Delta. Never Ending Story. Knight Tyme. Kentilla. 

Apache Gold. Escape from Khoshima. Circus. Sphinx Adventure. 
Woodbury End. Imagination. Stolen Lamp. Gremlins. Classic Adventure. 
Seas ot Blood. Dungeons Ameth Alchem + Everything. Beer Hunter. Lord 
of the Rings. Zork 1. Dracula. Colossal Adventure. Tomb of Kuslak. The 
Mural, 

Darren Stephens. 65 Crown Road, Milton Regis, Sittingbourne, Kent, ME10 
2AH Tel (0795) 73490 

Snowball. Spellbound, Mission 1. Heroes ol Karn. forest at Worlds End. 
Message Irom Andromeda. Jewels ot Babylon. Knight Tyme. Spellbound. 
The Boggit. Bored of the Rings. Subsunk. Hobbit. Trapdoor. Mordon's 
Quest. Espionage Island Mmdshadow. Fantasia Diamond 
Iain Pur die, 56 Lyndhurst Grove, Low Fell, Gateshead, Tyne and Wear. 
NE9 6AX Tel: (091) 487 5788 

Pilgrim Post 
Graphic Protest 

Fust 1 must congratulate you for a very well presented humorous and 
informative adventure column You appear to be lar ahead of your 
adventure column rivals, especially on style (Thank you. Richard, your 
family size tin oi Tuna Chunks is in the post - Pilg). 

Secondly. I would like to comment on adventure graphics It is my 
belief that these are unnecessary in a game and can even detract from 
the adventure. I was driven to tears by Warlord because the graphics 
took so long to draw and I feel that the memory given to these graphics, 
however small or large, should make way for larger text desenptions and 
better interaction I find it a continuous pam to be told You can't do that 
and most graphics do nothing to enhance the gameplay 

Thudly. I am starting a Play-By-Mail adventure with several others 
and I would be honoured if you would pnnt my address so that other 
adventurers can feel the freedom of such an adventure (much cheaper 
than an Infocom game) and write to me for details (enclosing a stamp) 

Finally, although I have survived many great ordeals. I must share 
with you a couple of strange experiences that you might find amusing 

Dungeons. Amethysts. Alchemists and Everything .. giving the bull 
whip to a novice produces a peculiar song - try it! 

Lord ol the Rings -1 sent Pippin alone to explore and map and what 
was the result? He ended up killing six black riders and six horses) 

Sfar Wreck - ii you try to get Zulu to do anything, he starts taking his 
clothes ofl ' 
Richard Pratt, Ramsgate 

There was a time when adventure columns were full to the brim with 
letters, features, and lengthy columns debating the question ot graphics. 
Its significant, thinks the Pilg. that this is no longer the case 

The fact is that when graphics were fust introduced, m games like 
Knights Quest and the Hobbit. they had a tremendous impact on the 
adventure market Suddenly software houses saw the commercial 
possibilities of putting piccies tn with the prose and everyone fell over 
themselves in an effort to outdo their competitors. 

As a result we got games like Twin Kingdom Valley Irom BugByte. 
which had no less than 175 full screen pictures, including some animated 
sequences Remember that this was tn the days when very lew games 
had more than 100 text-only locations - to have 175 PLUS piccies was 
quite extraordinary and the game did very well as result 

Interceptor went the other way - fewer pictures but very high 
quality Theu game Heroes of Karn caused a stu when it appeared on the 
C64 because not only were the graphics quite astonishing for the time, 
but the game also featured music, which changed according to the 
location you were in A little later Level 9 - champions of the text 
adventure - included graphics in theu game Emerald Isle. At that time, it 
seemed, the text-only adventure was dead Mordons Quest was the only 
significant release that dared to do without graphics - although Castle 

Blackstar made a brave attempt, though sadly it was never given the 
marketing support it deserved (for irs a very good game) 

Nowadays however, we've grown accustomed to seeing a pretty (or 
not so pretty) face on our games. Graphics have improved tremendously 
in quality, as have the compression techniques to squeeze them in 
alongside the text The final result has been a steady release ol games 
that use graphics to boost atmosphere, rather than to accompany each 
and every location All the latest adventures use this approach, including 
Level 9 s Knight Ore, and the Pilg thoroughly endorses the practise 

All ol which sounds, Richard, as if I'm disagreeing with you. But rm 
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not - because il you think about it. your complaint (along with the many 
others I used receive on similar lines) is nothing to do with pictures, lfs to 
do with what programmers do with pictures. And once we all change 
over to disk-drive adventuring, where new location descriptions or screen 
images can be loaded in from disk when needed, the whole problem ol 
choosing between text and graphics will no longer arise. Support the 
adventure movement - buy a disk drive! 

The Pilgrim Graciously Admits Defeat... 

'I recently borrowed a copy ol Dungeons. Amethysts. Ak:hem..etc and 
after loading it up. I completed it in half an hour1 

Now I know that it might be a budget game, but it is much too easy to 
even justify £1.99 This also beats your record of solving an adventure the 
quickest.' 
Gavin Smith of Macclesfield 

The end ol an era The Pilg is not one to get bad-tempered when he is 
thrust into second place By the way. Gavin, a small packet is on its way 
to you - you can't miss it - it's about forty foot long and growls when you 
go near it. It's a fun prize which you can feed when you've unwrapped it 
(Note to Bob Wade - send parcel to G Smith, don't forget to write BALROG • 
HANDLE WITH CARE on it we dont want to lose another postman, do 
we'>). 

Actually, dear readers. Gavin isn't the only one who finished this 
game in double time Mr Townsend of Huncoat reckons it took him longer 
to load the adventure than it did to solve it' And Graham Wheeler also 
claims to have finished it in thirty minutes. OK. so it IS simple, but the Pilg 
still got a few laughs out of It and these days that's worth paying lor in my 
opinion. However, the general consensus of readers seems to go against 
me on this one - so avoid D.A.A'n'Everythmg il you don't want things too 
easy 

Up and Coming... 

'.. My thanks for reviewing my two games. Sharpes Deeds and Black 
Fountain . however I was a bit disappointed that you didn't rate them 
higher than you did and am writing to clarify a lew points. 

Firstly. Biack Fountain.- part one was intended to be a "stroll around 
so that even novice and junior players (at whom the game is aimed, a 
fact which unfortunately Incentive seem to have failed to pass on) would 
be able to enter the harder, second part. 

Other points that I feel could have been mentioned the fact that it is 
a two-part game, the humour (did you kiss the girls in the backroom of 
the Inn. or Isharina? or try to remove the tunic?): the EXAM ME 
command, the ravine and monster problems (both I believe are new 
answers to old puzzles); the difficulty (including solving a riddle) of 
obtaining the pure crystal, which is needed to oomplete the game Also 
that the graphics in Part Two are an improvement on Part One0... 

However I do agree about the limted text - both the ongmals were 
inteded to be much more descriptive, but unfortunately the hungry GAC 
put paid to that idea! Concerning the price. I did push Incentive for a 
lower one - when the games were accepted by them I had no idea how 
much they would be sold at Perhaps if they'd been relesed on a budget 
label your review would have been better? 
Linda Wright, Bristol 

Fair comment. Linda The Pilg looks forward to seeing more stuff from you. 
and, yes. rm afraid the games would have got a higher rating if the price 
had been lower. This raises a point for all would-be software authors -
make sure you fully understand what marketing plans companies have 
lor your games for they are YOUR games. You don't see Jeffrey Archer 
books in the shops for £15.00. and if you did, they wouldn't sell and Mr 
Archer would be looking for another publisher. 

Clue Sniffing with the Pilgrim 
This month's aromatic collection comes from Gavin Smith. Graham 
Wheeler. Philip and Paul Robson Philip Howard. Robert Squires, and Iain 
Pur die 

Dungeons, Amethysts, Alchemists, and Everything 
Don't swim in the nude 
Give whip to nun then get wrench 
Give wrench to man m bed to get ladder 

Use ladder to get m small building 
The key to the door is in the vase - drop vase to get it 
The vase is in the cupboard, use tiny key to get it 
Don't go in to nothing 
Kill dragon with sword 

Spellbreaker 
The zipper - this contains a scroll Get zipper, open zipper, reach Inside 
hole, empty zipper, get scroll (with girgol spell on it) Don't drop the zipper 
as il is useful for carrying things in and it Is essential near the end of the 
game. 
To get the cube from the idol's mouth, learn malyon. learn espnis (several 
times), malyon idol, espnis Idol - this may need to be done several times 
as spells are unreliable and the espnis spell needs to work not the first but 
the second input after the malyon spell, so that when the idol returns to a 
statue it has its mouth open in a yawn. 

$ 

Shadows of Mordor 
To get down cliff in first section: roll round rock east, push rock over cliff, 
cut tree with sword, get branch, go N.S. lever (lumpy) rock N then E. tie 
rope to rock, climb down rope, pull rope, tie rope to (round) rock, climb 
down rope, pull rope, go E.then SE 

Imagination 
To pass the Japanese soldier, paint your cord 
To get the coals, wear gloves and carry a bucket 
To get the creamy icicle, give cow grass, then milk the cow 

Spy Trek 
Getting pole for gondola, chop the goal 
Heal the pilot's eyesight with a peeled onion 

Mission 1 

To use the lift on the first floor, ask robot to help 

Forest at Worlds End Blow m the dragon's ear and he may get homy 

Bored of the Rings 
To kill the Nazel on the C5. fire gun 

Mordon's Quest 
To win m the arena, first travel to the future zone, get the geiger counter, 
travel back to the Roman era, go to the bam and examine the hay Get 
the battery and travel back to the future Go to the freezer chamber and 
thence to the robot Insert battery, then go to the second door to the south, 
touch the plate, and go S Now press the buttons m this order - 3.1.2,2.4.1 
Go to the reactor room door and touch the plate Go south untfl you reach 
the lift. Touch the plate and enter the lift. Touch the plate and then go N. 
NW. NW and get the cigar Find your way back to the time machine and 
the Roman era Go N.N.N.N.N.N.N. and take the sword and shield Now 
smoke the cigar and go S.S.S.W.W.N.NE to reach the minotaur 

Espionage Island 
To move the rock (the instructions aren't very clear) you must have the 
rope First, type TIE ROPE then TO ROCK. Now press the button and then 
press the pedal 

GLuestprobe in 
To avoid getting shot by the death ray you must be Torch and light tar 
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I AA small ads 
FOR SALE 

TWo playot game Coversion o( ZX81 
game "Laser Bases" Tune. Full options, 
expiosons frequently screen sued. 
(DKtrorucs speech) Send other a blank 
tape and £1 o» £2 to Chns Surawy 75 
Mars Wield Road. Chippenham Wiltshire 
SN15 1JR 

ROM board plus ROM software Prices 
reasonable Phone Dublin <0001) 947552 
<x wnte to Tony Ennght "Cro6sf»eld'. 
Firhcuse Road. Templeogue Dublin 16. 
Irekmd 

AD&D DM's I Create characters in sec 
ends* All rales included Menu dnven 
choice d all races and classes) No dice 
required! £10 disk £7 50 tape 5 Silver 
Street. Tetbury. GL8 8DH. OZZSOFT 

CPC 6128 Business software Accounts. 
Stock Con trot, Mealing List Label Pnnter 
e?c All tot £24 95 also invoicing only 
£14 95 cheques PO's or SAE for details 
SD Microsystem (AA) PO BOX 24 Hitchin 
Herts 

Malady Humourous Adventure 70+ 
rooms 5 0 V pictures Scores ot puzzles to 
solve CPC disk only £5 00 (inc p&p UK 
only) Sena Cheque to T Flynn 15 Briar 
Oose Portsmouth P08 9ED 

Adventure Games £2.00 each cassette 
only Mines ol the Lost. Diacula. Space 

Station and Get Me to the Church on 
Time Wnte to Know lea. 102 Standhili 
Cres. Barnsley, Yorkshire S71 ISS 

CPC 464 colour 2 disk drives £350 Epson 
RX80 pnnter £200 Joystick manuals 
dust covers, magazines, books cassettes 
disks, storage box Barry Hills. 14 
Lcngmead Avenue. CheimsJord CM2 
7EF 0245 73515. 

Detective cmd Crown Jewels Two games 
tor the price of one budget Both GACed 
adventures with more than 70 locations 
each £2 50 Alex Gough 114 Hoadswood 
Road. Hastings, Sussex TN34 2BA. 

Total Trivia, Amsaad 464/664/6128 
100 s questions, 8 subjects. 1-9 players 9 
skill levels ++•+ Free game 1 Tape only 
£3 disk £6 David Beever. 39 Chenton 
Avenue Adwick Don caster DN6 7BP 

Sick )oke tape Its not a game, just good 
clean tun £2 Postage and packing 
included Cheque or PO with order to 
KnowJes 102 Standhill Cres Barnsley. 
South Yorkshire S71 ISS 

Mahfong stock clearance AA rating 
70%, September 1986 Full instructions 
£1 50 inc p8rp while stocks lasts Cheque 
or PO to LUlscft, 52 Garret's Green Lane, 
Yardley Birmingham B26 2HP 

Antistatic dust cover sets tee Amstrad 
CPC 464 and 6128 Bright gray coloured 
and bound by black cotton £4 95 inclu 

sive Rease state the system S Serdar 
Yoruk PK 37 Ettlet. Istanbul Turkey 

Pace Nightingale modem and RS232 
interlace for Amstrad CPCs £95 
Homchurch 57507 

Database CPC 6128 only 45K program 
43K manual. 64K data in ramdrsk. full 
professional features supplied on disk. 
£7.00 all inclusive Cheques to 
'Middlefield Pansh Church" 73 Manor 
Avenue. Aberdeen AB2 7UT 

Special otter: Original Landscape Utility 
Automatically ptoduoes "countless lovely 
landscapes' (AA) disk only £11 tape 
only £8 Brian James. 75 Beech Road. 
West hill Aberdeenshire AB3 6WR. 

Memodox doubles the space lor BASIC 
programming on the CPC 6128 or 
464*DK'RAM disk £8 99 tape £6 75 (disk 
transterrable) State machine, send 
cheques/PO's to Dr Hong Slew, 57 
Foundry Lane, Shirley. Southampton SOI 
3FX 

SERVICES 
6128 owners if Tape-io-drsk conversions 
only £1 00 including p&p Send original 
tape(s) plus a disk and £1.00 per tape 
For legal reasons I must retain the 
tape(s). All software will be despatched 
within 48 hours where possible Send to 
R P Shepherd. 32 Egerton Rood Streetly 

Sutton C&dfietd West Midlands. B74 
3PG Tel 021-353-5536 

For word processing m Surrey contact 
Shorthouse Business Services Based in 
Ottershaw near Woking, we are a home 
based service, with prices from £6 an 
hour. Phono Ottershaw (093287) 2718 

Convert your MP-1 or -2 to give a com-
posite video output signal tot direct con-
nection to your video recorder Parts and 
instructions £6 99 AC Talbot. 18 
Trelawney Pare. St Coloumb Major 
Cornwall. 

Market Research for Chinese characters 
database under development momier 
typo disk/464 Cantonese Translation » 
strokes meanings 200+/bank Don't send 
money. Wnte if interested. 25 
BeauchampRoad London SWU IPG 

USER GROUP 
Need help? it ycu want to wnte articles 
then join the bi-monthly CPC newsletter 
£5 for six Sample 50p. Chns Bryant 11 
Haven view Road Seaton Devon EX 12 
2PF 

Wo can't check out 'nese m a , aaver 
liters and acivae readers 'hat any 
dealings are at their own risk 

This new section of the magazine offers you 
the chance to speak directly to the huge 
waiting world of CPC owners - or would-be 
owners. Users report good results. 

You can place an ad of up to 30 words 

for just £5. So you could use it to sell a printer 
or launch a user group or publicize a piece of 
software you've written. 

One thing you can If advertise is the sale 
or swap of software you've purchased. Such 

ads can be misused by software pirates. 
Just fill in the application form and send 

it to us together with payment. Well then place 
the ad in the next available issue (published 
2-7 weeks after we receive your order.) 

Order form Send to: A A small ads, Future Publishing Ltd, 4 Queen Street, Bath, BA1 1EJ 

Please place the following advertisement in the next available issue of Amstrad Action 

Name I enclose payment of £5 by Cheque / PO / Access / Visa 

Address Credit card number ; 

Credit card expiry date 

Telephone Please make cheques and POs payable to Future Publishing Ltd 

Classification: • For sale • Wanted • Services • User groups • Other Date 

t 

Write your advertisement here, one word per box. If you want your name or phone number printed, they must be included in the boxes. 

X Ui 
o 
z 

cc 
UJ 
10 p 
CE 
UJ > 
o < 

AMS 27 E&J Software 64 Nemesis 56 
Analytic Engineering 56 Firebird IBC Piranha 16-17 
Activision 38-39, 44-45 G-Ten 63 Romantic Robot 18 

Amstrad 55 Goldmark Systems 23 Silicon Systems 63 
Ariolasoft 34, 50 Imagine 2-3 Siren 64 
Budgetsoft 64 Incentive 23 Software Bargains 23 
Castle Software 63 K&M Software 64 Supasoft 63 
Database Exhibitions 43 Konami 15 US Gold OBC 
Datavise 56 Microprose 6, 49, 74 Virgin 46 



SPECIAL OFFERS 

L E A G U E 
S O C C E R 
UNDER HALF PRICE ! - only £5.95 on disk!! 
This AA Rave has to be the best football 
management program available on the 
Amstrad. It puts you in the role of a 
league manager and all the financial 
and personnel decisions that involves. 

Experience the agony of 
sweating over your team selection and 
then watching your players 
outmanoeuvred on the pitch during the 
graphic highlights of each match! Or 

maybe you can cheer up Bob Wade by 
guiding Wimbledon to the top of the first 
division... 

This game has been really 
hard to get hold of. but we've managed 
to find a couple hundred disks at a very 
special price, so take your chance while 
you can. We're over the moon about 
this one 

AA DUST 
COVERS 
2-piece set only £6.95 
Ever wondered why you see so many com-
puter dust covers advertised? It's because 
computers don't like dust. Over a period of 
time it can make them very ill indeed: disk 
drives and cassette decks in particular can 
suffer serious, sometimes fatal damage 

A set of dust covers provides a neat 
solution. And there's the added bonus of 
smartening up the hardware's appearance 
when it's not in use. 

i 

gOt ^C t t V 
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a*e the magazine, w. 
Action embossed in blocks 
the spine. Individual magazines 

place by one of 12 wires Loyal readers, don't delay. Request your 

binder right away! 

The specially-commissioned Amstrad Ac-
tion covers are made from high-quality, water-
proof PVC. They're coloured a gentle beige 
with smart blue trimming and matching Am-
strad Action logo. 

You can order a 2-piece set tailormade 
for your CPC system - just choose the correct 
order code from the list next to the order form. 

I 
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SUBSCRIPTION 
SUPERGIFTS 

^ K f l t ' ^ ^ 

vsssgg&gfa 

Taking out a £16.50 subscription to Amstrad 
Action doesn't just guarantee you 12 issues 
of the magazine you love 

It also brings you a gorgeous piece of 
software completely free ol charge! You can 
have the cassette version of any one ol the 
three fantastic games advertised belowi 

Or, for 6128 owners, there's an AA special, 
a unique version ol Amors widely-
acclaimed spelling checker ProSpell Someol 
the lancier features of the full version (RRP 
£29 95) have been removed, but Easy 
ProSpell still oflers a lightning fast spell 
checking facility using the full dictionary ol 

over 30.000 words. 
You can use it with ProText or with other 

word-processors such as Tasword. WordStar 
and NewWord 

And as 11 that isn't enough, the disk also 
contains a collection ol the best type-ins ever 
printed in Amstrad Action You can select 
any one you want from a single menu at the 
touch ol a button, saving youisell hours ol 
typing in 

So whatever machine you own. weVe laid 
on the excuse you need There cant be a 
better time to make sure you don't miss out 
on the Action 

SC-C-C-CORCHERS! 
Latest sizzling software at special Amstrad Action prices. Yummy! 

MASK 
Cass only £7.95 - save £2L 
Disk only £11.95 - save £3! 

• AA Rave from Gremlin Graphics. 
• Exciting shoot-em-up based on the TV cartoon. 
• Five large multi-directional scrolling time zones. 
• Superb graphics in original, overhead view 
• Brain-twisting puzzles to solve on each level. 

HOW TO ORDER 
Use the form on the next page but one (the 
order code of the product you want is listed 
next to the form). Or telephone us with your 
credit card details on 0458-74192 (24 hour 
answerphone) or 0458-74011 (a human being 
in office hours). 

WIZBALL 
Cass only £6.95 - save £2!. 
Disk only £11.95 - save £3! 

• AA Mastergame from Ocean 
• The ultimate bouncing ball game 
• Exploit the separate powers of Wizball and Catelite 
• Unique concept of returning colour to the landscape 
• Six large landscapes to colour in. 

RENEGADE 
Cass only £6.95 - save £2!. 
Disk only £11.95 - save £3! 

• Imagine AA Rave. 
• Violent street-fighting action. 
• Take on gangs of ruthless thugs with your bare hands and feet. 
• Excellent graphic detail and animation. 
• Five levels of hard-hitting opponents. 
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H E W S O N 
M A G I C 
Big savings on their latest hot software 

S a v e 

o o w 

£2 »SS £ 6 - 9 * i - U P 

a p Y r t * . . . c v a n e ^ 
[o\\\o9 s P ® c e 

Send this form pkis payment to: AA Mai Order, The Old Barn, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7PY 

ORDER FORM - A A 24 T 

Name .. Telephone no. (if poss)..— 

Address -

Post code. 

Machine owned: • CPC 464 • CPC 664 • CPC6128 

lORDERCODE DESCRIPTION PRICE 

TOTAL PAYABLE 

Please circle your method of payment: ACCESS • VISA • CHEQUE • PO 

Make cheque* • postal orders payable to FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD. N paying by credit card, please enter details: 

CREDIT CARD NUMBER | EF.OATE 

I 
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WANT A THINGI? 
Only £5.95- save £2! 
What's white, dangles papers next to your 
computer screen, and costs two pounds less 
than in the shops? Yes. a Th^jji bought 
through Amstrad Action. 

This remarkable computer tccessoiy -
an idea so simple it's ingenious - could dra-
matically ease your hours at the keyboard. All 
it is is a cleverly shaped piece oVplastic-«hai 
attaches via Velcro to the top of your micro. 
But with a Thingi on your' CPC you can havei 
documents, letters or prognpn listings clipped 
right next to the screen is perfect reading 
position. \ : 

Any task involving copying off paper is 
thereby made much easier and faster. In fact, 
the clip supplied is sturdy enough to support 
an issue of Amstrad Action open, say, at the 
Type-Ins section. 

The Thrngi comes in two versions, one 
for positioning to the left of the screen, the 
other to the right - the Velcro adjustment 
allows easy readjustment or temporary re-
moval. 

in Vrr-Ti|1l-r sensible, cost-effective add-on 
for your CPfc. 

H 

ORDER CODES 
here and on the preceding pages 

OUR ORDER 
HEM PRICE CODE 

AA OUST COVERS 
CPC 464 mono £6.95 A208 
CPC 464 colour £6.95 A209 
CPC 664 mono £6.95 A210 
CPC 664 colour £6.95 A211 
CPC 6128 mono £6.95 A212 
CPC 6128 colour £6 95 A213 

THING' lett-of-screen .. £5.95 A214 
right-of-screen,. £5.95 A215 

DISK BOX £12 95 A216 

AA BINDER £3.95 A217 

VIDI £6995 A239 A239 

Only £9.95 - save £3! 
This will do for your disks what an AA binder 
does for your AAs. Keep 'em tidy. The box is 
made from good-quality perspex and features 
a tinted, hinged, lockable lid. 

. It's specially designed to take Amsoft 3" 
disks and will hold 20 (including their cases). 
A classy way to keep your worktop organized. 

VIDI 
Save £20 on the amazing digitizer 

- only £69.95! 

An accessory which adds a dramatic new 
capability to your CPC. You can use it to 'grab' 
pictures from a video recorder or video 
camera and display them on your computer 
screen to save, edit (using an ait software 
package such as Art Studio) or print out 

Draws the crowds at all the Amstrad 
shows with us impressive images, which can 
handle colour as well as mono. And now you 
can buy it for £20 off the recommended retail 
price of£89.95. 

It comes complete with connections to 
any CPC and with so f tw«* on disk. 

24-HOUR HOTLINE 
S 0458-74192 

If you own Access or Visa credit cards you can place your 
order by telephone at any time of day or rught, seven days a 
week. Just dial 0458-74192 and be ready with your name and 
address, credit card number and expiry date, and the details 
of the software you wish to order. Alternatively, if you prefer 
a human being to an answerphone, you can ring 0458-74011 
during office hours and ask for "Credit Card Orders". 
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REAR 
VIEW 

Can the assembled 
heroes deal with the 
Businessman? Or is 
it a chain store mas-
sacre? 

A FOAM FRIEND 
We got an interesting package 
from the newly established UK sub 
sidiary ot Electronic Aits Inside was 
an invitation to their champagne 
launch and an orange, foam, 
squishy bouncing ball Aftei 
bouncing the ball off each other's 
heads for a while we finally 
worked out why they'd sent it - it's 
part of their logo We're currently 
expecting two more parcels to 

amve containing a green triangle 
and a blue square 

We hope nobody else takes 
up this habit of sending out their 
logos as gifts, because things could 
get very awkward We'd be getting 
firey birds, funy gremlins, toothy 
alligators and hard-headed 
armadilloes (Iniogrames) through 
the post 

UNIVERSAL COMPUTER PROGRAM 
MANAGEMENT FLOWCHART 

S t a r t 

^ thing work*?"0 ~ 

Dont touch 
I t < 2 H 

Stop 
You dozy plonkar 

Do®i anyone 
know K S H ^ i 

Hida It from 
tha b o a t 

you ca lch 

You poor 
s o d 
You poor 
s o d Forgat h t Forgat h t 

M Stop 

See us at RC.W show 
- Stand No. 1511-- s t a n o N Suncom 

Outshine Ordinary Joysticks 
MicroProse Ltd. 2 Market Place. Tetbury. Gloucestershire GL8 8DA Tel: (0666) 54326 Telex: 43422 MPS/UKG 



From Taito, the masters of arcade entertainment 
BUBBLE BOBBLE' 

Blow and bounce and bob your way into oblivion in this 
incredible conversion of the greatest arcade game of 

the year... 
Bubble Bobble will blast your brains and bruise your 

senses... 
Baffle yourself...buy Bubble Bobble 

Spectrum £7.95 Commodore & Amstrad cassette 
£8.95 Commodore disk £12.95 Amstrad disc 

£14.95, and for the Atari ST £19.95 

% 

Firebird is a Registered Trademark of British Telecommunications pic. 

© 



Return 10 an age of mystery and Intrigue, a place inVrfilch the fabled 
treasure of King Solomon shone brightly wKh Its glorious wealth. 

Where amongst the network of mysterious rooms lies the next key 
that will bring you nearer to these fabulous riches. Where amongst 
the stone pillars and hidden dangers lie mythical creatures that can 

perpetuate your life long enough to reach j^our ultimate goal. 

AMSTRAD 
<^v< 9.9? DHk.r 14.99 

SPECTRUM 48/128K c8.99 

CBM64/128 
Cm*. 19.99 DM. 114.99 

ATARI ST £19.99 M KttN SHOIS F R O M A M S T R A O V I R M O N 

US. Gold Ltd., Units 2/3 Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX. Tel: 021 356 3388 


